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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the stability of wellbores drilled in Ko-consolidated clays using non-linear
finite element method (FEM) and effective stress soil models to characterize the behavior of clay and
unconsolidated shale formations. Two constitutive models are used: Modified Cam Clay (MCC; Roscoe
and Burland, 1968), and MIT-E3 (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994). These soil models are incorporated in the
commercial finite element program ABAQUS TM through user material subroutines (Hashash, 1992). The
wellbores are modeled by a quasi-3D finite element model to approximate the far field stresses and plane
strain boundary conditions. The constitutive models are calibrated to the behavior of Resedimented
Boston Blue Clay (RBBC), an analog shale material which is Ko-consolidated to stress levels ranging
from 0.15MPa to 10.0 MPa.
The thesis comprises three major parts. Part one analyzes the short-term wellbore instability during
drilling in low permeability formations. The part focuses on the relationship between the mud pressure
inside the wellbore and the undrained shear deformations within the formations. The analyses predict
critical mud pressure values necessary to maintain wellbore stability at different deviation angles and
stress histories. The MIT-E3 model predicted higher deformations at reference mud pressure and
estimated higher values of mud pressures than the underbalanced limit to prevent failure in highly
deviated wellbores in NC clays.
The second part validates the numerical analyses by comparing model predictions to results of an
extensive program of model borehole tests. The lab experiments are performed on high pressure Thick-
Walled Cylinder (TWC devices) using RBBC as analog testing material (Abdulhadi, 2009). The MIT-E3
predictions demonstrated a very good match with results from the experiments. The results from the
analyses illustrated the effect of the device boundary conditions on specimen behavior and validated
approximate analytical methods for interpreting TWC results.
Part three studies the effects of consolidation on long-term wellbore stability. Non-linear coupled
consolidation analyses are performed to simulate the post-drilling, time-dependent deformations and pore
pressures around the wellbore. The analyses consider two different boundary conditions on seepage at the
cavity. The analyses show that consolidation generates extensive volumetric strains around the wellbore
and cavity deformations can aggravate stability conditions in highly deviated wellbores.
Thesis Supervisor: Andrew J. Whittle
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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1 Introduction
There is no doubt that oil has been one of the most important raw materials since the
beginning of the twentieth century. The growing demand for cheaper energy and cutting
operating costs has made borehole stability a key issue for the oil industry. Geomechanics
has an important role to play in the mechanical simulation of reservoir deformations and
the performance of wellbores. Efforts to expand oil resources and explore new territories
are vital to sustain energy production in the next few decades. Part of these efforts
includes oil production at very shallow depths. One of the major oil companies, BP has a
number of development projects where oil reservoirs are located at depths less than
1,000m in both deepwater environments in the Gulf of Mexico and onshore prospects in
the North Slope of Alaska. Effective exploitation of such reservoirs relies on a small
number of surface drilling locations, with highly deviated wells drilled with complex
directional trajectories. The formations encountered at such shallow depths are poorly-
lithified and are more properly unconsolidated rocks or stiff clays. The expected strength
of these formations is expected to be one-order of magnitude weaker than strength at
typical reservoir depths. Such unconsolidated shale formations exhibit highly non-linear
deformation properties, are strongly anisotropic and exhibit strain-softening in some
states and modes of shearing.
Wellbore stability methods commonly employed in the design of deep wells are based on
assumptions appropriate to the strength and deformation characteristics of well-lithified
rock formations (shales and mudstones). These materials fail in a quasi-brittle manner
(Santarelli and Brown, 1989) creating classic borehole breakout failure patterns. Most
wellbores pass vertically through the weaker upper sediments and are usually
successfully cased and cemented to mitigate effects of near-surface disturbance. There
are currently no methods for evaluating the stability of shallow boreholes in
unconsolidated soil formations. These materials are expected to undergo large plastic
deformations (borehole squeezing), creating a more extensive zone of disturbance around
the borehole. Prior studies (e.g. Yu and Rowe, 1999) are based on simplified constitutive
models of soil behavior. Given the highly complex material behavior, reliable predictions
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of borehole deformations and stability can only be achieved with relatively sophisticated
constitutive models that are able to represent realistically the anisotropic stress-strain-
strength properties of the clay (and shale) formations.
The importance of wellbore stability in unconsolidated rocks has motivated a four year
research project at MIT, sponsored by BP America. The project comprises an integrated
program of experimental measurements and numerical analyses. The laboratory
experiments use Resedimented Boston Blue Clay (RBBC) as an analog shale material to
enable consistent, repeatable element and model-borehole tests. Abdulhadi (2009)
performed a series of 1 -D consolidation and undrained triaxial shear tests to evaluate the
engineering properties of this analog testing material. Borehole stability was studied
using reduced-scale Thick-Walled Cylinder (TWC) tests with independent control of the
vertical stress and radial pressure acting on the inner and outer walls of the cylinder. This
thesis focuses on numerical analyses of wellbore stability. The behavior of RBBC is
modeled by two effective stress constitutive models: Modified Cam Clay (MCC; Roscoe
and Burland, 1968) and MIT-E3 (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994). The MCC model is the
most popular and widely used elasto-plastic soil model based on principles of critical
state soil mechanics. The MCC predictions serve as a base case for using the more
advanced MIT-E3 soil model. MIT-E3 is a significantly more complex elasto-plastic
model which describes many aspects of the rate-independent behavior clays, including: a)
small-strain non-linearity; b) anisotropic stress-strain-strength; c) post-peak softening.
This model has been extensively validated using laboratory element test data and widely
used by the offshore oil industry in predicting the performance of pile foundations used to
anchor productions platforms such as tension leg platforms (Whittle, 1992).
None of these constitutive models has been applied at the range of consolidation stresses
needed for the current project. Previous studies on Resedimented Boston Blue Clay
(RBBC) have been based on experiments performed at consolidation stresses; a'Ic ; 0.5
MPa. The MAA and MIT-E3 model assume normalized engineering properties of the soil
such that the undrained shear strength and stiffness of normally consolidated specimen is
proportional to the vertical effective stress at the end of consolidation. The elemental test
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program reported by Abdulhadi (2009) shows remarkable reductions in the undrained
shear strength and stiffness ratios with consolidation stress level. Hence, model input
parameters must be re-calibrated at the consolidation pressures of interest in order to
achieve realistic predictions of wellbore stability. The current numerical simulations are
based on non-linear finite element analyses that represent coupled flow/seepage and
deformations in the formation. This is accomplished using the commercial FE program
ABAQUS TM. The complexity of this problem dictated the use of numerical modeling and
discretization. The chosen constitutive models are integrated within Finite Element
program ABAQUSTM via user material subroutines after Hashash (1992).
Borehole instability during drilling depends on the density of drilling fluid (mud pressure
inside borehole cavity). Borehole stability analysis aims at improving methods for
controlling the density of the drilling fluid during construction. Even small percentage
savings in drilling costs results in large monetary savings. An accurate prediction of
required mud pressures in the field is a complex process where parameters are ill-defined
or excessively difficult to collect precisely. A more rational goal is to focus on the
relationship between mud pressure value and wellbore stability and deformations. The
goal of this research is to develop reliable methods of evaluating borehole stability in
soils form the results of numerical analysis using the FEM. The data from model
borehole tests validates the finite element simulations. This thesis is divided into seven
chapters making up three major parts: 1) investigating the relationship between mud
pressure and wellbore stability, 2) validation of simulations using results of TWC model
borehole tests, and 3) studying the time dependent deformations and pore pressures
within the formation due to post-drilling consolidation:
1.1 Undrained Deformations due to Drilling of Wellbore
Wellbore drilling causes stresses within the formation. For wellbores in low permeability
clays the process is sufficiently rapid that there is minimal migration of pore fluid within
the formation. Hence, the wellbores stability analyses consider stability due to undrained
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shearing within the formation. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background to wellbore
stability analysis. The chapter describes the categories of wellbore failure and introduces
the concepts of wellbore instability analysis. Then, the chapter presents the wellbore
unloading problem and summarizes previous solutions using different material models
and modeling techniques.
Chapter 3 gives details of the numerical procedures and methods used to simulate
effective stresses and pore pressures around deviated wellbores. The chapter describes the
finite element models used to simulate wellbores with general orientation in Ko-
consolidated clays exhibiting cross-anisotropic behavior. The chapter also describes the
effective stress soil models used in this analysis and the calibration of the models' input
parameters to RBBC behavior consolidated up to high stress levels (~1OMPa).
Chapter 4 describes the prediction of instabilities due to undrained shearing of the clay as
a function of the wellbore orientation and stress history of this clay.
1.2 Simulation of Model Borehole Tests
Results from TWC model borehole tests (Abdulhadi, 2009) are used to validate finite
element analysis of wellbore stability. Chapter 5 describes briefly the experimental
procedures, boundary conditions and key results. The chapter compares the computed
and measured cavity pressure-volume relations for the model borehole tests. The chapter
also evaluates the analytical methods adopted to interpret lab results and presents a full
set of results to understand stress conditions within the TWC device.
1.3 Effect of Consolidation on Borehole Stability
Drilling in low permeability formations can be represented as an undrained shear process
which develops pore pressures within the formation. Chapter 6 analyzes the effects of
subsequent fluid migration (and coupled consolidation) in the formation on wellbore
stability over the timeframe required for installation of wellbore casings. Numerical
analyses of the coupled consolidation processes involve time-dependent deformations
and pore pressures. The analyses in this chapter consider different permeability
conditions at the cavity wall in which pore pressures in the formation either fully interact
with the mud pressure or redistribute around an impermeable cavity. The chapter
investigates the deformations generated during consolidation as they may prevent casing
settings.
A summary of the analyses procedures and the main conclusions from each part are
contained in Chapter 7. The chapter also proposes several recommendations for future
research.
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2 Background
2.1 Introduction
Wellbore instabilities during drilling cause substantial problems for petroleum engineers
in all sorts of geological formations. Problems include incidents such as tight hole, stuck
pipe, and lost circulation are often encountered on the rig-floor. There are many possible
reasons for such problems; inappropriate hole cleaning, mechanical vibrations of drilling
equipment to name a few; but in a majority of the field cases reported, the fundamental
reason is mechanical failure of material around the wellbore (Bol et al., 1994; Gazianol et
al., 1995). Opinions vary as to the value of lost equipment and time arising directly from
wellbore instability, but no one disputes estimates of $500 M per year worldwide
(Dusseault, 1994). It is common in the industry that such stability problems amount to
typically 5-10% of drilling costs in exploration and production (Fjaer et al., 2008). Better
wellbore analysis methods, data retrieval, and use of educated individuals on the rig-floor
will save more money than is necessary for data collection, software development, and
education.
Inclined wellbores are very beneficial for reducing costs of production drilling, but
stability of such wells can be very critical during drilling especially in soft formations. If
the production wells can be drilled as deviated holes, the production platform can drain
larger areas of the reservoir and decrease the number of platforms required to produce the
field. There is a large potential for cost saving here, both with respect to avoiding
stability problems of the drilled wells, and also with respect to reducing the required
number of wells.
Oil reservoirs are usually encountered thousands of meters below ground surface, where
well lithified formations and competent rock reside. Most common wellbore design
procedures are based on the assumption that the prevailing material behaves like brittle
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rock. However, stability problems are often encountered in shale-like rock layers above
the reservoir. Charlez (1997) stated that 80% of the wellbore instability problems occur in
soft or ductile formations. The plastic behavior of shale is more difficult to predict.
Shallow reservoirs (less than 1000m deep) require wellbore stability in weak rocks or
hard soils. The host formations can undergo large plastic deformations with extensive
disturbance zones around the wellbore. Deviated wellbores are also very important for
shallow reservoirs. To have feasible production rates from shallow reservoirs, networks
of inclined wellbores with tortuous trajectories must be planned and employed.
The wellbore stability analysis depends on a proper determination of the drilling fluid
density that provides the mud weight inside the cavity of the wellbore. In order to prevent
influx of fluid, it is necessary to keep the mud weight above the pore pressure gradient.
Conversely, to prevent loss of mud into fractures (lost circulation), it is necessary to keep
the mud weight below the fracture gradient. These two constraints constitute the
minimum and maximum mud weights associated with stable drilling. This leads to the
mud weight window as the key input parameter for well design.
Several factors other than stress conditions affect the mechanical response around the
wellbores. The mechanical behavior can be affected by the high temperatures found at
such large depths. Hojka et al. (1993) proposed a thermoelastic model to count for the
temperature effects on rock behavior. Guenot and Santarelli (1989) investigated the
influence of mud temperature on the wellbore behavior, while Zoback (2007) considers
chemical effects on wellbore stability when drilling through reactive shale. Reactive
shales are identified as those that react chemically with drilling mud in such a way as to
weaken the formation leading to wellbore instability. This thesis as well as this
background chapter considers wellbore stability as a geotechnical issue: hydraulic and
chemical factors are vital, but instability is a function only of stresses (Y), strains (c), and
yield, whatever the causative agents.
For several reasons, stability evaluation is particularly problematic: direct observation is
impossible when the drill bit is thousands of meters away; in situ stresses are not
measured systematically; and there can be large variations in the material properties. The
complexity of the wellbore problem and the abundance of intertwined factors affecting
wellbore stability make comprehensive modeling a significant challenge. In complex
processes such as these for which parameters are ill-defined or excessively difficult to
collect precisely, parametric analyses are a more rational goal than accurate prediction.
Thus, exploring the effect of changing mud weight on stability is more beneficial than
determining the required mud weight to guarantee stability.
The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. Section 2.2 categorizes wellbore
failures in three different categories; brittle compressive failure, ductile compressive
failure, and tensile failure. Each category is discussed in terms of instability mechanism
and operational problems. Section 2.3 gives a brief introduction to the general process of
wellbore instability analysis. This section focuses on the concept of the safe mud weight
window as a key input to the wellbore design procedure. Section 2.4 describes the
wellbore unloading problem as assessing the effects of changing mud pressure on
wellbore deformations. This section explains the assumptions required to model the
mechanical behavior of real wellbores, and the factors affecting the problem solutions.
The factors discussed in this section relate to the analysis of brittle and ductile
compressive failures. Factors considered in conjunction with brittle failure are the choice
of failure criterion, using elastic non-linear modulus, and the interplay between well
trajectory and material anisotropy. In conjunction with ductile failure, the discussed
factors are the choice of yield criterion and effective stress soil models, deviation of
wellbores and anisotropy of far field stresses, and the consolidation around wellbores and
associated coupled behavior of the formations.
2.2 Wellbore Instability during Drilling
Wellbore instability during drilling can be evidenced by minor wall sloughing, reduced
drilling speed because of inability to clear cuttings, stuck pipe because of mudrings on
trips or salt squeeze, large washouts, excessive hole cleaning to reach bottom, out right
hole collapse, and even fracturing and fluid loss by internal blowout (Dusseault, 1994).
Bradley (1979) and others (e.g. Santarelli et al., 1986; Yu, 2000) categorized wellbore
instabilities into three general types based on the symptoms witnessed in the field:
a) Hole size reduction due to ductile yield of the rock or soil
b) Hole enlargement due to brittle rock fracture or rupture: and
c) Unintentional hydraulic fracturing induced by excessive mud pressure.
On the other hand, Fjaer et al (2008) divided instabilities into two categories of wellbore
failures based on the type of mobilized strength, compressive or tensile failure.
Compressive failure is caused by an insufficient mud weight leading to stress
concentration at the cavity wall higher than the rock strength, while tensile failure is
caused by an excessive mudweight compared to the smallest in situ stress. Figure 2.1
shows schematically the two different types of failure.
Compressive failure can be divided into two main types: breakouts and plastic squeeze.
Breakouts lead to an increase in wellbore diameter, and normally take place in brittle
rocks (type 'b' in Bradley's (1979) classification). In weak or plastic shales, sandstones
and salt; these ductile formations undergo plastic deformations and squeeze in reducing
the wellbore diameter (type 'a' in Bradley's (1979) classification). Some chalk
formations can also show such behavior.
2.2.1 Brittle compressive failure
Formations at a given depth are exposed to compressive stresses, vertically and
horizontally, as well as a pore pressure. When a hole is drilled, the surrounding rock mass
must re-distribute stresses associated with creation of the borehole. The mud pressure
provided by the drilling fluid can carry some of the stress. In a rock which behaves linear
elastically, and in zones where the mud pressure is insufficient, this leads to a stress
concentration (high hoop stresses) near the well. Breakouts occur when the maximum
hoop stress around the hole is large enough to exceed the compressive strength of the
rock. This causes the rock around a portion of the wellbore to fail in compression (Bell
and Gough, 1983; Zoback and Moos et al., 1985; Bell, 1989). For weaker rocks such as
shales, rapid sloughing occurs in zones of low mud pressure. Softening and weakening
involves mainly loss of cohesive bonding because of shear distortion and dilation,
swelling, and extensional fractures analogous to axial splitting in triaxial testing.
(Dusseault and Gray, 1994)
For the simple case of a vertical well, when vertical stress is principal stress, this leads to
the occurrence of stress- induced wellbore breakouts that form at the azimuth of the
minimum horizontal compressive stress. Breakouts are ubiquitous in oil wells and permit
stress orientations to be obtained over a range of depth in an individual well. Detailed
studies have shown that these orientations are quite uniform with depth, and independent
of lithology and age (e.g., Plumb and Cox, 1987; Castillo and Zoback, 1994). Breakouts
occurring in deviated wells are somewhat more complicated to analyze (Peska and
Zoback, 1995) but have the potential for providing information about stress orientation
and stress magnitude.
When excess breakout formation produces so much failed material from around the
wellbore that the total volume of cuttings and failed material in the hole cannot be
circulated out by mud circulation, the wellbore enlarges and the velocity of the drilling
mud decreases. Reduced cleaning capacity associated with slow mud circulation can
cause the cuttings and failed rock to stick to the bottom hole assembly. This is called
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wellbore collapse because it seems as if the wellbore has collapsed in on the bottom hole
assembly.
Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between breakout width and wellbore failure. Breakout
width is the central angle that corresponds to the failed portion of the circumference.
Limited breakout width (a), Ob 600 in the shown example, produces a failed zone of
limited size. Literally thousands of near-vertical wells have been studied in which
breakouts of such size are present but there were no significant wellbore stability
problems (Zoback, 2007). In designing a stable wellbore it is only necessary to raise mud
weight sufficiently to limit the initial breakout width to an acceptable amount.
Empirically, many case studies have shown that designing for maximum breakout widths
of Ob-90 0 in vertical wells is often reasonable, if somewhat conservative criterion for mud
weight prediction. However, in critical geological conditions, no damage is permitted by
the design especially for near horizontal wellbores (Ah =00), which is called a gun barrel
situation (Willson et al., 2004).
One can see that breakout widths that exceed 900 correspond to failure of more than half
of the well's circumference. In this case, the well could lack adequate arch support, i.e.
sufficient unfailed formation to support the applied forces (Bratli and Risnes 1981). As
illustrated in Figure 2.2(b), inadequate arch support could lead to failure all the way
around a well and the formation of a washout (the well is enlarged in all directions).
2.2.2 Ductile compressive failure
Rock fragments breaking loose from the wellbore wall, or a minor reduction in the
wellbore diameter due to plastic flow do not necessarily create drilling problems. Guenot
(1990) pointed out the need for a new failure criterion which can account for these
practical aspects. One obvious modification is to account for the post-failure behavior of
the rock by incorporating plasticity (and/or nonlinear elasticity). However, one must
differentiate clearly between yielding in the plastic behavior and the plastic and ductile
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failure of wellbores. Yield is a continuum mechanics term for a change in load-
deformation (or stress-strain) response coincident with fundamental physical alteration in
the microfabric of the material. On the other hand, failure is a loss of function. For
example, yield and non-linear behavior dominate the rock mass surrounding a typical
tunnel, but this yield actually stabilizes the tunnel by redistributing stresses away from
the wall, thereby reducing chances of catastrophic failure. In wellbores, the stress
concentration at cavity wall is greatly reduced in most real materials by non-linear,
elastoplastic, and viscous behavior (Nawrocki and Dusseault, 1993, Wang and Dusseault
1991a&b, Bogobowicz et al., 1991; Euverte et al., 1994).
Charlez (1997) proposed that the minimum value for the mud weight should be the
Critical Instantaneous Mud Weight (CIMW). The CIMW is defined as the well pressure
for which the first point in the formation reaches critical state according to a critical state
model. Charlez (1997) used in his work the original Cam-Clay model (Schofield and
Wroth, 1968). This mechanical criterion is comparable to defining wellbore stability
according to a kinematic criterion of limiting inward deformations (borehole convergence
limited to a certain percentage of the initial wellbore diameter). Charlez (1997) argued
that due to the random choice of the critical convergence value, the kinematic criterion is
much more subjective than the mechanical criterion. These two criteria are discussed
more thoroughly when effects of plasticity on wellbore analysis are explained.
2.2.3 Tensile failure
High mud weights reduce the hoop stresses in the surrounding rock, but hydraulic
fractures can be created if the circumferential stresses become tensile. If a fracture
existed, a significant amount of drilling fluid would seep into the fracture and get lost into
the formation. The mud loss may also lead to temporary pressure drop in the well, due to
the mud volume intruding into the formation. Fjaer et al. (2008) argued that pore fluid
may flow into the well from permeable layers higher up. In the presence of gas, this may
lead to a rapid increase in well pressure and a high risk of a blowout. This is potentially
dangerous situation that may result in loss of lives and equipment. (Guenot, 1998) stated
that extensional fields with abnormal pressures at depth are more prone to blowout
occurrences.
The focus of this thesis is on the lower limits possible for the mud weights in plastic
formations; hence, investigating drilling induced tensile fractures are beyond the scope of
this study. However, this phenomenon yields useful information about stress orientations
(Moos and Zoback, 1990; Brudy and Zoback, 1999). These fractures form in the wall of
the wellbore at the azimuth of the maximum horizontal compressive stress. As shown by
Wiprut, Zoback et al. (2000), drilling-induced tensile fractures can define stress
orientations with great detail and precision. According to Brudy and Zoback (1993) and
Peska and Zoback (1995) drilling-induced tensile fractures observed in deviated wells
have the potential for providing information about stress orientation and stress
magnitude.
2.3 Wellbore Stability Analysis
Wellbore stability problems fall into two general categories: 1) Preventing significant
wellbore instability during drilling; and 2) limiting failure of the formations surrounding
the wellbore during production. The latter problem is sometimes referred to as sand (or
solids) production (Zoback, 2007), as significant formation failure during production
results in fragments of the formation being produced from the well along with
hydrocarbons. Another aspect of wellbore failure during production is the collapse of
well casings due to depletion-induced compaction and/or the shearing of wells by faults
through injection- (or depletion-) induced faulting. This thesis and in turn this chapter
focuses on the first problem and investigates factors contributing to wellbore instability
during the drilling process.
During drilling, the well is filled with mud to prevent flow of pore fluid into the well or
rock failure. This mud is also called the drilling fluid. The mud weight is primarily
adjusted to prevent flow of pore fluid, while other aspects of rock stability have
traditionally received less attention. This represents no problem in competent rocks, but
in weak formations it may be the stability of the formation which sets the lower
acceptable limit for the mud weight, not the pore pressure. Underbalanced drilling refers
to intentionally drilling with mud weights that are less than the pore pressure. This is
done to prevent high mud weights from damaging formation permeability, to increase
rate-of-penetration (ROP) and to prevent mud losses in permeable intervals. Ottesen,
Zheng et al., (1999) and Moos, Peska et al., (2003) introduced the utilization of
Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) for problems of wellbore instability in the context
of underbalanced drilling.
The upper bound of the mud weight is that at which lost circulation occurs due to
hydraulic fracturing of the formation. The difference between these two limits is the safe
mud weight window. The drilling fluid is also used to transport drill cuttings from the
hole to the surface. The mud density controls the well pressure. In this thesis, the analysis
of wellbore stability uses the actual stresses and well pressure rather than the actual mud
density.
Stability problems are generally larger in a deviated wellbore, since the stress distribution
is less favorable. The vertical stress (which is normally the major principal stress) will
have an increasing component normal to the wellbore as the deviation angle increases,
and the stable range for the mud weight decreases. Also, it is more difficult to clean
highly deviated wells (near horizontal or horizontal wells) because gravity causes the
cuttings to settle on the bottom of the hole. In some zones it may be inadvisable to drill
above a certain angle. These limitations must therefore be considered already in the
planning phase of a field. This effect of deviation applies to zones of normal stress
gradients. If tectonic stresses dominate, the situation may be reversed, (i.e. increased
deviation is more favorable, in a given azimuth direction).
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As it is generally not possible to drill the entire section with one mud weight, a casing has
to be set to seal off the upper part of the section before continuing with an increased mud
weight in the lower part. This illustrates the two main tools available to drill stable
wellbores: the mud weight and the casing set points. Figure 2.3 shows a case history by
Moos et al. (2003) that demonstrates the importance of basing drilling decisions on a
quantitative model of wellbore stability founded on a comprehensive geomechanical
model.
Figure 2.3a shows the original well design using pore pressure as the lower bound and the
fracture gradient as the upper bound of the mud window. Based on a wellbore stability
problem in a previously drilled well, the lower bound of the mud weight pressure was
increased at depth, necessitating a number of casing strings and a very small window for
the third string of casing (Figure 2.3b). A better arrangement of the case set points as
shown in Figure 2.3c allows the upper two casing strings to be deepened, resulting in one
less casing string to be used. In the field, the design shown in Figure 2.3b was the one
followed, and millions of dollars were spent unnecessarily on an extra casing string.
The work done on wellbore stability is integrated in a general drilling strategy as shown
in Figure 2.4 from Charlez (1997). To begin with, the Geologist and Reservoir Engineer
define a target to be reached from the surface. According to the location of the starting
point, the Directional Engineer proposes a well profile taking into account both the
starting point, the target but also the presence of nearby well. According to the well
profile, XLOT (the closest extended leak-off test value) and pore pressure data (issued
from previous wells) a casing strategy is defined. Meanwhile, the initial stress state (Ko
and av) is estimated as well as the mechanical properties of various rocks to be drilled
and subjected to stability problems.
Once all the necessary data joined together, a stability calculation is carried out to
estimate the required mud weight. The next step in the engineering tree concerns the
choice of the mud (water-based-mud (WBM) or oil-based-mud (OBM) depending on the
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chemical reactivity of the drilled formations) and the minimum circulation flow rate to
ensure a correct cleaning of the bottom hole. In a final step, taking into account the rig
constraints, the bit hydraulic can be optimized and the ECD (equivalent circulating
density) calculated. In conclusion, the mud weight plan should always result from an
integrated study involving geomechanics, drilling and mud experts, people form drilling
manager and operations. However, the stability model should never be considered as a
purely deterministic tool and a measured risk is accepted (Charlez 1997).
2.4 The Wellbore Unloading Problem
The axial dimension of a wellbore is characteristically several orders of magnitude larger
than the in-plane dimensions (i.e. diameter is 0 [1m] while depth is 0 [10 3m]). Hence, it
is appropriate to assume plane strain geometry for the wellbore model. Gradients of
gravitational forces are small compared to stress changes in the cross-sectional planes of
interest, and therefore ignored. These two assumptions lead to the popular plane strain
wellbore model shown in Figure 2.5 as presented by Santarelli et al. (1986), Detoumay
and Cheng (1988); and Charlez and Hugas (1991).
At any point in the Earth's crust a stress state prevails, caused both by the weight of the
overlying formations (lithostatic component) and the action of the plates with respect to
each other (tectonic component). The geostatic stress state can be locally represented by a
tensor a (x, y, z) such that
[xx ax cYxz1
a = YYx GYy Gyz (2.1)
The stress state appears as a heterogeneous local value as it is defined at any point.
However, in the wellbore model, the stress state is considered as a homogeneous
boundary condition applied to the periphery of the medium (Far Field Stresses). Within
the medium the stress state is considered homogeneous. In most cases, when topography
effects become practically imperceptible, the vertical geostatic component av can be
considered as a principal direction. Hence, the geostatic stress is expressed with respect
to its principal axes as
Sh 0 O_
C= 0 SH 0 (2.2)
0 0 SV.
SH and Sh are the major and minor in-plane stress components respectively. SH po and Sh
= Kpo as shown in Figure 2.5, where the ratio K can be < 1.
Any geometric disturbance (drilling a well) modifies the initial geostatic stress state. To
satisfy equilibrium, the stresses no longer supported by the solid rock skeleton (which has
been removed) must necessarily be transferred to the material located on the periphery of
the wellbore (cavity wall, r=R). This is described as a stress concentration. The stress
state in the medium then becomes heterogeneous and will only return to its original value
in the far field (r>>>R). For this reason, geostatic stresses are also known as far field
stresses or stresses at infinity. Far field stresses are discussed in more detail in Section
2.4.3.
Knowing the geostatic state of stress, y, the radius of the cavity, R, as well as the pressure
acting inside the cavity, pw, the most basic model of a wellbore is a linearly elastic plate
with a central hole subjected to a bi-axial stress state po, Kpo. This is one of the oldest
problems of plane elasticity known as the 'Kirsch Problem'. The stress distribution
around the cavity is given as
PO R R2 3R 4 pWR 2yr=2[(1+K)1 r2 -(1-K) 1-4r 2 + r4 s2]+ r2 (2.3)
G O (1+K) 1+ R 2+(1-K)(1 -R4 cos20 ] r 22 [\r 2  J )/ ) Ir
po [/ R2  3R4 ' 1_ pwR 2
Gro = - (1-K) 1+ 2 r4 )sin2 r2
(2.4)
(2.5)
For a value of K= 1, the problem is reduced to an infinite hollow cylinder loaded on its
external boundary by an isotropic stress po. This simple plane elasticity problem is the
'Lame Problem'. The stress distribution becomes
[_ R2 pwR2r= po  2
[+ R 2 pwR 2
Ue = po 1+ r2 r22
GrO = 0
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
According to the given stress distribution, the most critical stress state is found at the
cavity wall.
Gr = Pw (2.9)
(2.10)UY = 2 po - pw
The inward radial deformations, 6r
Po - Pw 2
6r = 2G (2.11)
r
where G is the elastic shear modulus of the formation.
Wellbore unloading refers to the decrease in fluid pressure inside the cavity. The cavity
wall of a wellbore subjected to isotropic far field stresses will converge inwards with a
uniform radial displacement. This special case of the wellbore unloading problem is
referred to as a 'cavity contraction' problem. The solution of the cavity contraction
problem presented above is a simple linear elastic solution. The same problem can be
solved using numerous elastic and elastoplastic constitutive relations. It is worth noting
the difference between the cavity contraction problem and cavity expansion problem that
are encountered in geotechnical problems including pressure meter testing (Aubeny et al.,
1998), pile driving (Whittle, 1987) and cone penetration (Levadoux, 1980). Cavity
expansion is a large strain problem where cavity radius increases from zero to R, while
wellbore cavity contraction entails relatively small changes in cavity radius (small strain
problem). However, the cavity expansion problem gives very similar and interchangeable
results with the cavity contraction when used to simulate an incremental increase in
cavity radius. Cavity contraction problems are commonly encountered in problems
involving stress changes around tunnels (Lo et al., 1984; Ogawa and Lo, 1987), provided
that the tunnel cross-section is a simple circular cavity (and prior to tunnel lining
construction). In particular, Yu and Rowe (1999) modeled tunneling using the cavity
contraction problem with elastoplastic models.
The following subsections describe different factors affecting the analysis of brittle
compressive failure (failure criterion, material non linearity, well deviation, and cross
anisotropy). Factors affecting the analysis of ductile compressive failure are also
discussed (yield surface, flow rule, effective stress analysis, consolidation, and coupled
analysis of hydraulic diffusion around wellbores).
2.4.1 Effect of formation shear strength
This part focuses on the instability associated with hole enlargement due to brittle rock
failure around the wellbore. This instability mechanism relates to type 'b' from Bradley's
(1979) classification of wellbore failures. The wellbore is regarded as unstable when the
elastic stress field around the wellbore satisfies the chosen failure criterion for the rock.
In this section, three failure criteria are presented; the Mohr-Coulomb, the Hoek-Brown,
and the Drucker-Prager criterion. The influence of the axial stress acting normal to the
plane of the wellbore cavity is also discussed. In this section, only total stresses are
considered
Mohr-Coulomb (MC) failure criterion
The MC criterion most commonly used for soils assumes that the radial and tangential
stresses are the minor and major principal stresses respectively. For the purposes of the
wellbore stability problem using the MC failure criterion only the or and aT are the
stresses inducing failure, if this equation is satisfied
GO - ar= (2.12)
where;
1 + sin$ 2Ccos#
= and Y = (2.13)1 - sin$ 1 - sin$
and $ and C are the friction angle and cohesion respectively. If the expressions for Gr and
Ge at r=R from equation 2.3 and 2.4 respectively are introduced in this failure criterion in
(equation 2.12), the minimum value of well pressure that will initiate compressive rock
failure is:
[(1 + K) + 2(1 - K)cos2O]po - Y
Pw< 1 +a (2.14)
Hoek-Brown failure criterion
The Hoek-Brown failure criterion most commonly used for rock mass behavior can be
expressed as follows
aF = or + mqcar + sqC (2.15)
where qc is the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock material and m and s are
constants depending on the nature of the rock mass and the extent to which it has been
broken. The Hoek-Brown criterion may be better suited for predicting the imitation of
shear failure in the jointed rock mass (Yu, 2000). Similar to the procedure followed using
the MC failure criterion, the minimum well pressure possible without initiating failure is
d 1 + 8dmpo m
Pw < 2 Po - 8 m + qc 16s 8 qc (2.16)
where d = 1 + K + 2(1 - K)cos20 (2.17)
Effect of the axial stress
In the previous subsections only the in-plane stresses ((o and (r) are considered to initiate
failure. Solutions which incorporate the axial stress are few and specialized (e.g. Florence
and Schwer, 1978; Risnes et al., 1982). According to plane strain elasticity the axial
stress is easily calculated based on a specific Poisson's ratio, pt and the initial axial stress
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av from equation 2.2. Following the solution of the Kirsch Problem the axial stress
becomes
z= v - I po [ cos2 (2.19)
Ewy (1991) used the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion to estimate the minimum well
pressure needed before failure is initiated at the cavity wall of a wellbore subjected to
axisymmetric loading (SH Sh Gh) as shown in Figure 2.6. The wellbore is subjected to
different initial geostatic stress states in this analysis, and for each case the minimum safe
value of p, is recorded (elastic limit). However, Ewy (1991) also used the major and
minor principal stresses from the full principal stress tensor (ar, aY, az; 3D analysis) and
not just the in-plane stresses (or and ao; 2D analysis). Hence, equation 2.12 becomes
G1 - Ca 3 = Y (2.20)
A 3D stress analysis using MC gives the same result for KO values greater than -0.6, but
for values less than this, the results diverge as shown in Figure 2.6. This is because the
axial stress, Gz, is the major principal stress at the wellbore for low Ko values. The 2D
stress analysis underpredicts the value of p, when 7z is not the intermediate principal
stress.
To investigate the effects of the intermediate principal stress on the calculated values of
the elastic limit, a different shear strength criterion must be used. Several studies have
proposed 3D shear strength criteria to solve the wellbore unloading problem (e.g.
McLean and Addis (1990) and Ewy (1991)). To demonstrate the influence of the axial
stress, the linear extended von Mises criterion, or Drucker-Prager (DP) (Drucker and
Prager, 1952) is the most common choice:
q = d + p tanB (2.21)
This criterion uses two stress invariants:
1
q = - V (o1 - (Y2)2 + (cvi - (03)2 + (0F2 - G3)2 (2.22)
P = 3 (2.23)
where d and B are material parameters define the intercept and frictional coefficient in p-
q space. The values of d and B depend on how the DP criterion is fitted to laboratory
strength measurements. If standard triaxial compression tests are run to obtain the
strength envelope, then the DP and MC parameters can be related by
d= 6cos$d =3 - sin$ (2.24)
6 -sin$
and tanB = (2.25)3 - sin(.
If standard triaxial extension tests are run to obtain the strength envelope, then the
relationship between the parameters of the two models becomes
d = c 3 +sin (2.26)
6sin*
tanB 
- sin (2.27)3 + sm$(
The DP analysis predicts less conservative support requirements (elastic limit for pw) than
the MC 3D analysis, for nearly all Ko values when the triaxial compression parameters
are used as shown in Figure 2.6. The two criteria agree only at the points which
correspond to triaxial compression at the wellbore (Ko = 0.23, 1.83). When the triaxial
extension parameters are used, the predicted support requirements can be either greater or
less than those predicted by the MC criterion. This difference is directly due to the fact
that DP includes a strengthening effect from the intermediate principal stress.
2.4.2 Effect of material non-linearity on elastic stress distribution
The prediction of wellbore instability by assuming linear elasticity with constant elastic
parameters may be in error. It has been established that the pre-yield and pre-peak stress
strain properties of some rocks are non-linear and the elastic properties are pressure
dependent (Kullhawy, 1975).
Santarelli et al. (1986) presented a numerical study on the analysis of wellbore stresses
using a non-linear elastic model with a simple pressure-dependent Young's modulus.
Based on the experimental data obtained for dry carboniferous sandstone, Santarelli et al.
(1986) assumed that Young's modulus depends on the minor principal stress G3 in the
following way
E = EO(1 + 0.043a3) (2.28)
where Eo = 17.49 GPa for the carboniferous sandstone, (3 is in MPa and E is in GPa.
Using this non-linear elastic modulus, it is no longer possible to obtain a closed form
solution for the elastic stress distribution around a wellbore. Santarelli et al. (1986) used
the finite difference technique to solve the Lamd Problem described above, and calculate
the stress distribution in a thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure, pw, and external
pressure po. The results are shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7 indicates that close to the cavity wall, the tangential stress derived from a non-
linear elastic model is considerably smaller than that from a linear model with constant
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stiffness. The non-linear elasticity results suggest that the maximum tangential stress
does not necessarily develop at the cavity wall as suggested by linear elasticity. Larger
volumes of rock are influenced by the wellbore cavity being drilled. This phenomenon
agrees with observations of fracture being initiated within the surrounding wellbore and
the production of discrete and largely intact rock chips. Several researchers used other
pressure dependent models and produced similar results to that shown in Figure 2.7 (e.g.
McLean, 1987; and Nawrocki and Dusseault, 1994).
2.4.3 Interplay between well trajectory and anisotropy
This section considers the effects of material anisotropy and anisotropic far field stresses.
One specific type of material anisotropy, the transverse anisotropy or cross-anisotropy is
considered in this section. Transversely isotropic materials have one plane of isotropic
mechanical properties, with complete rotational symmetry in this privileged plane.
Within planes perpendicular to this direction, the mechanical behavior is isotropic.
Privileged planes are readily linked to weak bedding planes in shaley rocks. Their
orientation with respect to the applied stresses affects the rock strength. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.8, for strength tests with bedding planes whose normal is at an angle, p, to the
applied maximum stress (Zoback, 2007). To be more quantitative, one could view a rock
as having two strengths (illustrated in the Mohr diagram in Figure 2.8b). The intact rock
would have its normal strength which would control failure when slip on bedding planes
did not occur and a lower strength defined cohesion S, and internal friction p, of the
weak bedding planes which would apply when slip occurs along the pre-existing bedding
planes.
Mathematically, Zoback (2007) described how to estimate the degree to which bedding
planes lower rock strength using a theory developed by Donath (1966) and Jaeger and
Cook (1979). The maximum stress, at which failure will occur, (51, will depend on 03, SW,
and i, by
2(Sw + p1wa3)
G1 --:(3 + (2.29)(1 - ptcots,)sin2p
where tan2f3, = I . This is shown in Figure 2.8c, where at high and low values of p
the intact rock strength is unaffected by the presence of the weak planes; and at
P=pI=600, the strength is markedly lower.
There have been long standing efforts of characterizing the failure strength and failure
modes with theoretical models that are more sophisticated and generalized than the basic
method described above. Duveau et al. (1998) classified the widely used anisotropic
failure criteria into three categories: the mathematical continuous criteria, the empirical
continuous criteria, and the weakness plane criteria. The empirical approaches are based
purely on the observation of anisotropic strength of rocks in conventional triaxial tests.
The continuous criteria describe failure with a continuous failure surface in the stress
space. A continuous criterion is usually constructed using tensor representation theory.
The critical plane approach assumes that failure occurs through planes, and a failure
function is assumed for planes at different orientations. This is a brief description of the
anisotropic failure criteria, but more information can be found at Duveau et al (1998) or
Pei (2008). Pei (2008) proposed a new failure criterion for transversely isotropic rocks
under true triaxial stress states. The new model has the ability to describe the coupling
between material orientation (weak bedding planes) and principal stress orientation (Far
field stresses).
Far field stresses are usually described in terms of the principal stresses. The principal
coordinate system is the one in which shear stresses vanish and three principal stresses,
01 ? 92 03 fully describe the stress field. At the earth's surface, no shear tractions can be
supported, and hence, this surface is a principal plane, and one principal stress is
generally normal to the earth's surface with the other two principal stresses acting in an
approximately horizontal plane. According to Zoback and Zoback (1980, 1989) and
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Zoback (1992), this orientation is generally true to the depth of the brittle-ductile
transition in the upper crust at depths of 15-20 km. Therefore, geostatic stresses are
defined by four components; vertical stress S, maximum principal horizontal stress SH,
the minimum principal horizontal stress Sh, and the azimuth of SH to define the stress
orientation. Regimes with anisotropic geostatic stresses is classified according to the E.
M. Anderson scheme into three categories; normal, strike-slip, and reverse faulting
regimes as shown in Figure 2.9.
Wellbore stability is affected by its orientation relative to the frames of reference that
define the bedding planes (i.e. planes of isotropic material properties) and the far-field
stresses. Three different coordinate systems are involved in the stability of a deviated
well in a transversely isotropic medium (Pei, 2008): 1) the global coordinate system
XYZ, where the far field stresses are defined for simplicity, 2) the local wellbore frame
xyz, and 3) the material coordinate system STN as shown in Figure 2.10. Peska and
Zoback (1995) utilized tensor transformation to evaluate stress in the wellbore system.
[Uiocai] = [R]T[Uglobal] [R] (2.30)
where,
-cosycoso -sinycoso sinw
[R] siny -cosy 0 (2.31)
cosysino sinysinw cosw
Where y is the well azimuth and o is the deviation angle. To evaluate the stability of
wells of any orientation, a lower hemisphere diagram is used as shown in Figure 2.11.
Each point represents a different wellbore with a specific orientation. Vertical wells
correspond to a pint in the center; horizontal wells correspond to a point on the periphery
at the appropriate azimuth, and deviated wells are plotted at the appropriate azimuth and
radial distance.
Figure 2.12 shows the relative stability of wells for various orientations for normal,
strike-slip and reverse faulting environments. The shown stress magnitudes and pore
pressures correspond to a depth of 3.2 km and hydrostatic pore pressures. The mud
weights, also stated in the figure, are assumed to be equal to the pore pressure, for
simplicity. The color shown in each figure represents the rock strength required to
prevent the initiation of breakouts according to the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
previously mentioned in subsection 2.4.1. Red colors represent relatively unstable well
orientations as higher rock strength is required to prevent breakout initiation whereas
dark blue represents relatively stable well orientations as failure is prevented by much
lower rock strength.
In normal faulting environments, breakout initiation is more likely to occur in wells that
are highly deviated in the direction of SH than for vertical wells; and wells that are highly
deviated in the Sh direction are more stable than vertical wells. This is attributed to the
stress concentration at the cavity wall. For a horizontal well parallel to SH, for example,
the greatest principal stress Sv is pushing down on the well and the minimum principal
stress Sh is acting in a horizontal direction normal to the well path which yields the
maximum stress concentration at the wellbore wall. In the case of strike-slip faulting,
vertical wells are most likely to fail whereas horizontal wells drilled parallel to SH are
most stable. In the case of reverse faulting, sub-horizontal wells drilled parallel Sh are
most unstable.
Figure 2.13 illustrates how weak bedding planes can affect wellbore stability. Zoback
(2007) considered a drilling case in steeply dipping shales in the Andean foothills of
Colombia. Willson et al. (1999) described the case and emphasized the significance of
the prevailing material anisotropy. A near-vertical well experienced severe mechanical
failures accompanied by large increases in well diameter in a particularly problematic
shale section. When a fault was crossed by the well, the dip of the bedding changed
dramatically, and no longer affected the degree of wellbore failure. Figure 2.13 shows the
mud weight required to limit breakout width to 600 using the Donath (1996) method
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explained above. The upper figure is for the formation above the fault where the bedding
is dipping 600 to the SW. It shows that relatively low mud weights (less than 1 Oppg)
could be used only when drilling wells deviated more than 300 to the NW or horizontal
wells to the SE. this is because when drilling nearly orthogonal to bedding (the pole to
the bedding planes is shown by the red dot), the weak bedding planes do not affect
failure. The lower figure shows the bedding dipping 300 to the west below the fault. For
this situation, a near vertical well is in a relatively stable direction because the nearly
horizontal bedding planes did not affect wellbore stability.
Effect ofRock Anisotropy on elastic stress distribution
The problem of an anisotropic homogenous body bounded internally by a cylindrical
surface of arbitrary cross-section has been discussed by Lekhnitskii (1963) and Amadei
(1983). General solutions were provided on the distribution of stresses, strains, and
displacements around the cylindrical surface for a variety of loading conditions. To
demonstrate the effect of material anisotropy on the stress distribution derived from the
theory of elasticity, the solution for a cylinder with both internal and external pressures is
summarized in this section from Wu et al. (1991) which is a special case from the
Lekhnitskii (1963) solutions. The cylinder has an internal radius 'a' and external radius
'b'. This analytical solution of the special case is used when one of the local axes rzO may
be treated as axis of symmetry.
The general stress-strain relationship for a plane strain problem in a cross-anisotropic
elastic material can be written as follows (Lekhnitskii (1963), Van Cauwelaert (1977)
Er = 119r + P12ue (2.32)
E0 = P12r + P 2 2 C6 (2.33)
where pij are coefficients that can be expressed as simple functions of Young's moduli
and Poison's ratios. For the cylindrical cavity, the compatibility and equilibrium
equations become respectively as follows
d
er = g (rEO)
d (r
r A _ + (Cyr - YO)
(2.34)
(2.35)
The above equations can be solved to give the following general solution for the radial
stress
Cr = Arn 1 + (2.36)
in which n is . Using the boundary conditions: ar = p, at 'r-a', and or = po at 'r=b';
then the integration constants A and B can be derived. The final solutions for the stresses
are:
(a)
-r
PO P (an+1 -
r - - pw 1r (a 2n b1 -
(2.37)
PO - Pw (a)f+l
= n2n
1G-O
r )n-1 n Pw - Po (- )
(a)2n
1
a n+1
(2.38)
For a value of n=1, the above solutions reduce to the basic solution of a hollow cylinder
in an elastic isotropic material. Figure 2.14 shows the elastic stress distribution in both
isotropic and anisotropic elastic materials. This comparison suggests that assuming
cylindrical anisotropy affects the stress distribution significantly, especially the
distribution of tangential stresses provided that the Young's modulus in the tangential
direction is lower than that in the radial direction. This indicates that the rock around the
cavity would appear stronger because the difference between radial and tangential
stresses is lower. These findings are consistent with the investigation carried out by Wu
and Hudson (1991) on the effects of stress-induced anisotropy on wellbore stability.
2.4.4 Effect of plasticity
In Subsection 2.4.1, the instability is assumed to occur when the chosen failure criterion
is satisfied by the stress state at any point on the cavity wall of the wellbore. If a certain
breakout width is permitted (Ab <600 for example), then all points on the associated
circumference may reach the stress state of the failure criterion. The corresponding mud
weight 'pw' to the stress state at the cavity wall is regarded as the elastic limit (Bradley,
1979). Using the elastic limit as guide lines for stability is an appropriate measure against
hole enlargement failure types (type 'b' according to Bradley's (1979) classification).
Further reduction in p, causes a zone of yielded rock to grow around the cavity hole. The
failure criteria are treated as yield loci (i.e. the onset of plastic behavior rather than the
onset of failure). This approach is preferred for a ductile material which is prone to hole
reduction rather than brittle breakouts as in shales and unlithified mudstones (type 'a'
from Bradley's (1979) classification of wellbores failure). Each incremental reduction in
p, causes: 1) an outward movement of the elastic-plastic boundary, r=Rp, 2) elastic hole
closure, and 3) additional closure due to plastic displacements.
Post-yield behavior is modeled in the elasto-plastic constitutive relations using two
concepts; 1) the plastic flow rule, and 2) the stain hardening modulus, H. The plastic flow
rule states that the plastic strain increments are perpendicular to the plastic potential
surface, g. The strain hardening modulus allows the calculation of the magnitude of
plastic strain increments as follows:
1
d = -QPda (2.39)H
where Q = - and P = -.
As plastic deformations progress, energy is stored in the material. Strain hardening or
softening correspond to a change in the stored energy and characterize the current
position of the yield surface. An increase in the stored energy corresponds to an
expansion of the yield surface. The quality of the material is improved or 'hardened'
because the range of stresses within which behavior remains purely elastic is widened.
Similarly, a decrease in the stored energy softens the material and contracts the yield
surface. A perfectly plastic material is defined by the absence of any strain hardening
process. All irrecoverable energy is plastically dissipated. For a perfectly plastic material,
the yield surface is fixed within the stress space and the strain hardening modulus, H = 0.
In this subsection wellbore stability is investigated using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and
the Drucker-Prager criterion as yield surfaces. First, these yield surfaces are used for
perfectly plastic models, then a plastically dilating model is used for non associated
Mohr-Coulomb material, and finally a strain hardening model is used with the Drucker-
Prager yield surface.
Results using perfectly plastic models
Ewy (1991) used the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria (MC, using only in-plane stresses in
the analysis) and the Drucker-Prager failure criteria (DP, fitted to triaxial compression
parameters) as yield surfaces as explained in Section 2.4.1; and decreased the well
pressure in the cavity beyond the elastic limits shown in Figure 2.6. The rock around the
wellbore is modeled as elastic perfectly plastic with the same parameters associated with
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the results in Figure 2.6. Two cases of wellbores subjected to axisymmetric far field
stresses are discussed in this subsection. The normalized hole closure and normalized
plastic radius curves from these two cases are shown in Figure 2.15.
In the first case (Figure 2.15 left), the well pressure p, is decreased from Gh= 4 0 0 0 psi till
the elastic limit is reached and then decreased further till zero, while av = 5000 psi. The
MC predicted an elastic limit of ~1700 psi. As p, decreased further, MC predicts an
expanding plastic zone and accelerating hole closure (these results are obtained
analytically following Detournay, 1986). The DP predicted an elastic limit of ~800 psi.
At p, = 0, DP predicted smaller size of plastic zone and hole closure value than those
predicted by MC (these results are obtained using the finite elements method).
The second case (Figure 2.15 right) is chosen because both MC and DP models predict
similar elastic limits (pw = 2370 psi). However, the DP model predicts less increase in
yielding with further support reduction. At P, = 0, the DP predicted less hole closure and
smaller plastic zone. Including the axial stress 'oz' strengthens the rock when the DP
model is used, while the MC model overestimates hole closure and size of the plastic
zones.
Results using plastic dilation with Mohr-Coulomb
Yu and Rowe (1999) solved the cavity contraction problem using non-associated Mohr-
Coulomb material. The cavity contraction problem as explained earlier is decreasing the
well pressure inside the cavity subjected to axisymmetric far-field stresses, po. The
chosen yield surface is defined by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion assuming the radial stress
is the minor principal and the hoop stress is the major principal.
The well pressure is decreased beyond the elastic limit stated in Equation 2.14 to zero. A
circular plastic zone is created around the cavity and expands with further decrease in
well pressure. The radius to the elastic-plastic interface, rp is derived from solving the
equilibrium equations and maintaining continuity of stresses at the interface
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1
rp = RoTI a (2.40)
where T = (a + 1)[(a - 1)P + Y] (2.41)(2 [(cc - 1) po + Y])
while a and Y are the MC parameters (Equation 2.12).
Following Davis (1968), the soil is assumed to dilate plastically at a constant rate. This
non-associated flow rule with the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion has been widely used in
geotechnical engineering for modeling cohesive-frictional soil behavior. The use of a
fixed angle of dilation is a simplification and it is more realistic to consider angles of
friction and dilation as functions of density and stress level. However, a constant dilation
angles enables a complete analytical solution.
E
-r p(2.42)
1 + sin$J
where p = 1 - (2.43)
and W is the dilation angle.
Figure 2.16 shows some selected results from the Yu and Rowe (1999) analyses. The
effect of soil dilatancy on the predicted soil behavior around tunnels is studied by using
three dilation angles of 00, 200 and 400. These dilation angles are much higher than the
practical range but this variation illustrates the maximum possible effects of soil strength
and dilatancy on the behavior around the cavity. In Figure 2.16 the inward deformation at
the cavity wall is plotted against the normalized value of well pressure. These curves are
referred to as cavity contraction curves by Yu and Rowe (1999) or ground response
curves by Brown et al. (1983).
Yu and Rowe (1999) compared between results using logarithmic and small strain
formulations. The differences between both solutions are concluded to be negligible and
the small strain solutions would be adequate for practical purposes. The soil
displacements induced by tunneling increase with increasing dilation angle. Also the size
of plastic zone increases when the value of dilation angle is increased. The ground
response curves are found to be very sensitive to soil stiffness. Increasing stiffness index
G/po= 10 ~ 50 leads to reduction by a factor 5 in soil displacements due to tunneling.
Results using strain hardening with Drucker-Prager
Ewy (1993) used a nonlinear strain-hardening constitutive model to represent the
behavior of weak sedimentary rocks observed in the laboratory. The initial yield surface
expands as plastic strain accumulates until it becomes coincident with the failure surface
that defines the ultimate strength (Gy = ayuit). The yield surface is the Drucker-Prager
type explained in Subsection 2.4.1, but the yield criterion takes this form
q - p tanB = ay(EP) (2.44)
where ay(EP) defines the size of the yield surface as a function of the work equivalent
plastic strain defined as
EP= (dE dEp + dE dEp + de dE ) (2.45)
and dE , dE , dEP are incremental principal plastic strains related by non associated flow
rule.
Ewy (1993) simulated wells at different orientations in different stress regimes using the
finite element program ABAQUSTM . To correctly calculate all far field stresses and
displacements including the concentration of out-of-plane shear stresses near the wellbore
cavity, a single slice of 3D finite elements are used. The two planar surfaces of the slice
are constrained to have parallel displacements, but these displacements are allowed in all
three dimensional directions. This ensures that the slice maintains constant thickness, yet
allows it to warp, or become non-planar. The slice model has been also used by Zervos et
al. (1996) to simulate directional wellbores using elastoplastic constitutive models with
similar results.
Ewy (1993) and Zervos et al. (1996) recorded yield distribution and hole closure of
vertical and inclined wells. As the hole deviation from vertical increases, yielding
becomes less axisymmetric and more concentrated around the local x axis of the wellbore
that corresponds to a horizontal line in the earth. The most extreme concentration of
yielding occurs for a horizontal (o=900) well, and the severity increases with increasing
difference between the vertical and horizontal stress. If the horizontal stresses are not
equal then the azimuth (y) of a non-vertical well becomes important.
Hole closures are determined mainly by the far field stresses acting orthogonally to the
hole. Figure 2.17 plots radial hole closures for wells at ov=0 0 (vertical), 450, and 900
(horizontal) subject to equal horizontal stresses with respect to the global frame of
reference. The closure in the x direction (6,) represents radial deformation at the sides of
the cavity looking down on the well. The closure in the y direction (6ry) represents radial
deformation at the top and bottom of the cavity. As the well is increasingly deviated from
vertical it deforms more strongly into an elliptical type shape as shown by the difference
between 6, and 6y in Figure 2.17. Hole closures in all directions are greater with lower
support pressure in the hole. On the other hand, for a well that is not parallel to a
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principal in situ stress, the displacements around the hole are actually three dimensional.
The top of the wellbore cavity warps down and the bottom warps up.
Figure 2.18 shows the required well pressure to prevent failure in wellbores with different
inclinations using three different design criteria and the same rock properties shown in
Figure 2.17. Highest well pressures are mandated by linear elastic limit analysis using the
Drucker-Prager criterion as shown in Subsection 2.4.1. The required support in the well
cavity increases nonlinearly with the deviation of the well from vertical because the
difference between the horizontal and vertical stresses in the cavity plane increases with
well inclination. Also in Figure 2.18, the well pressure at which the rock at the wellbore
reaches ultimate strength using nonlinear finite element analysis and the constitutive
model described above. Nonlinear behavior of the rock reduces the stress concentration at
the cavity wall compared to linear elastic analyses, so a lower support pressure is
required for the same strength criterion. Another important consideration for drilling
operations is the amount by which the hole closes after it is created (borehole
convergence) because it determines clearances around the drilling tools. If no strain
softening occurred after attaining ultimate strength, then lower support pressure than
given by ultimate strength limit could be used. In Figure 2.18, the well pressure needed at
which the smallest diameter is 2% less than the initial hole diameter.
2.4.5 Effective stress soil models
The time frame for wellbore drilling is shorter than the time frame for diffusion of pore
water within the ductile formations around the cavity. Hence, plastic shearing and
deformation assumed to involve undrained shearing in low permeability formations i.e.
the soil skeleton deforms with no fluid flux or volume strain.
For undrained problems a more accurate approach is to use an effective stress analysis in
conjunction with critical state soil models. Such an effective stress approach was used by
Randolph et al. (1979) and Whittle (1992) to predict soil behavior around driven piles.
Collins and Yu (1996) have developed analytical solutions for cavity expansion in critical
state soils. Yu and Rowe (1999) used the finite element method incorporating effective
stress soil models to study soil behavior around tunnels. These studies are applicable to
the wellbore unloading problem because of the similarities discussed earlier.
The effective stress analysis accounts for observed features of the mechanical behavior of
ductile formations in undrained shear conditions that otherwise would not be included in
total stress analysis. These features include: 1) the effect of stress history (OCR) on the
soil behavior, 2) the variation of soil stiffness with stress level and void ratio, and 3) the
effects of soil strain-hardening/softening.
The analysis of undrained problems is done by maintaining constant volume conditions in
the soil around the cavity. This condition gives the following relationship between the
current radius of a material element, r (initial radius, ro) and the current radius of the
cavity, R (initial radius, Ro).
0 _ (2.46)
Yu and Rowe (1999) used Equation 2.46 to derive a finite Lagrangean form of shear
strain from the kinematics of cavity unloading.
Esh = Er- =2  n (2.47)
while
EVOI = Er + E0 (2.48)
Yu and Rowe (1999) followed closely the cavity expansion analysis in Collin and Yu
(1996) and used the following deviator and mean effective stresses for the formulation.
q = 6r - (2.49)
P =_ 2 (2.50)
Using the p' and q parameters, the yield condition and plastic flow rule can be
written in the form
q f (p') (2.51)
S= (P') (2.52)
Esh
The radial distribution of the pore pressure u(r) can be calculated from the quasi-static
radial equilibrium equation in terms of total stresses so that the non dimensional pore
pressure gradient is given by
du dp' 1 dq q
dr dr 2 (Irdr r
Equation 2.53 can be integrated in the elastic and plastic regions using the constitutive
relations of the chosen model; and hence, the distribution of excess pore pressures is
deduced.
Yu and Rowe (1999) used three different critical state soil plasticity models. The first
model is the original Cam-Clay model for both normally and overconsolidated clays.
This model was proposed by Schofield and Wroth (1968) to describe the stress strain
behavior of clays. The yield surface of this model for cavity contraction problems is
q =f(p') = 2-p'ln p' (2.54)
where the stresses have been non-dimensionalized by the equivalent consolidation
pressure at the same specific volume, v = (1+e)
I N - v
exp ( ) (2.55)
The constant A = 1- d/h, where K, k are the slopes of the elastic swelling line and normal
consolidation line respectively, in ln(p') - v space and N is the value of v on the normal
consolidation line when p' is = 1kPa. The final critical state constant M is the slope of the
critical state line in p'-q space. The ratio of the plastic volumetric and shear strain rates
calculated from the normal flow rule is
M
gp') = - (A + lnp') (2.56)2A
The second model is the Hvorslev yield surface for heavily overconsolidated clays. It is
well established that the original Cam-Clay yield surface over-predicts the soil strength
significantly for heavily overconsolidated clays. In this case, the Hvorslev surface has
often been used as the yield function. The Hvorslev yield surface is a straight line p'-q
space with a slope, h.
q = -hp' - (M - h)exp (-A) (2.57)
The third model is the modified Cam-Clay model proposed by Roscoe and Burland
(1968) to improve the performance of the original Cam-Clay model for normally
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consolidated clays. The modified Cam-Clay yield surface for cavity unloading problems
is
q = f(p') = -Mp' - 1 (2.58)
The ratio of the plastic volumetric and shear strain rates calculated from the normal flow
rule is
g (p) = 1 2 72) (2.59)
where q = q/p'.
Figure 2.19 shows the effects of using different yield surfaces on the predicted soil
behavior of normally consolidated and heavily overconsolidated clays according to the
results from Yu and Rowe (1999). The figure shows the cavity contraction curves
including both the cavity pressure, pw, and the pore pressure change using the original
and modified Cam-Clay for normally consolidated clays, and using the original Cam-
Clay and the Hvorslev yield surface for overconsolidated clays (OCR = 10). All results
are normalized by the undrained shear strength, su, computed in an elemental triaxial
compression test.
For normally consolidated clays, when the cavity pressure is reduced the pore pressure
increases initially before eventually decreasing to a much lower value. On the other hand,
the pore pressure remains constant during the elastic unloading before starting to decrease
when unloading becomes plastic in overconsolidated clays. The soil displacement
induced by tunneling decrease with increasing value of the overconsolidation ratio.
For the comparison shown in Figure 2.19, it is noted that the choice of a particular critical
state model has a very important effect on the predicted soil behavior around the cavity.
In general, the use of more realistic soil models such as the Hvorslev criterion for heavily
overconsolidated clays and the Modified Cam-Clay, MCC, model for normally
consolidated clays tends to predict smaller displacements around tunnels.
Charlez (1997) proposed a method to assess wellbore stability for a given mud weight
based on analysis using critical state soil models. Under undrained conditions, the
extension of the zone reaching critical state for a given mud weight is called the critical
instantaneous zone. The critical zone reflects the distribution of stresses and pore
pressure around the wellbore. Charlez (1997) used the original Cam-Clay model to define
the Critical Instantaneous Mud Weight (CIMW). The CIMW is the weight for which a
single point reaches the critical state considering the ratio C such that
- M
Cr = P (2.60)
M
The CIMW corresponds to the well pressure for which Cr becomes null at a single point
of the structure.
2.4.6 Effect of Consolidation
The solutions presented in the previous subsections assume that the rock behaves as a
single phase material and hence the solutions obtained are relevant only to the short term
(undrained or constant volume) conditions or the long term (fully drained) conditions.
However, the displacements and stress changes around a wellbore are time-dependent.
This time dependence is due to the two phase nature of a saturated material. Volume
change takes place only as fluid is expelled from the voids between the solid particles.
Movement of fluid through the soil or rock cannot occur instantaneously and so any
deformations which involve a change in volume require a finite time to occur. Assuming
a two phase material, Carter and Booker (1982) presented a semi-analytical solution for
the displacements and stress changes around a long circular opening in a saturated rock
material.
The initial conditions of the problem are similar to that of the wellbore unloading
problem described at the beginning of this section. It is also assumed that the initial pore
water pressure is hydrostatic with a constant magnitude of uo in the considered cross-
section. Carter and Booker (1982) considered two extreme hydraulic boundary conditions
at the wellbore wall. The first case is for a permeable wellbore surface, which is defined
by the following boundary condition on pore pressure
u = 0 (2.61)
The other extreme case that was considered is an impermeable wellbore, which would
give the following boundary condition at r = Ro.
au
- = 0 (2.62)
ar
To simplify the analysis, Carter and Booker (1982) solved the problem as the
superposition of three different modes of loading for (a) the permeable wellbore and two
modes for (b) the impermeable wellbore.
Mode Ia
The removal of the volumetric component of the total radial stress on the wellbore
surface
1
aar = -m = - (K + 1)po (2.63)2
Mode Ha
The removal of the initial pore water pressure on the wellbore surface
U = -U 0  (2.64)
Mode Ia
The removal of the deviatoric components of total radial stress and shear stress on the
wellbore surface
1
Aar = -adcos20 = -- (K - 1)p 0 cos20 (2.65)2
1
Aare = adsin 2 =- (K - 1)po (2.66)2
On the other hand, for an impermeable wellbore only loading modes lb and IlIb exist.
The solution by Carter and Booker (1982) outlined above is based on the assumption that
both pore fluid and particles are incompressible. This is particularly applicable to soil
mechanics problems. For application to wellbore stability, it is necessary to extend the
Carter and Booker (1982) solution to include the compressibility of pore fluid and
particles.
2.4.7 Coupled behavior of soft formations
Detournay and Cheng (1988) followed Biot's theory of consolidation to simulate the
formations around the wellbore as poroelastic material with compressible constituents.
This solution reveals the effects of coupling between changes in total stresses and
changes in pore pressures. However, in the solution of Detournay and Cheng (1988), only
a permeable wellbore is considered. This state of drainage relates to a few cases in the
field when mud pressure penetrates the formation and is no longer sealing the pores on
the cavity wall. Special measures are needed to prevent the drilling fluid from dissipating
into the formations especially in fractured formations (Labenski et al., 2003).
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Charlez (1997) studied the effect of drainage on stability assuming a perfect mud cake in
the cavity and an impermeable cavity wall. The effects of hydraulic diffusion are
analyzed within the time after the drilling and before setting the casing and cementing
which could take several hours to several days. Especially when the wall is drilled in an
anisotropic stress field the undrained pressure distribution will re-equilibrate through time
according to the permeability of the formation. Charlez (1997) monitored the change in
the stability criterion Cr explained in the previous subsection with time to conclude if the
current mud pressure ensures stability versus time. Using the original Cam-Clay model,
Charlez (1997) simulated the formation around the wellbore as poroplastic material.
2.4.7.1 Poroelasticity
As discussed by Detoumay and Cheng (1988, 1993), a set of five bulk material constants
are needed to provide a full description of an isotropic rock-fluid system. These include:
two elastic constants G and p (shear modulus and drained Poisson's ratio); two
poroelastic coefficients B (ratio of the induced pore pressure to the variation of confining
pressure under undrained condition, i.e. Skempton's coefficient) and pu (undrained
Poisson's ratio); and the parameter x which, for the case of incompressible fluid and
solids, is related to the permeability coefficient k by X = k/yw. Based on these definitions,
Detournay and Cheng (1988) defined a generalized consolidation coefficient as
2XB 2G (1 - pt)(1 + pu")z2
9(1 = ( it) (2.67)
Charlez (1997) used the Detournay and Cheng (1988) solution and produced the results
shown in Figure 2.20 for a wellbore subjected to anisotropic far field stresses. The initial
pore pressure distribution (Figure 2.20a) corresponds to the undrained conditions except
at the wellbore wall where there is an incompatibility between the undrained value and
the boundary condition imposed at the well (u = 0). To ensure continuity, the pressure
exhibits a maximum close to the wall but located inside the formation then finally joins
the undrained curve. This peak moves with time towards the exterior of the formation but
decreases in intensity. The undrained pore pressure configuration evolves into a purely
radial flow through time.
Since the drainage of the rock occurs at the wall, the rock at this point is almost
instantaneously characterized by its drained elastic constants. However, inside the
formation, the rock is characterized by its stiffer undrained elastic constants. Due to the
contrast in stiffness, the stresses relax in the softer drained region and a maximum hoop
stress is observed in the interior of the formation as shown in Figure 2.20b. Detournay
and Cheng (1988) reported that failure occurs away from the wall at a distance ranging
from 5% to 10% of the wellbore radius.
2.4.7.2 Poroplasticity
Charlez (1997) derived the undrained poroplastic response as the sum of Skempton's
effect and a contribution related to the plastic volumetric stain. In this case of an
elastically and plastically incompressible matrix the variation in pore pressure with
respect to the virgin pore pressure is such that
Au = B (AOCt) + BKBEPl (2.68)
where KB is the drained bulk modulus.
Charlez (1997) concluded that in case of a horizontal well (anisotropic far field stresses),
the undrained pore pressure values are generally larger than that observed for a
poroelastic model in the direction of minor geostatic stress. The maximum pore pressure
value can be located at the wellbore wall (low B values as in sands) or inside the
formation (high B values as in claystones).
In order to assess the effect of time on the stability of the wellbore, Charlez (1997)
performed a two phase calculation. First, an undrained unloading of pressure at the
wellbore wall is stopped slightly higher than the CIMW. Then, the well pressure is kept
constant and time is incremented to simulate the hydraulic diffusion process. As shown in
Figure 2.21, the pore pressure in the minor stress direction gradually flattens by diffusion
but it remains inside the formation because the wellbore wall is assumed impermeable.
The critical parameter Cr is then plotted versus time as shown in Figure 2.22. The
criterion becomes slightly positive with early time increments which shows that time in
this case is slightly unfavorable to well stability.
Compressive failure Tensile failure
Figure 2.1 Types of Wellbore failure according to Fjaer et al (2008) after Bradley (1979).
Stable well (breakout)
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Initial breakouts < 6C
3.
Stable wellbore
b. Unstable well (washout)
Initial breakouts ~120* Wellbore collapse
Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of breakout growth (a) when the initial breakout size is
relatively small (Ob < 60*) and (B) when it is relatively large (A> 120*) (Zoback, 2007). The definition
of breakout width (0b) is also described in the accompanied sketch as the central angle corresponding
to the damaged part of the circumference.
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Figure 2.3 (a) A pre-drill well design, made by assuming that the pore pressure and the fracture
gradient limit the mud window. (b) An illustration of the impact of considering the collapse pressure
on the pre-drill design. (c) A design made utilizing a comprehensive geomechanical model, which
adjusts the positions of the first two casings. (Moos et al., 2003)
Figure 2.4 Well design decision tree (Charlez, 1997)
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Figure 2.5 A schematic of the wellbore unloading problem.
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Figure 2.6 Minimum well pressure required without initiating failure at the cavity wall of the
wellbore model for different values of Ko (Ewy, 1991). The elastic parameters are the Young's
modulus E= 5E+5 psi and p=0.3.
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Figure 2.7 Distribution of tangential stresses along the thickness of thick hollow cylinder subjected to
uniform outer stresses po = 100 MPa. The stress distribution is calculated using both constant and
pressure dependent Young's modulus. Each curve is calculated for a certain internal pressure pw
indicated on the curve. (Santarelli et al. 1986)
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Figure 2.8 Dependence of rock strength on the angle of weak bedding planes. (a) Rock samples can
be tested with the orientation of the weak planes at different angles, P, to the maximum principal
stress a1. (b) The strength can be defined in terms of the intact rock strength (when the weak planes
do not affect failure and the strength of the weak planes. (c) Prediction of rock strength (normalized
by the cohesion of bedding planes) as function of P. (Zoback (2007) after Donath (1966), and Jaeger
and Cook (1979)).
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Figure 2.9 E. M. Anderson's classification scheme for relative stress magnitudes in normal, strike-
slip and reverse faulting regimes. The beach balls on the right are the earthquake focal mechanisms
as identified by Zoback (2007).
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Figure 2.10 A schematic diagram showing the global frame of reference X, Y, Z (The
principal stresses can be considered as aligned with the global frame of reference to simplify
the mathematical efforts needed for stress tensor transformation from the principal frame
of reference to the geographic frame of reference); and the local frame of reference aligned
with the drilling axis x, y, z. Also, the frame of reference aligned with the bedding planes N,
T, S. (Modified from Pei (2008)). Angles y and o are the azimuth and deviation angles of the
well respectively.
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Figure 2.11 Lower hemisphere projection used to display relative stability of wells with different
deviations and azimuth. (Zoback (2007) after Peska and Zoback (1995)).
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Figure 2.12 The tendency for the initial of wellbore breakouts in wells of different orientation for
normal, strike-slip and reverse faulting regimes (Zoback (2007) after Peska and Zoback (1995)).
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Figure 2.13 Effect of bedding planes orientation (indicated by red dot) on the stability of a near
vertical wellbore (indicated by green dot). (a) Wellbore stability diagram for the case above a fault.
(b) Below the fault in the Andean foothills of Colombia (Zoback (2007) after Willson et al. (1999)).
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Figure 2.14 Effect of material anisotropy on the distribution of elastic stresses around a hollow
cylinder bounded by internal and external pressure. The details of the problem are shown in the
accompanied sketch. The results shown are for a value of n=0.5 where tangential Young's modulus is
higher than radial Young's modulus.
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Figure 2.15 Normalized hole closure curves and normalized plastic radius curves for wellbores
subjected to two different initial geostatic stress conditions using the Mohr Coulomb yield criterion
and the Drucker Prager yield criterion. (modified from Ewy, 1991).
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Figure 2.16 Cavity contraction curves of a wellbore subjected to isotropic geostatic stresses using
non-associative Mohr Coulomb constitutive relations. The results show the effect of variation in
dilation angle and stiffness index (modified from Yu and Rowe (1999)).
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Figure 2.17 Hole Closure curves using non-linear strain-hardening constitutive model with
expanding Drucker Prager yield criterion. Inward radial deformations at sides (S, at 0=04) and at
top and bottom (8,y at 0=90) are plotted for different angles of deviation (Ewy, 1993).
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Figure 2.18 The well pressure needed for wellbore stability at different deviation angles according to
three criteria of stability analysis; (1) Using Drucker-Prager failure criterion with isotropic elastic
constitutive relations, (2) Using Drucker-Prager yield criterion with non-linear strain hardening
model, (3) Using maximum limit on permitted hole closure (Ewy, 1993).
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Figure 2.19 Cavity contraction curves plotted against well pressure and pore pressure change using
different critical state soil models. (modified from Yu and Rowe (1999)).
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Figure 2.20 Normalized distributions of pore pressure and hoop stresses along the normalized radial
distance on the x axis of the wellbore at different values of the dimensionless time factor T=ct/R0 2
(from Charlez (1997) after Detournay and Cheng (1988)).
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Figure 2.21 Pore pressure distribution in
time (Charlez, 1997).
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Figure 2.22 Change in the value of the normalized stability criterion with time to assess the effect of
hydraulic diffusion around a on its stability (Charlez, 1997).
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3 Numerical Modeling of Wellbore
Deformations and Stability
3.1 Introduction
From the previous chapter, the mechanical model of the wellbore (wellbore unloading
problem) is formed by taking a plane strain section orthogonal to the wellbore axis. The
formation around the wellbore cavity is modeled as a saturated porous medium with
engineering properties described by effective stress soil models. This model is
implemented in the Finite Element program ABAQUSIm and simulates coupled flow and
deformation within the formation.
The wellbore unloading problem is fully defined by a slice model. The slice model only
represents half of the space around the wellbore cavity due to symmetry and is of a finite
thickness to accommodate out-of-plane traction forces. Plane strain conditions are
imposed by preventing any out-of-plane deformations. Far field stresses are determined
by transforming geostatic stresses in the rock mass into the analysis plane. Drilling is
simulated by reducing a set of stresses around the wellbore cavity to a hydrostatic
condition defined by the weight of the drilling mud.
Two types of analyses are performed in this research, undrained analyses and
consolidation analyses. Undrained analyses are used to simulate drilling of wellbores and
to examine critical mud pressures at which failure during drilling occurs. The basic
assumption is that drilling takes place in a short time frame such that there is no
migration of pore water within the surrounding formation and hence, the low
permeability clay/shale is sheared under undrained (nearly incompressible) conditions.
Consolidation analysis is used to monitor the effect of time on the wellbore stability when
an adequate mud pressure is present. This type of analysis is more complex involving
non-linear soil behavior and coupling between fluid flow and total stress changes during
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the consolidation phase. Two types of fluid are present: water in the formation and slurry
in the wellbore. The analyses consider two different conditions where there is no seepage
into or out of the medium, or cases where seepage does occur.
The Finite Element implementation uses 3D mesh to represent the slice model in
ABAQUSTM. The mesh used mixed interpolation elements (displacement and pore
pressure degrees of freedom) to perform the analysis. Two effective stress soil models are
used to define the behavior of the formation, Modified Cam Clay (MCC, Roscoe and
Burland, 1968) and MIT-E3 (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994). These constitutive models are
numerically integrated into the program by means of user material subroutines (UMAT;
Hashash, 1992).
This chapter gives details of the numerical procedures and methods used in the analyses.
Section 3.2 describes the simulation procedures of a wellbore with general orientation in
cross-anisotropic formation. The section explains modeling the wellbore unloading
problem and the far field stresses using the slice model. Then, the section details the
stages of undrained and consolidation analysis.
Section 3.3 describes the effective stress models used in this analysis and the
mathematical formulations of these models. Then, the section explains the calibration of
these models to capture the behavior of the analog material, the Resedimented Boston
Blue Clay (RBBC). The section presents the results of investigating the effects of high
consolidation pressures associated with depths of wellbores (-2,000ft) on the behavior of
the analog testing material and how the models are re-calibrated to capture these effects.
Section 3.4 describes the implementation of the slice model in the FE program
ABAQUS. The section illustrates the meshes and different types of elements used in the
analysis. The issues of incompressibility associated with undrained analysis and
integrating non-linear constitutive models are discussed in this section.
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3.2 Wellbore simulation procedures
3.2.1 Problem Description
The current analyses make the key assumption that the formation comprises 1 -D
consolidated sediments, such that far field stresses, in the global frame of reference, are
fully defined by the effective vertical overburden stress, G'vo, and the lateral earth
pressure ratio, Ko, associated with the consolidation stress history. Stress conditions in
the horizontal plane are isotropic, 'x yy = Koa',o. Mechanical (deformation and
strength) properties of the formation are also expected to be isotropic in the horizontal
plane (i.e. material will be cross-anisotropic) under these formation conditions. In
practice, Ko-formation conditions are typically with horizontal stratification (horizontal
layering of sediments) and level ground surface.
The wellbore orientation is defined by the deviation angle, o, and the azimuth angle, y, as
discussed in Chapter 2. For wellbores installed in Ko-consolidated formations, behavior is
fully defined by the deviation angle. Figure 3.1 sketches a wellbore of general orientation
in cross-anisotropic formation (with an arbitrary deviation angle, o) with respect to the
global frame of reference (X, Y, Z). The figure also illustrates a cross-section
perpendicular to the wellbore axis and shows the far field stresses with respect to the
local frame of reference (x, y, z).
Wellbore inclination results in an out of plane shear component, ay. Figure 3.2 shows the
slice model used to approximate the far field stresses and plane strain boundary
conditions in a half space cross-section orthogonal to the wellbore axis (z), where the y-
axis is an axis of symmetry (approximating complementary shear stresses in the axis of
the wellbore). The slice model has a limited thickness in the z-direction where only a
single layer of 3D elements is required to accommodate out-of-plane shear components
of geostatic stress tensor. The thickness of the model is chosen as unit length for
normalization. The mesh is discussed in details in Section 3.4.
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The quasi-3D problem geometry reverts to a 2D case only for special cases correspond to
o = 00 (vertical wellbore) and o=900 (horizontal wellbore). For these 2D situations the
wellbore stability can be analyzed using a plane strain analysis of the quarter plane model
as shown in Figure 3.3. For the vertical wellbore o'yy = o'xx = 'hO = Kovo, and for the
horizontal wellbore, there are far field deviatoric stress conditions such that a'Tyy = 'V0
and a'xx = Koc',0 = o'h0-
Far field stress components shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are obtained by standard
transformation of the geostatic stress tensor under frame rotation:
[Uiocai] = [R]T[Uglobal][R]
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3.2.2 Analysis Stages
The most realistic depiction of the actual drilling process is the real time analysis of
unloading; however, this approach, while adding to the complexity of the numerical
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where:
analysis, did not add significantly to the understanding of the wellbore creation. This
complexity is expected to increase when wellbore inclination and deviatoric stresses are
considered.
The wellbore unloading problem can be simplified without compromising the quality of
the solution by considering it as two separate problems in series: an undrained unloading
problem and a consolidation problem. The decrease in well pressure that represents the
creation of the cavity is accomplished under undrained conditions. Typical drilling rates
(30m/hr, Willson, pers. comm.) are sufficiently rapid that there is little time for migration
of pore fluid within the low permeability formation. Then the soil around the cavity is
allowed to consolidate for an extended time period. The current analyses consider a
reference of 30 days to represent a base case for delay in casing installation. Figure 3.4
illustrates the 4 stages of wellbore unloading; the first three stages are performed under
undrained conditions and the formation around the wellbore is allowed to consolidate in
the fourth stage.
Undrained Analysis
Figure 3.4a describes the initial conditions of the analysis. The initial stresses are defined
in Stage I, when the deformations at the cavity wall are prevented (drilling did not start).
Then, the deviatoric component of stresses at the cavity wall is relieved. Stage II is
established when pressure on cavity wall is only radial as shown in Figure 3.4b. The
radial pressures are then reduced to define the relationship between wellbore
deformations and mud pressure. Critical mud pressures (radial pressures) are reached
when severe element distortions are encountered in the analysis and failure is initiated.
Stage III is achieved by reaching failure mud pressures as shown in Figure 3.4c.
Consolidation Analysis
As an alternative to stage III, mud pressures are reduced to a reference value (that
corresponds to a stable condition) as shown in Figure 3.4d. Stage IV simulates the effect
'Real time analysis of wellbore unloading is discussed in details in Chapter 6.
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of time on wellbore stability at a specific design mud pressure. The consolidation
analyses couples between the effect of pore flow and total stress changes.
Whittle (1992) and Aubeny (1992) have introduced non-linear consolidation analyses
around piles and penetrometers installed in clay. These analyses were also performed
numerically by non-linear finite element methods with effective stress-strain-strength
properties described by the MCC and MIT-E3 models. Whittle et al. (2001) describe
these coupled non-linear analyses as E-C consolidation.
The pore water flow in the soil during consolidation is controlled by D'Arcy's Law with
constant hydraulic conductivity; hence, the non-linearity is controlled exclusively by
stiffness changes of the soil skeleton. Given these assumptions, there is no unique
definition of the time factor. Instead, Whittle et al. (2001) selected a dimensionless time
factor in order to normalize predictions of set-up times and proposed two different
definitions of the time factor:
a'kt
T = yWR2 (3.2)
u' kt
yWR 2  (3.3)
where t is the time after undrained unloading occurred, cY' is the in-situ mean effective
stress, a'p is the vertical pre-consolidation pressure, k is the hydraulic conductivity, R is
the cavity radius, and y, is the unit weight of water. The two definitions are
interchangeable for normally consolidated clays, but only the second is used in this
chapter for convenience.
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For a well in the field, the drilling fluid creates a filter cake that seals the pores at the
cavity wall to prevent pore water from flowing into the well. If this filter cake is well
formed, it provides a very low permeability barrier and pore pressures will redistribute
within the formations
At r = R:
q = 0 (3.4)
where q is the pore water flow.
If the filter cake is less effective, it will have hydraulic conductivity comparable to or
higher than the formation's. In this case the cavity becomes fully drained and formation
pore pressures must equilibrate with mud pressures inside the wellbore:
At r = R:
Ucavity = pdesign (3.5)
3.3 Constitutive Models
Prior research on related analyses of cavity contraction problems in elasto-plastic soils
show that the predictions are strongly related to the constitutive behavior and stress-strain
properties of the soils. The mechanical response of low permeability clays is highly
complex and involves non-linear and inelastic behavior even at small levels of shear
strain (as small as 10-3%), while anisotropic stress-strain-strength properties are
previously observed due to 1 -D consolidation stress history.
There are a wide range of generalized effective stress models that have been proposed to
describe these material properties. Most are based on the theoretical framework of elasto-
plasticity and have evolved from the original formulations of critical state soil models
such as Modified Cam Clay (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). Prior research at MIT has led to
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more sophisticated formulations that deal with the anisotropic behavior of clays such as
MIT-E3 (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994).
The current research compares predictions of stress conditions around wellbores using
the MCC and MIT-E3 models. The results using the MCC are considered a reference
case, and are amenable to simplified interpretation due to assumptions of isotropy. MIT-
E3 is a more realistic model that provides more accurate representation of the non-linear
and anisotropic stress-strain properties observed in laboratory element tests. It is therefore
considered more realistic for predictions of wellbore stability.
The description of the MCC and MIT-E3 model formulations uses general tensorial
spaces: the effective stress space (T', S), the strain space (c, E), the gradient of the yield
surface Q, the plastic flow direction P, and the anisotropy tensor P. Kavvadas (1982)
introduced a set of transformed variables for these tensorial quantities. Each transformed
variable involves six components: one isotropic component (namely Y', e, Q, P, 1,
respectively) and five deviatoric components (e.g. Si, S2 , S3, S4, and S5 are the
transformed deviatoric components of stress). Table 3.1 shows the transformed variables
for the stress and strain tensors which will be used in the description of the constitutive
relations in this chapter and the analysis results in later chapters.
All tensor relations can be written in terms of transformed variables in a form completely
analogous to their tensorial form. Moreover, most practical problems can be solved in
convenient subspaces involving a reduced number of variables (Kavvadas, 1982). For
example:
1- Any triaxial test can be represented in the (G', Si) two-dimensional stress
space; and S2 = S3 = S4 = S =0.
2- Any plane strain or cavity contraction/expansion problem can be represented
in the (cY', Si, S2) three-dimensional space; and S3 =S 4 = S =0.
3- Any DSC test can be represented in the (Y', Si, S2 , S3) four-dimensional space;
with S4 = S5 = 0.
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4- The wellbore unloading problem considered in this thesis can be represented
in the (a', S1, S2, S4) four-dimensional space; with S3 = S5 = 0.
3.3.1 Modified Cam-Clay
The MCC model (Roscoe and Burland, 1968) describes an idealized behavior of soils
which is characterized by the framework of Critical State Soil Mechanics around two
major observations of soil behavior:
1. It unifies observations of volumetric behavior and shear behavior. Normally
consolidated stress states of soil form an ellipsoidal yield surface (f = 0; Figure
3.5) beyond which the soil undergoes large irrecoverable plastic strains
(following an associated flow rule). Any stress state within the yield surface (f <
0) is an overconsolidated state and is characterized by elastic behavior.
2. When soils are subjected to shearing, they tend asymptotically to a critical state
where continuous shear distortions can occur at constant effective stress and void
ratio.
The generalized constitutive equations of the MCC model can be summarized as follows:
1- The yield function has the form of an ellipsoid:
f = SiSi -c 2 '(2a' - a') = 0 (3.6)
where a' is a hardening parameter describing the maximum hydrostatic pressure,
and c the slope of the critical state line. The version of MCC in this thesis
assumes extended Von Mises generalization of the yield surface and critical state
failure criterion (Whittle, 1987). The constant c is calculated from large strain
frictional angle in triaxial compression shear tests, $'rc:
2 3 (6 sin'rwc)
c = -M= (3.7)
3 3 - sin$'c(
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2- The plastic strains follow an associated flow rule:
Of
P ==- 2c2( _ a' (3.8)
= Q' - -- - 2S-
3- The elastic moduli are estimated from the slope of a 1-D swelling line, K, in e-
logea space:
a' v0K = -= (-)' (3.9)
E K
where vo = (1+eo) is the initial specific volume. In this version of the model, a
constant Poisson's ratio, g', is used and hence, K 3(1-41) = constant.
4- The yield surface exhibits density hardening which is proportional to the rate of
plastic volumetric strain 0'
al K(3.1(
where k is the measured slope of the virgin consolidation line (VCL) in e-logeo'
space.
3.3.2 MIT-E3
The MIT-E3 formulation (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994) is based on the theory of
incrementally linearized elasto-plasticity and consists of three distinct components: a) an
elasto-plastic model for normally consolidated clays; b) a perfectly hysteretic formulation
and c) bounding surface plasticity. The model describes a number of important aspects of
soil behavior which have been observed in laboratory tests on Ko-normally consolidated
clays including: 1) anisotropic stress-strain-strength properties associated with 1-D
consolidation history and subsequent straining; 2) post-peak, strain softening in
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undrained shear tests in certain modes of shearing on normally and lightly
overconsolidated clays; 3) small strain non-linearity following a reversal of load
direction; 4) hysteretic behavior during unload-reload cycles of loading; 5) occurrence of
irrecoverable plastic strains during cyclic loading and shearing of overconsolidated clays.
The mechanical behavior of soil elements normally consolidated along radial effective
stress paths (S/G'= constant) is described by a yield surface which is initially oriented
along the direction of consolidation. The yield function is written by Kavvadas (1982):
f = (S - a'b): (S - a'b) - c2G'(2c' - a) = 0 (3.11)
where, a' controls the size of the yield surface, b is a second order tensor describing the
orientation of the yield surface in effective stress space ((Y', S) and c is the ratio of the
semi-axes of the ellipsoid (Figure 3.6). For the case when b=O, the yield surface reduces
to the same form as that used in the MCC (Roscoe and Burland, 1968).
Failure conditions are represented by an anisotropic failure criterion. It is assumed that
the orientation of the failure criterion is fully defined by the friction angles measured in
triaxial compression and extension tests ($'c and $'E , respectively) at large strain
conditions (typically Ca =10% in undrained shear tests). The failure condition can then be
written using the transformed variables:
h = S1Si - 2Si' 1 + a' 2 ( 2 - k2 ) = 0 (3.12)
where 1  (Cc - Ce) and k =(Cc + Ce)
_ (6sin*TC) (6sin#TE)
c= and Ce=F3-sin@rTC 3+sinOTE
The model assumes two hardening rules to describe changes in the size and orientation of
the yield surface respectively
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a'= a (3.13)
b = $o(rx)(S- a'b)dP (3.14)
where ( is dimensionless function of the state variables which is obtained by invoking the
consistency requirement (f = 0), *ois a material constant controlling the rate of rotation
of the yield surface, and rx is a scalar which describes the relative orientation of the yield
surface to the critical state cone.
A non-associated flow rule is used in order to generate: a) critical state failure conditions;
and b) Ko conditions for 'virgin normally consolidated clay' (KONC). The flow rule is
defined as follows:
P = 2c 2a'rc (3.15)
P' = c2 x(Q' + (rc)S
where x is a constant which defines the KONC condition:
X 1 + 2 KONC K) (K
X ( 3(1 - KONC) 2G A) (3.16)
and the parameter rc is a scalar variable which describes the location of the current state
relative to the failure surface.
The elasto-plastic modulus, H, is defined by detailed consideration of the behavior of Ko-
normally consolidated clays. The functional form of H is selected in order to describe:
a)virgin consolidation lines (VCL) with slope k in e-logeca' space for all radial
consolidation paths in effective stress (a', S) space; and b) stain hardening, peak
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strength, strain softening and critical state conditions for undrained shearing of Ko-
normally consolidated clays:
H = 2c2  ) Ka'P - St2c 2x(rc)(Q': b)} (3.17)(K
where St is a material constant.
For the overconsolidated soil behavior, the model formulation sub-divides the observed
behavior into:
1. A closed symmetric, hysteresis loop Figure 3.7a, which matches the observed
behavior during unloading.
2. For reloading, plastic strains are assumed to develop as the Virgin Consolidation
Line (VCL) is approached Figure 3.7b. The magnitude of plastic strains is
determined by the proximity of the current stress state to the VCL. Thus, plasticity
is conveniently described using a bounding surface (Dafalias and Hermann, 1980).
The volumetric response during unloading is described by a tangential bulk modulus:
K _ 1+ e O (3 181 + e)OK = (1 + 6)Ko '(.18)
where 6 = Cn(loge ( + ()"-', eo is the void ratio, KO defines the initial unloading slope
in e-logea' space, C and n are material constants to describe non-linearity at small strain
levels, and 4 and 4s are dimensionless distances in stress space which relate the current
stress state to the stress reversal state:
if -' > arev
rev (3.19)Greyv
CY if C' < Urev
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1where o'rev is the mean effective stress at the stress reversal point, and iT, = w1 x r7 =
wi (- - - ) is the change in shear stress ratio from the last stress reversal state. The
al arev
parameters coi are material constants. For Ko-normally consolidated clays, values of oi
can be obtained from triaxial shear data assuming that oi=o, o 2 3 =o4= 5 =10o.
During reloading, the bounding surface model (Dafalias and Hermann, 1980) relates the
plastic strains of overconsolidated clays to the plastic behavior previously defined for the
normally consolidate material. A radial mapping rule is used to define a unique image
point in the bounding surface. Functions are developed to relate the elasto-plastic
modulus, H, and flow direction, P, to the corresponding values at the current image point,
H1 and P1. The MIT-E3 model introduces separate mapping rules for the elasto-plastic
modulus and the flow direction which can be expressed in general form:
P = P, + Pog 1  (3.20)
H =H + H0 g 2
where Po, HO are the values of P and H at the first loading for stress states within the
bounding surface (first yield); and gi, g2 are mapping functions described by the relative
position of the current stress and image stress states. The following expressions are
adopted for Ho, Po, gi and g2:
Po = -- 2c 2 a'rc + (TI1: QI)} (3.21)
a'C~ - a'/
1
HO = -(1 + eo){(a' - a')hlQl|PI|}
K0
cc I '
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In these equations, h, g are dimensionless material constants which are established from
parametric studies; ac'oi is the size of the load surface at first yield.
The model also has a number of key restrictions: 1) it uses a rate independent formulation
and hence, cannot model creep, relaxation or other strain rate dependent properties of the
soil skeleton; and 2) it assumes normalized soil properties (e.g., the strength and stiffness
are proportional to the confining pressure at a given overconsolidation ratio, OCR) and
hence, does not describe complex aspects of soil behavior associated with cementation;
and 3) its predictions become progressively less reliable for OCR>4-8.
Table 3.4 summarizes the input parameters used by the MIT-E3 model together with their
physical significance and proposed laboratory tests from which these properties can be
determined (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994). In addition to these 15 material constants, the
MIT-E3 model uses the following state variables:
1- The effective stress tensor (a', S).
2- The size and orientation of the bounding surface (a', b).
3- Effective stresses at the most recent reversal state (G'rev, Srev).
4- The strains accumulated since the last reversal state (Ale, AlE).
5- The size of the bounding surface at the last reversal state, a'rev; and the
size of the load surface at first yield, ax'oi.
At the start of a wellbore unloading problem in Ko-normally consolidated clays, the initial
values used in this analysis must be specified. The effective stress tensor (Y', Si, S2, S4) is
computed from standard tensor transformation as discussed earlier. The rest of the state
variables can be defined as:
(Sl - a'bi)2 + (S2 - a'b2)2 + (S4 - a'b4 )2  (3.22)
2cza' +2
3 ((2 cos2 W - sin 2 o) + KO(2 sin 2 w - cos 2  _ 1))
b, = F1+ 2KO
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b (sin2 W + K0 (cos 2 W _ 1))
b 2 1 +2KO
b4 = 3V2((cos w sin o) + KO (sin o cos )1+2KO
Grev 
' rev
A = AlE = 0
arev = a0 i = a
3.3.3 Modeling of Resedimented Boston Blue Clay (RBBC) behavior
The previously described effective stress models are calibrated to results of a
standardized suite of laboratory experiments on the analog soil, RBBC. The analog clay
is a soil resedimented in the laboratory from the natural Boston Blue Clay, an illitic
glacio-marine clay of low to medium sensitivity. RBBC is used for the following reasons:
1) procedures for manufacturing uniform samples of RBBC are well-established
(Germaine, 1982); 2) The engineering properties of RBBC are well-established from
extensive studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 3) Input parameters for
the MCC and MIT-E3 models have been selected and validated (e.g. Whittle et al., 1994);
4) the engineering behavior of RBBC is typical of natural, uncemented clay deposits with
similar index properties. These reasons made this soil an ideal research material to
investigate fundamental aspects of soil behavior without having to take into account the
variability of natural soils.
Previous studies of RBBC have established normalized engineering properties of soil
(following the SHANSEP framework; Ladd and Foott, 1974) such that the undrained
shear strength and stiffness of Ko-normally consolidated clay are proportional to the
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vertical effective stress at the end of consolidation. However, Abdulhadi (2009) has
found that there are significant differences in the effective stress-strain-strength
properties at high confining stresses. These results cannot be simulated directly by
constitutive models that are based on assumptions of normalized clay behavior, including
elasto-plastic models such as MCC and MIT-E3. Prior studies have focused on the
behavior of RBBC at effective consolidation stresses in the range of 0.1~0.4 MPa (low
pressure). One way to reconcile the situation is to reconstruct a new set of model input
parameters for each model, so that the predicted behavior becomes representative of
RBBC properties consolidated at pressures within the range of 1~10 MPa (high pressure),
that are of principle interest for wellbore stability. This section, first presents the low
pressure MCC and MIT-E3 calibrations (Whittle et al., 1994); and discusses the
prediction capabilities of both models for plane strain behavior of RBBC. Then, the
section summarizes the engineering properties of the RBBC from the high pressure test
program (Table 3.2; Abdulhadi, 2009) and the calibration of model parameters from these
tests (Abdulhadi et al., 2009). Tables 3.3 and 3.4 compare between input parameter for
low and high pressure calibrations of MCC and MIT-E3 models respectively.
RBBC behavior under low consolidation pressures
Abdulhadi et al. (2008) gave a comparison between the predictive capabilities of MCC
and MIT-E3 models for the behavior of RBBC consolidation under low pressures
(0.1~0.4MPa). The input parameters of the MCC model are chosen by Whittle et al.
(1994) based on lab experiments by Ladd and Varllalyay (1965) and Sheahan (1991). The
measured lateral effective stress ratio for the virgin normally consolidated clay ranges
from KONC = 0.47 to 0.53 for the tests reported in Figure 3.8. The friction angle, i'rc =
33.40 is well defined from effective stress measurements at axial strain levels, Ca = 10% in
CKOUC tests at OCR =1. The equivalent friction angle in the extension mode, $'TE, is
much more difficult to estimate due to geometric nonuniformities (necking) observed in
the tests. Recent data (Sheahan and Germaine, 1992) suggest that the selected friction
angle $'rE= 45.90 is about 100 too high. This is revised when the MIT-E3 model is
recalibrated for behavior under high pressure consolidation.
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Figure 3.8 compares typical MCC predictions of the elemental undrained stress-strain
response of Ko-normally consolidated Boston Blue Clay (RBBC) in triaxial compression
and extension modes of shearing with measured data for RBBC 2 . The stress-strain
properties predicted by MCC are strongly conditioned by the assumption of an isotropic
yield surface. In triaxial extension, elastic behavior prevails inside the isotropic yield
surface and hence, there are initially no shear-induced pore pressures (Aa' = 0), and the
yield point is clearly distinguished by the change in direction of the stress path. In
compression, positive shear-induced pore pressures occur throughout shearing. In both
modes, the undrained shear strength is only mobilized at large, strain critical state
conditions. The model predicts a unique undrained shear strength ratio in both triaxial
compression and extension shear modes, su/a've = 0.32. As a result, the model grossly
overestimates the undrained shear strength in the extension modes. It also underestimates
significantly the measured shear stiffness in both modes of shearing.
Figure 3.9 illustrates typical MIT-E3 predictions of the elemental undrained stress-strain
response of normally consolidated clays in plane strain compression and extension modes
of shearing. These data illustrate clearly the capabilities of the model to capture complex
mechanical response such as non-linear stress strain behavior and post-peak softening in
the compression mode of shearing. The MIT-E3 predictions match closely the measured
undrained shear strengths in both modes of shearing (model strength ratios are SuTC/G vc
0.32 and SuTE/Gvc =0.16 in compression and extension, respectively), as well as the axial
strain at peak shear resistance (E ap=0. 3 %). Also, the anisotropic yield surface and
hardening rules allow a non-unique effective stress state failure that depends on
consolidation history. Moreover, the shear-induced pore pressure is calculated for stress
states inside as well as on the yield surface as shown in the non-linearity of the shown
stress paths due to bounding surface plasticity.
2 The MCC predictions are in better agreement with data from hydrostatically consolidated (Ko = 1)
sheared samples of BBC.
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Model predictions of undrained shear behavior measured in laboratory plane strain tests
provide a useful framework for interpreting the subsequent cavity contraction analyses
around inclined wellbores. The DSC (Arthur et al., 1977) is a plane strain, stress-
controlled device that is able to apply both normal and shear forces to four faces of a
cubical sample and hence can control principal stress directions in the plane of loading.
Figure 3.10 illustrates an idealized test procedure for using the DSC to evaluate the
anisotropic stress-strain properties of clay in undrained shearing that develop due to a
one-dimensional consolidation stress history. Soil specimens are first consolidated under
Ko-conditions to the prescribed OCR (i.e., with no lateral strains in the x-z plane) and are
then sheared by imposing principal stress increments oriented at angle, 6inc, to the original
direction of deposition. Tests performed at 6 inc = 0' and 90' correspond to conventional
undrained plane strain active and passive modes of shearing, while those at intermediate
values of 6in, involve rotation of principal stress directions.
Figure 3.11 a and b compares MCC and MIT-E3 predictions with effective stress paths
measured in a series of laboratory undrained plane strain Directional Shear Cell (DSC)
tests on Ko-normally consolidated BBC (Seah, 1990). Material properties for the two
models are chosen using other laboratory data (triaxial and oedometer tests). Therefore,
the comparisons are true predictions of the models' responses in this mode of shearing.
The figure shows the three in-plane stress components (G'h, a v, T) in two 2D planes
(p' = (a' + a'), q = (' - a')) and (-c, q). Stress paths in the (p', q) space describe
the shear-induced pore pressures in these tests, while reference friction angles, p' =
42.30, 35.7' represent the large strain (critical state conditions) predicted in the active and
passive modes of shearing, respectively (Whittle et al., 1994). The undrained shear
strength, su = max Vq 2 + [ 2 can be described as a function of the major principal stress
direction, 6, in the (T, q) space.
The results highlight some of the key limitations of the MCC model. The MCC model
describes a unique undrained shear strength (su/&'ve = 0.37) which is mobilized at critical
state conditions (i.e., unique effective stress state at failure) and is independent of the
direction of the applied principal stresses. As a result, the model greatly overestimates
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(by up to 100%) the measured strengths for 6 > 00. The predicted effective stress paths
are controlled by isotropic elastic behavior for stress states inside the yield surface (and
are characterized by Ap'=0). This condition does not correspond with the measured data
which show the development of positive shear induced pore pressures for all directions of
undrained shearing. Also in this figure, all directions of shearing produce a unique
amount of shear-induced pore pressure for shearing to critical state (Aus/y'vo = 0.77 - 0.48
= 0.29).
The MIT-E3 predictions are generally in very good agreement with the measured
effective stress paths but tend to underestimate changes in the average, p', at high values
of 6i. The predicted locus of undrained shear strengths su(6), which range from su/'ve =
0.34-0.18, are in excellent agreement with the measured data, with a maximum
difference of about 10%.
Effect of high consolidation pressure
Table 3.2 compares some of the key normalized engineering properties measured in
undrained shear tests at 'vc = 0.15 MPa and the averages of measurements at higher
range of consolidation stresses 1~10 MPa (Abdulhadi et al., 2009). The tests performed
at higher pressure have much lower Undrained Strength Ratio (USR= suTC/a've = 0.28 vs
0.33 at a'e = 0.15 MPa), there is also a significant reduction in the stiffness ratio,
Eumx/', and an increase in the axial strain required to mobilize the peak shear (Cap =
1.0% vs 0.2% at a've = 0.15 MPa). There is also a surprising decrease in the friction angle
measure at large strain, i.e. critical state conditions (<'Tc =31.50 and 33.70 for a've = 1~10
MPa and 0.15 respectively). Figures 3.12 to 3.15 (Abdulhadi, 2009) illustrate these
results in more detail.
Figure 3.12 shows the significant effect of consolidation pressure on the normalized
stress strain curves in undrained triaxial compression shear tests. There is a marked
decrease in undrained brittleness at higher confining effective stresses. However, there
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are only small differences in shear resistance at large strains (q/G'vc = 0.23~0.24 at Fa
12%) for w',e ranging from 0.33 to 9.7 MPa.
Figure 3.13 shows the degradation curves of the normalized undrained secant Young's
modulus, Eu/a've, with axial strain level. These results show that the consolidation
effective stress has a major effect on the maximum stiffness ratio at small strains
(Eumx/a'vc, Table 3.2). However, effects of the confining stress become less pronounced
in the post-peak strain range.
Figures 3.14 a and b compare the normalized effective stress paths for two sets of triaxial
compression tests that were pre-consolidated to a'vm=0.19 MPa and 9.74 MPa,
respectively. Each group shows three normalized effective stress paths for RBBC at OCR
= 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. In each case the large strain shear strength conditions can be
represented by a Mohr-Coulomb envelope with dimensionless parameters c'/ca'vm and 0'.
The results show a small difference in the apparent cohesion ratio at higher pre-
consolidation pressures (c'/o'vm = 0.032 vs. 0.018) and a much larger reduction in the
friction angle (4' = 26.80 vs. 33.70).
Figure 3.15 shows that the vertical hydraulic conductivity (ky) decreases with decreasing
void ratio (i.e., with increasing consolidation stress). The considered range of
consolidation stress (1~10 MPa) is associated with overburden stresses at depths of
shallow oil reservoirs. The corresponding reference void ratio is chosen 0.65 (G'vo =
4MPa) and the permeability is 1.44 x10-7 m/hr as opposed to the reference void ratio at
low consolidation pressures, eo = 1.12, and the corresponding permeability coefficient, k
= 2.52 x 10-6 m/hr. The permeability throughout the analysis is assumed to be isotropic
and fully defined by the chosen value.
Less experimental data is available for behavior of RBBC Ko-normally consolidated to
high pressures and sheared in undrained extension triaxial tests (CKoUE). Moniz (2009)
performed CKoUE experiments after Ko-consolidation to vertical effective stress, a'ce =
0. 15-2 MPa. Figure 3.16 shows the effect of stress level on the normalized shear stress-
strain behavior and confirms the decreasing trend of the undrained strength ratio with
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increasing consolidation stresses. The value of SuTEAYave reduces from 0.173 at c've
0.14MPa to 0.153 at Y've = 2MPa. Figure 3.17 shows the normalized effective stress
paths from the CKOUE tests. The values of 4 T'E reduces from 43.10 at o've = 0.14 MPa to
31.20 at Y', = 2MPa. The variation of stress states at failure demonstrates that the failure
envelope in triaxial extension mode is also influenced by high consolidation pressures.
The experimental results show that the consolidation pressure influences three main areas
of behavior; ductility, strength, and critical state friction angle. Table 3.2 shows average
values of measured engineering properties at high consolidation pressures (a've =
1~1OMPa). These values are used to calibrate new parameters of the MCC and MIT-E3
constitutive models to represent the behavior of RBBC under high consolidation
pressures as shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Figure 3.18 illustrates the
selection of the proposed MCC parameters. The figure shows (a) effective stress path and
(b) shear stress-strain curves.
For the MIT-E3 input parameters, those controlling ductility are modified first, based on
1 D compression experiments (oedometer experiments) and monitoring the degradation of
the undrained secant Young's Modulus in undrained triaxial compression tests. Then, the
size and orientation of the critical state cone in the model formulation are changed based
on the values of the critical state friction angle. The most important part is to match the
measure undrained strength ratio. This is possible by manipulating key model parameters
that control the effective stress paths and shear stress-strain behavior.
Figure 3.19 shows the results of 1 -D Constant Rate of Strain (CRS) consolidation tests on
RBBC (Abdulhadi, 2009). To a first approximation these data confirm that compression
behavior can be described by a virgin compression line, VCL, with slope Cc in e -
logioa', space3 . The figure shows that the higher pressure data are well described by a
VCL with Cc = 0.3 (k = 0.13) and eo = 0.65 at o've = 4 MPa. These parameters are also
used for the MCC model.
3 The compressibility parameter used by both MCC and MIT-E3 is k=de/dlogea',v = 0.434C,.
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The small strain shear stiffness in MIT-E3 is controlled by the model input parameter,
Ko, which controls the compressibility upon load reversal. Assuming that Poisson's ratio
is not affected by the consolidation stress (pt=0.277 was used in previous calibrations),
then the value of KO depends on the chosen value of E/A'v.
E K 1) 1 ) 1 1 1) G) (1 + 2KO(2
U al3/ 1 - 2p'/ KO \3 \1 - 2p'/ \3)1+2OC (3.23)
Figure 3.20 shows the degradation of the undrained secant Young's Modulus curves with
axial strain in undrained triaxial compression tests. The figure also shows the proposed
re-calibration of the MIT-E3 using high pressure test data. The new calibration captures
the measured changes in stress strain properties. From the figure E/a'v is estimated to be
150, and hence for eo=0.65 and KONC 0.55, the new value of KO = 0.006.
Ductility is governed in the formulation with the parameters controlling the non-linear
volumetric swelling behavior (n and C) as well as KO that describe ID behavior. In Figure
3.21, swelling curves show less axial strains during unloading than expected from prior
knowledge of behavior under low consolidation pressure. The prior (low pressure)
calibration overestimates axial strains. By changing the values of n and C the model gives
much better agreement to swelling data observed at high effective consolidation stress.
0
The proposed high pressure calibration uses a $'TC 31.5 . This corresponds to an
average value measured for specimens consolidated at stresses in the range 'vc= 1 -10
MPa. The MIT-E3 model also requires a critical state friction angle in the extension shear
mode, #'TE which is chosen to be 34.50 based on the value recommended by Sheahan and
Germaine (1992). This value is close to recent measured values of I'TE for RBBC Ko-
consolidated up to 2 MPa (Moniz, 2009)5.
4 The small strain elastic bulk modulus is given by Km/a', = (1+eo)/Ko * (1/3)(1+ 2KNC).
5 The re-calibration of MIT-E3 model to accommodate the influence of high consolidation pressures was
performed prior to data from CKOUE became available.
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The rest of the parameters are determined from two triaxial tests at OCR=1.0 one each in
compression and extension, while a third triaxial compression is needed at OCR
=1.5~2.0. Figure 3.22 shows the measured results of these experiments from Abdulhadi
(2009) and Moniz (2009). Among this group of parameters two (c, y) are derived from
the measured effective stress paths and two from the shear stress-strain curves (pre-peak,
co; and post-peak, St). Parameter (h) corresponds to irrecoverable plastic strain during
reloading. In the absence of data for unload reload consolidation cycles at high
consolidation pressures, parameter (h) is chosen to be consistent with the rest of the
chosen parameters. Figure 3.25 illustrates the calibration of these model parameters. The
figure shows good agreement between computed and measured (a) effective stress paths
in both compression and extension modes, and (b) the shear stress-strain curves on a
logarithmic scale.
3.4 Finite Element Implementation
The finite element method has long been recognized as a very useful tool for the solution
of boundary value problems in soil mechanics. However, most commercial Finite
Element computer programs were developed mainly for applications in solid mechanics
and thus, either cannot be used in Soil Mechanics problems or lack many features
required in soil mechanics applications. More specifically, the application of standard
finite element codes in the analysis of problems involving common loading problems in
soil mechanics such as undrained loading and consolidation, frequently produces
inaccurate results and occasionally the algorithms do not even converge (in the case of
non-linear material response).
Many of these problems arise from the incompressible, or nearly incompressible,
response of soils under undrained and consolidation loading. The incompressibility
requirement imposes significant kinematic constraints on the (low-order) finite element
used in most Finite Element programs and in many occasions results in overconstrained
mesh, "locking" of the elements and significant errors in the predicted response. Several
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researchers in MIT have investigated these problems (e.g. Kavvadas, 1993; Legaspi,
1996). In general, these problems can be mitigated by ensuring adequate degrees of
freedom (DOF) within each finite element.
The ABAQUSTM program is chosen for the finite element implementation of this
research because it consists of large library of different types of finite elements including
high order elements. Moreover, ABAQUS is capable of performing analyses of coupled
flow and deformation and can accommodate user-defined material models. The
constitutive models discussed in Section 3.3 are integrated within the ABAQUS program
(Hashash, 1992) in the form of user material subroutines (UMATs). The UMAT
subroutine is a FORTRAN code that performs two tasks: 1) it updates the stresses and
state-dependent variables at the end of each increment; 2) it calculates the material
stiffness matrix (J on a single gauss point level and K on the global level). In Section
3.4.1 the finite element model used to represent the wellbore is discussed and the
different types of finite elements used in this thesis are presented. Also, this section
describes the meshes and a numerical experiment to verify the adequacy of numerical
simulations using these meshes where incompressibility is important. For a base case of a
vertical wellbore, 1 -D model can be used (FE custom program CAVEXP; Whittle, 1992)
to provide a useful check on 2D and quasi 3D problems. In Section 3.4.2, the numerical
integration of MCC and MIT-E3 within ABAQUS is explained.
3.4.1 Finite Element Model
A porous medium is modeled in ABAQUS by the conventional approach that considers
the medium as a multiphase material and adopts an effective stress principle to describe
its behavior. The porous medium modeling provided considers the presence of two fluids
in the medium. One is the "wetting liquid," which is assumed to be relatively (but not
entirely) incompressible. When the medium is fully saturated, the voids are completely
filled with the wetting liquid.
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In these formulations, the material model describes the response of the soil skeleton and
thus, incompressibility constraints need not be imposed on the material model since the
soil skeleton is compressible. Incompressibility is caused by the fluid filling the pore
space and is numerically imposed by introducing a new independent variable, the pore
pressure (u), which is such that the effective stresses corresponding to the externally
applied total stresses cause zero volumetric. Such a value of the pore pressure can always
be computed by:
I: S: Au
Au = :S: (3.24)
where S is the tangent flexibility of the soil skeleton, I is the identity matrix, and Au is the
pore pressure increment corresponding to a total stress increment Aca.
In these effective stress formulations, the displacements (6) and the pore pressure (u) are
independent variables in four independent governing field equations (3 equilibrium
equations and 1 mass conservation equation). In this way the problem is formulated as
time-dependent consolidation. Undrained conditions can be simulated by applying the
loads at a rate sufficiently fast not allowing dissipation of the generated pore pressures
(see Small et al., 1976 and Carter et al., 1979)6.
The governing field equations can be discretized in a finite element matrix equation of
the form:
6 At used in the undrained analysis is 1012 hours for k= 1.44x1 0~7 rn/r.
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[K 
_- - L 1 = [R8][L -At H Ru (3.25)
where
6 and U are the nodal values of the field variables: displacement, 6, and pore
pressures, u.
K = fv BTCBdV is the stiffness matrix
B is given by E = BS which is a derivative of the shape function for
displacements, N (6 = NS), B = LN
L is a differential operator: E = LS
H= f MTkMdV, k is the permeability tensor
- Yw V
M is defined by Au = MU = (AA)U, A is the shape function for pore
pressures (u= AUl)
R8 and Ru are load vectors.
Element tvpe and mesh description
Finite element analyses were performed using mixed elements (displacement and pore
pressure degrees of freedom) in two different meshes. First, Figure 3.22 shows the finite
element mesh for the quarter space 2D problem. The mesh uses 829 quadrilateral
elements and 2618 nodes. The quadrilateral elements (8 displacement and 4 pore water
pressure degrees of freedom) use isoparametric quadratic expansions of the displacement
field and bi-linear expansion of the pore pressure field.
Bi-linear pore pressure interpolation:
4
u = Ai (x, y)U (3.26)
i=1
where Ai is a linear polynomial.
Quadratic displacement interpolation:
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86 = Ni(x,y,xyx 2 1y2) 6 (3.27)
i=1
where Ni is a quadratic polynomial.
Hughes (2000) described this type of element as continuous pressure elements where
displacements and pore pressure results are continuous across element boundaries.
Hughes (2000) stated that this element may not satisfy the Babuska-Brezzi 7 conditions
for convergence while maintaining incompressibility conditions in some of the cases (ill-
stated problems). However, Hashash (1992) and Jen (1998) successfully used these
elements for undrained plane strain analysis of excavations in association with non-linear
material models (MCC and MIT-E3).
Second, Figure 3.23a shows the finite element mesh for the slice quasi-3D problem. The
mesh uses one layer of 1658 brick elements and 12029 nodes. The brick elements uses
similar interpolation functions to the ones used by the quadrilateral elements but over 20
displacement nodes and 8 pore pressure nodes (in all 3 dimensions: x, y, z). Figure 3.23b
shows the boundary conditions and traction forces imposed on the FE slice model.
Adequacy of numerical simulations
The problems, discussed earlier in this section, associated with undrained analysis of the
wellbore in a finite element program can be avoided in a well set problem using an
adequate mesh. To prove numerical accuracy, the results for a base case of a vertical
wellbore drilled through a Ko-normally consolidated deposit of RBBC are compared to
that of a custom FE program (CAVEXP; Whittle, 1992). The mesh used in CAVEXP is
one-dimensional; therefore, there are no volume or incompressibility issues.
In the base case, the cavity undergoes uniform outward deformation (cavity expansion)
under undrained conditions. Based on Levadoux's (1980) work on cone penetration
7 The reader is referred to Oden and Carey (1984) for detailed presentation of the mathematics of the
Babuska-Brezzi conditions or stability condition of finite elements in incompressible medium.
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analysis, strain fields are analytically derived for a finite increase in cavity radius and
zero volume change. Then, the program solves the field equilibrium equations for the
radial and tangential stresses and pore pressures knowing the constitutive relations of the
chosen effective stress model. Distribution of strains along the radial directions is
computed as:
1 R2 - R2
Er = -E 2 n r 2 0 (3.28)
For the purposes of this numerical experiment, the MCC model described earlier is
chosen to define the RBBC behavior in this base case. The radius of the cavity is
increased by 5%. Figure 3.25 compares between CAVEXP results and that computed by
2D and quasi-3D meshes in ABAQUS. Figure 3.25a shows the distribution of the pore
pressures and radial stresses along the radial direction. Figure 3.25b shows the in-plane
shear stress computed as a function of the radial strain at the cavity wall. The results from
the 2D mesh are in perfect agreement with CAVEXP results, while the results from the
approximate quasi-3D are acceptable (difference < 1%).
3.4.2 Integration of constitutive models
The constitutive relations described in Section 3.3 describe the path dependent elasto-
plastic material response for infinitesimal increments of strain. In finite element analyses,
global load steps or changes in configuration control the deformation increments
experienced at the individual Gauss points. The material response must then be found for
finite strain increments AE = (En+1 - En), where E"' and E' are the strains at times tn+I
and tn respectively.
The constitutive equations are integrated in User Material Subroutines and incorporated
in the finite element program ABAQUS TM (Hashash, 1992)8. Different algorithms are
8 Initialization of state variables is modified by the author to accommodate the wellbore unloading problem
requirements described in Section 3.3.
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used for integrating MCC and MIT-E3 models. An explicit algorithm (Nayak and
Zienkiewicz, 1972; and Potts and Gens, 1985) is used for integrating the MIT-E3
equations which is first order accurate and can become unstable for large strain
increments. However, the complexity of the MIT-E3 model limited the options of
adequate numerical integration to explicit algorithm. The following approximation of the
elasto-plastic equations is used:
En+ 1 =E +APn (3.29)
where Pn is the flow direction evaluated at to, and A is the plastic multiplier obtained from
the loading criterion through the definition of the yield surface.
An implicit integration scheme is used for the MCC formulations. The principal
advantage of the implicit integration schemes is that they are unconditionally stable and
hence, generally more robust in numerical computations than first order explicit
integration schemes. However, it is important to emphasize that the step size (Ac)
generally controls the numerical accuracy of the analysis for two reasons: 1) the
numerical integration linearizes the non-linear constitutive equations over the imposed
strain step; 2) the strain step linearizes the non-linear the load-displacement behavior at
the global level. Hashash (1992) used the General Closest Point Projection Algorithm
proposed by Simo and Hughes (1987) as the implicit integration algorithm for the MCC
model.
The updated stress and state variables at time tn+ are calculated using either implicit or
explicit algorithms, knowing the initial state and the applies strain increment. The
updated stresses are used directly in the global equilibrium calculations (Equation 3.25)
and solved by full Newton iteration procedure. On the other hand, the incremental global
stiffness matrix K"*l is assembled from the local tangent stiffness or 'Jacobian' (1=-)
evaluated at the Gauss points of the elements.
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For infinitesimal strain steps, AE/At -+ e , the Jacobian is defined from the rate
constitutive equations and consistency condition (Jc = , "continuum Jacobian"). For
finite load steps, the continuum Jacobian is not uniquely defined, as it can be evaluated at
any point along the integration path. Furthermore, Nagtegaal (1982) and Simo and Taylor
(1985) show that the use of the continuum Jacobian causes a deterioration in the
convergence rate of the global Newton iteration scheme. These authors introduced the
concept of the consistent Jacobian (I = a-) to ensure that the global iteration scheme
converges quadratically.
Implicit Integration of the MCC model
An elastic predictor gives the first estimate for the updated stress, (a'1Si,,. 1) and
internal variables at to. 1. If the trial stress state is located outside the yield surface (i.e.
f>0) then plastic strains occur. The plastic corrector imposes the flow and hardening rules
together with the consistency requirement using an implicit Euler integration scheme
with full Newton iteration9. Hashash (1992) used a tangent stiffness matrix which is
consistent with the integration algorithm for Newton iteration scheme. This stiffness
matrix is the previously mentioned consistent Jacobian, J:
dAG' dAu' 1
OAE dAE.i
S IAS (3.30)
.aE aAEj]
Hashash (1992) derived analytical expressions for the components of the consistent
Jacobian in the user material subroutine used for the MCC model in ABAQUSTM.
9 For more information on implicit integration of the MCC model in non-linear FE analysis, refer to
Hashash and Whittle (1992).
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Explicit integration of the MIT-E3 model
Implicit integration scheme, although more robust and stable, cannot be used for the
MIT-E3 model due to the following reason: 1) The hypo-elastic effective stress-strain
equations are complex functions which cannot be integrated analytically because they
involve coupling between non-linear volumetric and shear behavior; and 2) The scalar
parameters re and rx used in the flow and hardening rules are functions of the current
stress state which must be evaluated numerically. Thus, it is not possible to derive
closed-form expressions for the coefficients in a consistent Jacobian.
The explicit integration scheme achieves numerically accurate solution (i.e. within
prescribed tolerance) by integration over m sub-steps, de, where Ac = mdc (e.g. Hermann
et al., 1987; Pasternack and Timmermann, 1987; Faruque and Desai, 1985). In the user
material subroutine for the MIT-E3 model, the maximum substep size, dcmax=0.001%. A
radial return drift correction is applied at the end of each sub-step to ensure that plastic
consistency is satisfied. Hashash (1992) used an approximate expression for the
consistent Jacobian in terms of the continuum Jacobian at each sub-step:
mJ = ICiJc~ (3.31)
i=1
where Ci are the drift correction factors at each sub-step.
10 For more details of numerical evaluation of re and rx, refer to Appendix A in Hashash (1992).
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Table 3.lTransformed variables for the stress and strain tensors (Kavvadas, 1982).
Stress Strain
(a, s) (E, e)
aT +u(TV+ a- E &
3
2u-a -a 2c -E -E-
S = E = X
S2 = E =
2 2
S3 = VN[2 E3 = -,e1
S4= - E4 = \riE
S,=e3 Ec of certies\f n
Table 3.2 Effect of consolidation stress on engineering properties of Ko-normally consolidated RBBC.
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Consolidation Stress, a've (MPa)
Parameter
0.15 1-10
SuTC/G'vc0.33 0.28
ap (%) 0.2 1.0
Eu/'v 450 150
<p'TC (0) 38.0 31.5
KONC 0.48~0.52 0.55
Table 3.3 Input parameters for the MCC model based on low pressure calibration (Whittle et al.,
1994) and high pressure calibration.
Laboratory Test Description Parameter Low High
Pressure Pressure
Reference Void Ratio on
eo 1.12 0.65
VCL
One-dimensional Normally Consolidated
0.184 0.1302
Compression Compression
Swelling Behavior K 0.034 0.01
Poisson's Ratio 2G/K 1.05
Critical State Friction
Undrained Triaxial <p'TC 3340 31.50
Angle
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Table 3.4 Input parameters for the MIT-E3 model based on
1994) and high pressure calibration.
low pressure calibration (Whittle et al.,
Laboratory Test Low High
Description Parameter
Pressure Pressure
Reference Void Ratio on VCL eo 1.12 0.65
One- Normally Consolidated k 0.184 0.1302
Compression
dimensional
Non-linear Volumetric C 22.0 1.0
Compression Swelling Behavior n 1.6 1.05
Irrecoverable Plastic Strain h 0.2 0.5
KO -oedometer Ko for virgin normally
K0NC 0.48 0.55
or consolidated clay
Ko -Triaxial Poisson's Ratio 2G/K 1.05
Undrained Critical State Friction Angles 9'rc 33.40 31.50
in Triaxial Compression and
Triaxial Shear Extension ('TE 45.90 34.50
Tests
Undrained Shear Strength
(geometry of bounding c 0.86 0.7
OCR=1;
surface)
CK0 UC Amount of Post-peak Strain
Softening in Undrained st 4.5 3.4
OCR=1;
Triaxial Compression
CKoUE__ __
Non-linearity at Small Strains
to 0.07 0.7
in Undrained Shear
OCR=2;
Shear Induced Pore Pressures
CKoUC for OC Clay 7 0.5
Shear Wave Small strain compressibility at
Ko 0.001 0.006
Velocity load Reversal
Rate of Evolution of
Drained
Triaxial Anisotropy (rotation of To 100.0
bounding surface)
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram showing the wellbore unloading problems with respect to the global
(X, Y, Z) and local (x, y, z) frames of reference.
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Figure 3.2 A schematic diagram showing the far field stresses for the general case of an inclined
wellbore in the plane of analysis orthogonal to the wellbore axis, z.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagrams showing the orientation of (a) vertical wellbores, (b)
wellbores, and (c) 2D wellbore unloading problems for vertical ('xx= G'yy = Kou'vo) and
(a'xx=Koa'vo; a'yy = a'o) wellbores.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic diagrams showing the analysis stages for the wellbore unloading problem: a)
establishing initial conditions, b) relieving deviatoric component of stresses at cavity, c) decreasing
radial pressure to failure, or d) decreasing radial pressure to a design value and monitoring effect of
time on wellbore stability.
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Figure 3.5 Yield surface of MCC model (Roscoe and Burland, 1968) in triaxial stress space. Si is the
deviatoric stress component (see Table 3.1), and f=
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Figure 3.6 Yield surface of the MIT-E3 model (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994).
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram showing the unload-reload behavior in MIT-E3 (Whittle and
Kavvadas, 1994).
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Figure 3.8 Typical undrained shear behavior described by MCC model for normally consolidated
RBBC ( 0'c=-0-4 MIPa).
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of calibrated MIT-E3 predictions and measured data from ko-normally
consolidated undrained triaxial shear tests of resedimented Boston blue clay (a',= 0.1O0.4MPa).
1) Initial
Consolidation
xc
= K0 ncdy c
2) Undrained
Shear
/
Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram of test procedure for undrained
et al., 1994)
shearing in DSC apparatus (Whittle
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of measured data from undrained plane strain DSC shear tests and (a)
MCC predictions, (b) MIT-E3 predictions for KO-normally consolidated Resedimented Boston Clay
(RBBC) (Whittle et al., 1994).
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Figure 3.12 Effect of consolidation stress on normalized shear stress strain curves in undrained
triaxial compression on KO-normally consolidated RBBC (Abdulhadi, 2009).
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Figure 3.13 Normalized Secant modulus versus axial strain for KO-normally consolidated RBBC from
high pressure triaxial tests (Abdulhadi, 2009).
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Figure 3.14 Normalized effective stress paths from undrained triaxial compression tests on Ko-
normally consolidated RBBC at OCR = 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 (Abdulhadi, 2009).
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Figure 3.16 Normalized shear stress strain curves from triaxial extension tests on Ko-normally
consolidated RBBC (Moniz, 2009).
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Figure 3.17 Normalized effective stress paths from triaxial extension tests on Ko-normally
consolidated RBBC (Moniz, 2009).
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Figure 3.19 1D compression behavior from CRS and triaxial experiments on RBBC (Abdulhadi,
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Figure 3.20 MIT-E3 model calibration for undrained stiffness in triaxial shear tests from Abdulhadi
(2009).
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Figure 3.22Comparison of computed and measured undrained triaxial shear behavior of Ko-
normally consolidated RBBC (Abdulhadi, 2009) using proposed MIT-E3 model calibration
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Figure 3.23 The 2D mesh used for simulating horizontal and vertical wellbores. A schematic diagram
of the rectangular elements used in the analysis is at the top right corner.
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Figure 3.24 Schematic diagrams showing (a) the finite element mesh used for the quasi 3D wellbore
unloading problem and a sketch of the 3D brick elements used in the mesh, and (b) the boundary
conditions and surface tractions applied to the slice model in ABAQUS.
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4 Undrained Analysis of Wellbores
4.1 Introduction
Numerical simulations of wellbore drilling in low permeability shales are carried out in
four steps: 1) The initial state variables and geostatic stresses are assigned according to
the wellbore deviation relative to the Ko-stress field (Stage I); 2) Deviatoric stresses are
relieved by reducing stresses around the wellbore cavity to a hydrostatic condition
defined by the weight of the drilling mud (Stage II); 3) The mud pressures (radial
pressures on cavity wall) are reduced to a specified target value. That corresponds to
either the critical mud pressure (at which failure is initiated) or a reference mud pressure
that maintains wellbore stability and reasonable inward deformations at the cavity wall
(Stage III); 4) For the reference mud pressure conditions, Chapter 6 analyzes long-term
stability of the wellbore to coupled flow and deformation within the surrounding
formation (non-linear coupled consolidation; stage IV).
Steps two and three in the analysis represent the drilling of the wellbore. In the field,
drilling of wellbores usually occurs at a rate from 20 to 60 m/hr (Willson, pers. comm.).
For low permeability clay formations' drilling is assumed to occur under undrained
conditions because drilling time (unit depth is drilled in 0.05 hours) corresponds to very
2small dimensionless time factors2
The goal of this chapter is to identify critical mud pressures at which failure occurs due to
undrained shearing in the formation, and to predict the relationship between mud pressure
and wellbore deformations. Wellbore collapse is described by deformations and shear
1 The recent data for RBBC (Abdulhadi, 2009) show permeabilities ranging from k = 5.4 x 10-6 m/hr at in-
situ effective stress, u'vo = 1.5 MPa to k = 7.2 x 10-8 m/hr at in-situ effective stress, a'vo = 10 M\Pa.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume negligible migration of pore fluid within the formation during drilling.
2 T = Y' kt , for k= 1.44 x 10- m/hr at in-situ effective stress, a'vo = 4 MPa, and R=0.25 m, T = 1.44 E-4.
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strains around the wellbore cavity. The effect of stress history and wellbore deviation are
investigated by simulating wellbores deviated by a range of angles and simulating
horizontal wellbores in formations with different stress histories.
The chapter also considers the deformations and pore pressure fields around the wellbore
at the reference mud pressure. The analysis examines how the predicted wellbore
behavior is related to the chosen constitutive model and calibration parameters. Analyses
are preformed using the effective stress soil models MCC and MIT-E3. The input
parameters for these models are previously determined by calibrating with laboratory
data for Resedimented Boston Blue Clay (RBBC) at low consolidation pressure (Whittle
et al., 1994) and at high consolidation pressure (see Section 3.3.3).
This rest of this chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 4.2 starts by describing
the two criteria used to interpret wellbore failure. The section considers the relationship
between well pressure and inward deformations for five different deviation angles: 00,
300, 450, 600, and 900 focusing on the strain fields within the formation. Stress paths at
critical positions around the cavity of the wellbore and the effects of stress history on the
value of critical mud pressure are also presented.
Section 4.3 describes the soil behavior around wellbores at design mud pressures. The
section describes deformations, pore pressures and effective stress paths around the
wellbore. The results contrast MIT-E3 predictions to that of the MCC model and using
low pressure calibration parameter to using high pressure calibration parameters.
4.2 Failure at critical mud pressures
This section presents results from stage III analyses of the wellbore unloading problem.
Two different criteria are chosen to define failure in a wellbore and the corresponding
critical mud pressure at which failure occurs. The first criterion defines failure by an
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increase in inward deformations and shear strains locally at the cavity wall. The second
criterion is a limit on large uniform cavity deformations up to 0. 1Ro at a reference point.
Figure 4.1 shows inward deformations of the wellbore as a function of the net total radial
stress ratio, (cr-uo)/aY'vO, where uO and cy'vo are the initial hydrostatic pore pressure within
the formation and the initial vertical effective stress, respectively. The cavity
deformations are plotted for vertical (o = 00) and horizontal (o=90 0) wells. The presented
results are computed at the reference point on the cavity where the angular coordinate, 0
= 900. This point corresponds to the crown point (x = 0, y = R) in the FE model. The
reference point is chosen at the crown because this is initially where the maximum
inward deformations occur (at the end of Stage II); i.e. when there is no remaining
deviator stress at the wellbore .
Figure 4.1 marks clearly the occurrence of failure as predicted by the MCC and MIT-E3
soil models based on reference properties of Ko- normally consolidated RBBC up to
lOMPa reported by Abdulhadi (2009) (as shown in Section 3.3.3). The MIT-E3 model
predicts failure in horizontal wells according to the first criterion. The crown point in the
horizontal wellbore deforms inwardly by 0.07Ro at the end of stage II where the net total
radial stress ratio, (ar,-uo)/a'vo = Ko = 0.55. This ratio corresponds to the maximum
uniform radial stresses acting on the cavity wall (mud pressure). When 6cr/Ro = 2.8%,
failure occurs when excessive shear strains develop locally at the wellbore at (ar,-uo)/aY'vo
= 0.18. This is considered as the onset of localized wellbore collapse. The reference mud
pressure is chosen as 0.2 'vo to be slightly higher than the critical mud pressure predicted
by the MIT-E3 model for the horizontal wellbore (i.e. most unstable case). This mud
pressure is chosen as a reference value to study the behavior around wellbores at different
wellbore deviations. MCC predictions for the horizontal wellbore show no comparable
behavior, and pressures can be reduced far below the underbalanced drilling limit (aT-
uo/y'vo = -0.7) with large plastic deformations in the formation. In these cases, failure is
defined according to the second criterion when inward deformations at the crown reach
maximum limit at 6cr/Ro = 10%. The MIT-E3 and MCC models predicted large plastic
3 Deformations at other points can exceed that at the crown when failure approaches (see Section 4.2.1).
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deformations and interpreted failure according to the second criterion at very low mud
pressures, -0.323',o and -0. 9 5a'vo, respectively.
Figure 4.2 summerizes the relationship between net total radial stress ratio, (aYr-uo)/c'vo
and inward deformations for 5 different deviated wellbores. The deviation angles are 00
(vertical), 300, 450, 600, and 900 (horizontal). Only the vertical wellbore fails due to
excessive cavity deformations (6 cr/Ro = 10%). The critical mud pressure increases with
the increase in deviation angle. Wellbores deviated by 300, 450, 600, 900 fail at mud
pressures ratios equal to -0.177, -0.013, 0.055, and 0.18, respectively. All deviated
wellbores fail due to large shear strains and exhibit tendencies for localized failure but
only wellbores deviated at 300 and 450 reach the underbalanced range of mud pressures.
Inward deformations at the crown point at failure decrease with deviation angle. For
wellbores deviated by 300, 450, 600, 900, the inward deformations are 7.9%, 3.8%, 3.6%,
and 2.1% respectively.
The MCC predicts the relationship between net total radial stress ratio, (ar,-uo)/T'vo and
inward deformations as shown in Figure 4.3. Wellbores at all 5 deviation angles fail due
to excessive deformations (6 cr/Ro = 10%) and reach the underbalanced range of mud
pressures. Critical mud pressure ratios for wellbores deviated at to = 00, 300, 450, 600, and
900 are -0.96, -0.91, -0.86, -0.80, and -0.68, respectively. The MCC simulations do not
generate any tendency for localized failure and predicts lower values of the critical mud
pressures than MIT-E3.
4.2.1 Deformations and Strains around wellbore cavity
Deformations at the crown point are useful indicators of the critical mud pressure and
how the relationship between mud pressures and wellbore deformations is affected by
wellbore deviation. However, more data is necessary to understand how failure happens
and describe the kinematic behavior around wellbores. This section interprets previous
results using the deformations and shear strains around the cavity of the wellbore.
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For the vertical wellbore the far field stress conditions are isotropic, and hence the
wellbores deform uniformly inwards during unloading. Non-uniformity of inward
deformations and cavity distortions increase with the deviatoric component of far field
stresses. Initially, the circular cavity takes a regular oval shape, elongated along the local
x-axis (see Figure 3.2). Cavity distortion or ovalization can be defined by the ratio of the
radial deformations at the springline (y=0, x=R, 0=00) to that at the crown (y=R, x=O,
0=900), 6sp/ 6 er. As failure progresses, the cavity distorts irregularly and the direction of
cavity elongation changes.
Figure 4.4 describes the shapes of wellbore cavities at failure using the undeformed shape
of the cavity as a datum. The inward deformations are scaled to the plotted size of
undeformed cavity by 5:1. The figure shows (a) MIT-E3 predictions and (b) MCC
predictions of cavity deformation for vertical and deviated wellbores, with o = 300, 450,
600 and 900. The MIT-E3 model predicts irregular shapes for cavities of deviated
wellbores at failure, while the vertical wellbore deforms uniformly inwards up to 10% of
initial radius as shown in Figure 4.4a. The wellbore with (o = 300 has larger deformations
at crown (8%) and springline (9.8%). For o = 450 and 600 the largest deformations occur
at the springline (4.5%). The inward deformation for 900 wellbore (horizontal wellbore)
at the crown point reaches 2.8% but the maximum deformations occurs locally at 0=150,
where 6r =3.1%.
The MCC model predicts regular oval-shaped cavity for inclined wellbores elongated
along the local y-axis as shown in Figure 4.4b. The inward deformation at Crown Point is
10% at failure for all wellbores according to the second failure criterion. The inward
deformation at Springline increases with deviation angle. The distortion ratios for
wellbores at o = 300, 450, 600 and 900 are 6 sp/ 6 cr = 1.09, 1.17, 1.23, and 1.3, respectively.
The radial deformations at the cavity wall are consistent with shear strains around the
cavity. Contours of octahedral shear strains (the second invariant of the deviatoric strain
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tensor4, |E|) describe the state of shear strains around the cavity of a wellbore and provide
a clearer indication of the failure mechanism. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the distribution of
the octahedral shear strains around vertical and deviated wells predicted by the MIT-E3
while Figure 4.7 show those predicted by the MCC model. The figures contrast the state
of strains at design mud pressures and critical mud pressures to show the progress of
failure with decreasing mud pressure (unloading wellbore) inside the cavity.
The MIT-E3 predictions of shear strain distributions show that the earlier failure occurs,
zones of high shear strains (>10%) extend less into the formations. However, the
presence of small and isolated zones of high shear strains lead to local increase in
deformations at cavity wall and collapse. For the vertical wellbore, the shear strains at
design mud pressure are concentric hoops around the cavity with magnitude <1% at
cavity wall (Figure 4.5a). The zone of influence (IEI>0.1%) continue to expand and the
magnitude continue to increase at cavity wall with decreasing mud pressure. At failure,
high shear strains (IEI>l0%) are reached all around cavity wall with no localized zones
of increased strains (Figure 4.5b).
At reference mud pressure ratio (pw-uo/oa'vo = 0.2), shear strains increase at cavity wall
with the deviation angle; and the zone of influence extends further in a radial direction.
For o=300, shear strain lobes extend radially at 0=450 (Figure 4.5c). For o=450 and 600,
shear strain lobes rotate towards the Crown Point and extend at 0=530 (Figure 4.5e) and
600 (Figure 4.5g), respectively. Shear strain continue to increase and extend around the
300 deviated well at angle, 0=450 with decrease in mud pressure. Failure occurs when
shear strains increase at the Crown Point and Springline (Figure 4.5d). The small zones of
high shear strains at 0=00 and 900 are linked to the excessive local deformations presented
in Figure 4.4a. The shear strains around the 450 (Figure 4.5f) and 600 (Figure 4.5h)
deviated wells increase at the cavity wall within the range of 0=00 to 200 with decrease in
mud pressure. When zones of high shear strains are formed at the Springline point;
4 |E|=J E + E2 + E 2+ E, the second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor in the transformed space
(Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994).
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distortions and excessive inward deformations lead to failure. Figures 4.6 a and b show
the octahedral shear strains around the horizontal wellbore at reference mud pressure
ratio (0.2) and critical mud pressure ratio (0.18), respectively. High shear strains up to
27% develop at 0=150 where local increase in inward deformations occurs as shown in
Figure 4.4a.
The shear strain distributions predicted by the MCC show no localized zones of high
shear strains at failure. Magnitudes of octahedral shear strains are generally higher than
that predicted by the MIT-E3 model, hence significant shear strains are chosen to be >
1%. The vertical and 300 deviated well show no significant shear strains at design mud
pressure ratio. Figure 4.7 a and b show the distribution of octahedral shear strains around
the vertical and 300 deviated wellbores at critical mud pressures, respectively. The 450,
600 and 900 deviated wells exhibit small zones of significant shear strains within the
range of 0=00 to 450 at reference mud pressure as shown in Figure 4.7 c, e, and g,
respectively. With further decrease of mud pressure, magnitudes of shear strains at cavity
wall increase, and high shear strains (>30%) extend further in the formation with higher
deviation angles. The octahedral shear strains around the vertical wellbore form
concentric hoops, while lobes of high shear strains are oriented along radial line at 0=450
of deviated wellbores at the critical mud pressure.
4.2.2 Failure in horizontal wells
Horizontal wellbores have the highest critical mud pressures (most unstable). This is
consistent with literature described in Chapter 2. The critical mud pressure increases with
deviatoric component of far field stresses acting in the plane of the wellbore. The local
axes of horizontal wellbores are aligned with global frame of reference as shown in
Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.3). The geostatic stresses are not transformed to local axes of
horizontal wellbores, and the deviatoric stresses resulting from Ko-consolidation of
RBBC are fully acting on the horizontal wellbore. Initially, the state of stresses are
uniform everywhere in the model; but with decreasing mud pressure, state of stresses at
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each point on the cavity wall changes differently depending on it position (defined by
angular coordinate, 0).
Figures 4.8 a and b show the initial stress state of elements near to the crown point and to
the springline of horizontal wellbores, respectively. The two cases are separated at
angular coordinate 0=450. The intermediate principal stress acts perpendicular to the
plane of the wellbore. The direction of wellbore unloading is aligned with minor principal
stress at 0<450, and with the major principal stress at 0>450. Decreasing mud pressure in
wellbore cavity leads to a decrease in the radial stresses (extension), and an increase in
the hoop or tangential stresses (compression).
The effective stress paths of different points on the cavity wall show the effect of
wellbore unloading on elements at different positions (different values of 0). Figure 4.9
plots the MIT-E3 predictions of effective stress paths at 5 points on the cavity wall of a
horizontal wellbore at 0=00, 150, 450, 750, 900. The effective stress paths are plotted in
three subspaces of the transformed variables (Y', S; Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994). The
space (T', Si) illustrates the effect of triaxial shearing, while (Y', S2 ) considers the effect
of intermediate stress, and (Y', S3) shows the simple shearing in-plane. This state of
stresses can not be fully defined by the norm of the deviatoric stress tensor ISI, because
the critical state conditions are not isotropic and depend on the direction and mode of
shearing. The figure also contrasts the behavior during Stage II (release of deviatoric
stress) and Stage III (decreasing radial pressure). The behavior is clearly changing for
points at 00 <0< 900 and more shear induced pore pressures are generated at these points
than at the crown point or the springline.
In Figure 4.9, Si increases for points at 0=00and 150 (compression), and decreases for
points at 0=450, 750, and 900 (extension). Positive S2 is generated during Stage II where
unloading is aligned with minor stresses (0=00 and 150), and negative S2 is generated
where unloading is aligned with major stresses (0=450, 750 and 900). Maximum simple
shear (S3) is found at 0=450 and decreases at points closer to the crown or the springline.
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The previous results indicated excessive deformations and maximum octahedral shear
strains at 0=150. Stress paths shown in Figure 4.9 indicate an increase in Si and S3
components of the deviatoric stress tensor at this position leading to failure initiation.
Effect of stress historv
The stress history is described by the overconsolidation ratio (OCR=a',e/a'vo). Undrained
strength ratio and normalized secant stiffness modulus increase with overconsolidation
ratio of RBBC as shown in many element shear tests in the lab (e.g Ladd and Varallyay,
1965; Sheahan, 1991). MIT-E3 predictions of wellbore unloading performed on
horizontal well in RBBC under different values of OCR illustrates the effect of stress
history on wellbore stability and deformations. MIT-E3 model predicts early failure in
horizontal wells in normally consolidated RBBC ([a3, - uo]/a'vo = 0.12 using low pressure
calibration parameters as shown in Figure 4.10); however, an increase in the value of pre-
consolidation pressure (G've) improves strength and increases stiffness around the
wellbore.
Figure 4.10 shows the relationship between inward cavity deformations and total radial
stresses at the crown point of the horizontal wellbore for OCR= 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 4.0. The
MIT-E3 predictions use input parameters from Whittle et al. (1994) calibrated to the
behavior of RBBC at low consolidation pressure. A slight increase in the OCR allows the
mud pressure to be reduced below the underbalanced drilling limit. At higher OCR values
the required mud pressure ratio to prevent failure (net critical mud pressure ratio)
decreases to -0. 2 2 a'vo and -0. 52 u'o for OCR=1.5 and 2.0 respectively. However, failure
occurs due to local increase in deformations and high shear strains (Criterion 1) as in the
case of normally consolidated clays but at larger deformations at 6cr/Ro = 3.1% and 4.2%
for OCR=1.5 and 2.0, respectively. At OCR=4.0, no comparable behavior is encountered
and wellbores exhibit large plastic deformations, 6 cr/Ro = 10% at net mud pressure ratio=
-1.5.
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The behavior around wellbores becomes stiffer with higher OCR values. The inward
deformations at Crown Point decrease with higher OCR at design mud pressure. This can
be attributed to the absence of shear induced pore pressure during shearing as well as the
general effect of OCR on strength and stiffness. Figure 4.11 shows the effective stress
paths at the springline of horizontal wellbore in RBBC for OCR=1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0 in
a'-Si space and S2-Si space. For OCR>1.0, the effective stress paths show initial elastic
behavior. Positive shear induced pore pressure are generated with further decrease in mud
pressure until failure occurs and the critical state condition is achieved. For OCR=4.0, the
large uniform deformations occur before the critical state condition is achieved.
4.3 Wellbore behavior at design mud pressures
The reference mud pressure ratio is chosen to compare behavior around wellbores
deviated by different angles using different soil models and calibration parameters at the
same well pressure. The reference mud pressure ratio is chosen to maintain stability of
wellbores in all the considered cases. The most unstable case is the horizontal wellbore
using The MIT-E3 soil model at high pressure calibration parameters. This section
presents results for a similar set of simulations for wellbores deviated at 00, 300, 450, 600
and 900 in Ko-normally consolidated RBBC using the MCC and MIT-E3 soil models.
The wellbore behavior around the cavity is described by plotting cavity wall
deformations and pore pressures within the formation. Stress conditions around the
wellbore can be represented by the mean effective stress, Y', and series of transformed
deviatoric shear components, Si (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994) with respect to the global
frame of reference (X, Y, Z). These results also describe the state of wellbore before
consolidation (Stage IV analysis). The effect of time and consolidation on wellbore
stability is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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4.3.1 Deformations
MIT-E3 and MCC model predictions agree that wellbore deformations increase with
deviation angle at low or high consolidation pressures. Cavity distortion into oval shapes
can be described by the inverse of distortion ratio used in Section 4.2.1, 6 cr/ 6 sp. The
inverse of distortion ratio increases with deviation because at the reference mud pressure
ratio, the inward deformations at Crown Point are generally higher than at the Springline.
However, distortion is also affected by the state of stability of highly deviated wellbores
(o=600 and 900 using MIT-E3 model).
Figure 4.12 a, and b show MIT-E3 and MCC predictions of deformations around
wellbores, respectively. In Figure 4.12a, the vertical wellbore cavity deforms uniformly
inwards to 6/Ro = 0.55. The 300 and 450 deviated wellbores deform into regular oval
shapes with 6 cr/ 6 sp = 1.17 and 1.20, respectively. For the 600 and 900 deviated wellbores,
the reference mud pressure ratio is relatively close to the critical mud pressure ratio. The
deformed shape of the cavity is irregular and shows local increase in inward deformations
at 0=00 and 150 for 600 and 900 deviation angles, respectively. The MCC predictions in
Figure 4.12b show less deformation than that of MIT-E3. The deformed shape of the
cavity is practically circular with negligible ovalization.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate the numerical analyses of deformations of the wellbore
cavity for vertical and deviated (o = 00, 300, 450, 600 and 900) wellbores in Ko-normally
consolidated RBBC at low consolidation pressure (0.1MPa) using MIT-E3 and MCC
models, respectively. The mud pressure is reduced to the underbalanced drilling limit
(unless 1 st criterion failure occurs at higher mud pressures). For low consolidation
pressures, stability conditions of highly deviated wellbores are better. The MIT-E3 model
predicts lower critical mud pressure ratios for 600 and 900 deviated wellbores (0.1 and
0.12, respectively).
MIT-E3 predicts highly non-linear relationship between wellbore deformations and mud
pressures. However, the model predicts smaller deformations at low consolidation
pressures than high. This indicates more ductile behavior and less stiffness at high
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consolidation pressures. The MCC predicts a nearly linear relationship between wellbore
deformations and mud pressure above underbalanced drilling limit using low pressure
calibration parameters. Figure 4.14a shows that MCC predicts larger deformations than
MIT-E3. MCC predictions under low consolidation pressure overestimate deformations
all around the cavity. Values of the inverse of distortion ratio (6 cr/ 6 sp) predicted by MIT-
E3 (up to 1.9 for o=900) are higher than those predicted by MCC (up to 1.4 for o=900)
because MCC predicts higher deformations at springline relative to that at Crown Point.
Generally, using low pressure calibration parameters generate more ovalization and
distortion in cavities. The MIT-E3 predicts tendency for localized excessive deformations
in horizontal wellbores similar to results using high calibration parameters. Similarly, the
failure is initiated at a point on cavity wall at 0=15 0.
4.3.2 Pore pressure distribution around cavity
This section presents the distribution of normalized excess pore pressures (Au/c'yo) at
reference mud pressure ratio (pw-uo/&'o = 0.2) around wellbores deviated at 00, 300, 450,
600 and 900. Undrained analyses generate positive and negative excess pore pressures to
maintain constant volume constraints. Consolidation analyses in Chapter 6 compute the
redistribution of these pore pressures around wellbores through time. The magnitudes and
distributions of excess pore pressures depend on the chosen constitutive model and
calibration parameters. Figure 4.15 shows the pore pressure distribution around vertical
and horizontal wells using the MIT-E3 model at low and high consolidation pressures.
Figure 4.16 shows similar set of results for deviated wellbores. Figure 4.17 show pore
pressure distribution around all wellbores using MCC model at high consolidation
pressure.
Magnitudes of positive and negative pore pressures increase with wellbore deviation
angle. In vertical wellbores, pore pressures of low magnitudes (-0.01 <Au/a',o<0. 1, Figure
4.15c) are uniformly distributed around the wellbore cavity. At low consolidation
pressure, higher negative pore pressure values develop around the vertical wellbore
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(Au/G',o <-0.01, Figure 4.15d). In horizontal wellbores, negative pore pressures are
generated around the crown point (0=900). At low consolidation pressure higher negative
pore pressures develop (Au/a'vo <-0.2, Figure 4.15b) than at high consolidation pressures
(-0.2<Au/a'vo <-0.1; Figure 4.15a) at the Crown Point. High positive pore pressures
(Au/a',o >0.2) are irregularly distributed in the area around the springline because at high
consolidation pressure critical mud pressure is higher. At low consolidation pressure,
lower positive excess pore pressures develop near the springline (Au/a'vo <0.2), as shown
in Figure 4.15b.
Figure 4.16 show similar trends of pore pressure distributions in deviated wellbores to
that in horizontal wellbores. The zones of significant excess pore pressures (>0.1 o'vo)
increase with deviation angle. At low consolidation pressure, smaller zones of positive
excess pore pressure (>0.1 o'vo) develop and larger zones of negative excess pore
pressures (<-0.2o',O; Figures 4.15 b, d, and f). The MCC model also predicts higher
magnitudes of positive and negative excess pore pressures with increasing deviation
angle. Figure 4.17 show MCC predictions at high consolidation pressure. Compared to
MIT-E3 predictions, the MCC model generates higher magnitudes of excess positive and
negative pore pressure at the crown point and around the springline. These high pore
pressure magnitudes lead to higher pore flow gradients during consolidation.
4.3.3 Stress paths at cavity wall
This section compares between MIT-E3 and MCC predictions of effective stress paths
around the cavity. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 plot the stress paths at the crown points and
springlines, respectively. Stresses are computed due to the reduction of mud pressure to
the reference value in stages I, II, and III with respect to global frame of reference.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 illustrate the effective stress paths in three subspaces (G'-Si), (S 2-
Si) and (S4-S 1) of the transformed variables (a', S). S4 is the component corresponding to
simple shearing mode out-of-plane, and is needed for deviated wellbores i.e. o # 00 or
900. For vertical and horizontal wellbores, there are only two deviatoric stress
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components (Si, S2). The yield surface of the MCC model presents a clear separation
between elastoplastic and elastic strains where no shear induced pore pressures are
produced. The stress paths at the crown show pure elastic behavior until the tangential
stresses become major principal, and only then shear induced pore pressures are produced
(in vertical and 300 deviated wellbores) and well defined yield points are generated as
shown in Figure 4.18a. On the other hand, plastic strains and shear induced pore
pressures are generated at the springline at the beginning of shearing as shown in Figure
4.19a.
The MIT-E3 model incorporates bounding surface plasticity in the formulation. Shear
induced pore pressures and plastic strains are generated during shearing at both crown
(Figure 4.18b) and springline points (Figure 4.19b). This leads to a higher decrease in the
octahedral stresses in MIT-E3 results than in that of MCC at the crown point. The MIT-
E3 predicts smaller S2 and S4 shear stress components than MCC at reference mud
pressure ratio; however, MIT-E3 predicts larger Si components at springline.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
Wellbore failure is defined by two different criteria: 1) the onset of localized failure due
to local increase in inward deformations and high octahedral shear strains, and 2) large
cavity deformations up to 0.1Ro at crown point. The MCC did not predict failure
according to the first criterion and thus overestimates wellbore stability. MIT-E3
predicted local increase in inward deformations at the cavity wall of deviated wellbores
where zones of localized high octahedral shear strains developed.
The MIT-E3 predicts the highest critical state mud pressure ratio for the horizontal
wellbore. The reference mud pressure ratio value is chosen slightly higher than the
highest critical state mud pressure ratio. Stability of horizontal wellbores is improved in
overconsolidated clays. Critical mud pressures ratio decrease and stiffness increases with
OCR values.
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At reference mud pressure, wellbore deformations and magnitudes of excess pore
pressures increase with deviation angle. At low consolidation pressures, MCC predicts
larger deformations than MIT-E3. However, when models are adjusted to behavior at
high consolidation pressures, MIT-E3 predict larger deformations and positive pore
pressures around springline. In general, MCC predict larger magnitudes of positive
excess pore pressures around springline and negative excess pore pressures at the crown
which affects results of consolidation analyses.
Although effective stress paths computed by MIT-E3 and MCC are relatively similar,
MIT-E3 is capable of predicting the onset of localized failure. The bounding surface
plasticity and anisotropic yield surface and hardening laws enable the MIT-E3 model of a
more realistic depiction of behavior around wellbores and accurate estimates of wellbore
stability.
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Figure 4.1 Relationship between total radial stresses and cavity deformations at Crown Point (0= 904)
for vertical and horizontal wellbores in Ko-normally consolidated RBBC using the MCC and MIT-E3
soil models (6 positive for inward deformations).
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Figure 4.2 The relationship between radial stress at cavity wall and cavity deformations for vertical,
inclined, and horizontal wellbores in Ko-normally consolidated RBBC using the MIT-E3 soil model.
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Figure 4.3 MCC predictions of the relationship between radial stress at cavity wall and cavity
deformations for vertical, inclined, and horizontal wellbores in Ko-normally consolidated RBBC.
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Figure 4.4 Radial deformations at critical mud pressures as predicted by (a) MIT-E3 and (b) MCC
models at cavity wall for vertical and deviated wellbores. (Deformations are scaled 5:1)
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Figure 4.5 Octahedral shear strain contours computed by the MIT-E3 model for vertical and
deviated wellbores at co = 300, 450, 600 and 900 at design mud pressures and critical mud pressures.
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Figure 4.6 Octahedral shear strain contours computed by the MIT-E3 model for the horizontal at
design mud pressures and critical mud pressures.
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Figure 4.7 Octahedral shear strain contours computed by the MCC model for vertical and deviated
wellbores at > = 300, 450, 600 and 900 at design mud pressures and critical mud pressures.
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Figure 4.8 Initial Stress States near Crown and Springline of a horizontal wellbore before drilling
and unloading.
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Figure 4.9 Effective stress paths at different points around a horizontal wellbore, using the MIT-E3
model.
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Figure 4.10 Effect of stress history on relationship between wellbore deformations and radial stresses
at cavity wall of a horizontal wellbore in KO-consolidated RBBC modeled by the MIT-E3 model.
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Figure 4.11 Effective stress paths at Springline of horizontal wellbore in Ko-consolidated RBBC at
PCR = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0 predicted by the MIT-E3 model.
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Figure 4.13 MIT-E3 predictions of (a) relationship between radial pressure and inward deformations
at Crown Point and (b) radial deformations around cavity wall for vertical and deviated wellbores in
KO-consolidated RBBC under 0.1 MPa.
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Figure 4.14 MCC predictions of (a) relationship between radial pressure and inward deformations at
Crown Point and (b) radial deformations around cavity wall for vertical and deviated wellbores in
Ko-consolidated RBBC under 0.1 MPa.
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Figure 4.15 MIT-E3 predictions of normalized excess pore pressure distribution around vertical and
horizontal wellbores at design mud pressures.
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Figure 4.16 MIT-E3 predictions of normalized excess pore pressures around deviated wellbores at
design mud pressure.
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5 Simulation of Laboratory Model Borehole
Tests
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the use of MCC and MIT-E3 soil models to predict and interpret
model borehole tests in a Thick-Walled Cylinder (TWC) apparatus. The recent PhD
thesis by Abdulhadi (2009) includes an extensive program of high pressure triaxial tests
and model borehole tests in two custom-built TWC devices to test small and large
specimens. The analog testing material is RBBC as discussed in Chapter 3. Abdulhadi
(2009) used interpretation methods usually associated with pressuremeter tests and cavity
expansion in thick-walled apparatus.
The TWC numerical model accurately depicts the boundary conditions and testing
procedures in the lab. The analyses provide a complete set of data that helps to
understand the soil behavior in a TWC experiment. Comparing computed and measured
TWC results validates the predictions of the soil models and assesses the reliability of
further analysis. In turn, comparing computed shear stress-strain behavior with that
interpreted from the lab is useful to investigate the approximation of the interpretation
methods.
The chapter is divided into 4 main sections. Section 5.2 describes designs of TWC
devices and test procedures used to emulate stress changes around a vertical wellbore.
The section also describes the finite element models used to simulate the TWC tests.
Particular attention is focused on the boundary conditions needed to describe high stress
gradients in these tests.
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Section 5.3 compares finite element predictions with measurements from the TWC model
borehole tests. The analyses include simulations with both the MCC and MIT-E3
effective stress models calibrated in low and high regions of confining stresses. The main
focus is on simulations of the cavity pressure-volume relations. Section 5.4 discusses the
different methods used to interpret results of the TWC experiments. The finite element
model provides detailed results that help to understand stress and strain distributions
around the model borehole. The analysis also provides a basis for understanding
approximate interpretation methods that were evaluated by Abdulhadi (2009).
Section 5.5 considers the effects of two variables that affect the TWC results: 1) the rate
of cavity pressure change; and 2) the radial dimension of the TWC specimen. More
details of the large TWC simulation are provided in the form of strain distribution
contours to help understand the influence of specimen size on the experiment.
5.2 Thick Walled Hollow Cylinder (TWC) Simulations
5.2.1 Description of the device
Two TWC devices were fabricated in the MIT geotechnical labs (Abdulhadi, 2009). The
smaller TWC device has outer diameter Do=7.6 cm, inner diameter Di = 2.5cm and
height, H=15 cm. These dimensions provide aspect ratios that are consistent with
recommendations from prior experience using TWC tests on lithified rock (e.g. Santarelli
and Brown, 1989) to eliminate boundary effects and provide a reasonable representation
of the stress field around the wellbore. The large TWC model has the same boundary
conditions and geometric aspect ratio with outer diameter Do = 15.2 cm, and height,
H=22.8 cm, leading to a diametric ratio of Do/Di = 6. Results from the large TWC
illustrate the effect of sample size and are discussed in Section 5.5.2.
The design enables independent control of the axial load, cavity, cell and back pressure.
The cell pressure is applied within a steel chamber that can operate at pressures up to
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20MPa. The steel cell, which mates to the base, encloses a pedestal, floating top cap, top
and bottom annular platens, annular porous stones, and a hollow-cylindrical test
specimen sealed with internal and external custom-made latex membranes. Figure 5.1
shows a schematic of the TWC device.
The small TWC is axially loaded through the use of a 2 Ton capacity bench-top screw
driven loading frame. Custom-designed pressure-volume controllers (Sheahan and
Germaine, 1992) are used to regulate the pressure and measure the volume change within
the external cell, internal cavity and pore water flux from the test specimen. The cell,
cavity, and pore pressures are measured by pressure transducers. The system also
measures the axial load and displacement using an external load cell and displacement
transducer. A closed-loop automated control is carried out using a PC and a control
program which is able to perform all phases of the TWC test.
All tests are performed on BBC reconstituted in the lab according to a carefully
developed set of procedures (Abdulhadi, 2009). The central core of the soil specimen is
formed by drilling using a succession of four metal drill bits with increasing sizes to
minimize disturbances of the inner surface of the specimen. Each soil specimen is
anisotropically-consolidated under stress control to a pre-defined target value, Ko = 0.55
to the required vertical effective stress and is then left for a 24 hours at constant effective
stress to allow for secondary compression.
The model borehole test involves a procedure of reducing the internal cavity pressure,
while keeping the external cell pressure and axial stress constant. Wellbore closure is
performed by drawing out cavity fluid using the pressure-volume controller at an average
cavity volume strain rate of 10%/hour. The tests are terminated at 20% cavity volume
strain. The drainage valves are closed to maintain constant volume conditions during
cavity contraction while measuring pore pressures inside the specimen at the bottom
pedestal.
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5.2.2 Two-dimensional finite element model
The TWC device (Figure 5.1) is represented by a 2D axisymmetric finite element model.
The model comprises three basic component parts; the soil test specimen, top cap, and
bottom pedestal. The interaction between the device and the specimen dictates the
boundary conditions of the model shown in Figure 5.2a. The top and bottom steel caps
are not lubricated and thus, represented by solid parts continuously connected to the
specimen. The caps are assumed to be elastic with very high modulus (effectively rigid
material). The axial stress is applied on the surface of the top cap and thus the vertical
stresses at the top of the specimen are redistributed. The pressure exerted by the top cap
on the specimen is not uniform due to the large difference in rigidity.
The soil specimen is enclosed within impermeable membranes that prevent migration of
pore water into the chamber. These membranes are represented by zero fluid flux
boundaries but their mechanical properties are not included in the simulations. The outer
surface of the soil cylinder is connected hydraulically to the base and top cap of the
specimen through filter paper strips. These strips act as drains that redistribute pore
pressures around the boundary of the test specimen. This condition is simulated using a
multi-point constraint (MPC) on the top, outer side, and bottom edges. The constraint
dictates a uniform pore pressure over these edges. Since the permeability of filter paper is
a much greater than that of the specimen; the model assumes instantaneous pore pressure
uniformity along these edges. The filter paper is primarily intended to accelerate
consolidation within the soil specimen.
The design of the TWC device allows pore water pressures to redistribute within the test
specimen as cavity pressure changes within the model borehole. The test is assumed to be
pressure controlled such that the soil specimen responds only to the change in cavity
pressure. The finite element model simulates deformations around the cavity during this
process, while TWC experiments measure the changes in cavity volume (from which an
average radial deformation is inferred). Three different rates are used to control the
Corrections for membrane stiffness are used to interpret the TWC test data.
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change of the cavity pressure as shown in Figure 5.2b. These rates are constructed to
replicate the procedures used in the experiments performed by Abdulhadi (2009).
The finite element representation for small and large TWC devices is carried out using
AbaqusTM as shown in Figure 5.3. The small TWC mesh uses 356 axisymmetric
triangular elements and 1143 nodes, while the large TWC mesh 1708 similar elements
and 5267 nodes. The elements are mixed type with 6 displacement and 3 pore pressure
degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 5.3a. These elements use isoparametric quadratic
expansion of the displacement field and bi-linear expansion of the pore pressure field as
discussed in Chapter 3.
5.3 Comparison with TWC data
5.3.1 Cavity Volume Measurements
Figure 5.4 shows the net internal pressure inside the cavity normalized with respect to
external cell cavity pressure (pi-uo)/po, where po is the cell pressure that corresponds to
the initial radial effective stress in the sample, ca'rO, versus cavity volumetric strain
(AV/Vo) from experiments using Ko-normally consolidated RBBC at vertical effective
stresses, G'v = 0.15-10 MPa (Abdulhadi, 2009). The results show the non-linear relation
between the volume strain and the cavity pressure. The bulk of the pressure drop occurs
within volume strains AV/Vo<5% volume strain before the borehole becomes unstable.
Instability (deforms without further reduction in cavity pressure) occurs when net
pressure ratio, (pi - uo)/po = 0.25~0.35 at volume strain in the range AV/Vo = 8~12%,
then exhibits a very slight increase with continued volume strain through the end of the
test. This latter behavior might imply that the specified volume extraction rate is smaller
than the specimen deformation rate. Before reaching a yield point, the specimens exhibit
an initial linear cavity stiffness (up to ccay = 0.4%).
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The effect of stress level is evident especially at small strains. The figure shows that at
the same net pressure ratio, there are larger volume strains for tests at higher
consolidation pressures. The initial stiffness ratio also decreases as stress level increases.
There is a significant change in failure net pressure ratio from low consolidation pressure
(a'vo = 0.15 MPa) to high consolidation pressure (a'vo > 2MPa). The figure shows that at
high consolidation pressures, higher pressure in the cavity is needed to maintain stability
in the specimen.
5.3.2 Numerical Solutions
Figure 5.5 shows the results from TWC simulations using the MIT-E3 and MCC soil
models on a log scale. The input parameters are calibrated for Resedimented Boston Blue
Clay (RBBC) at low consolidation pressures (Whittle et. al., 1994; a', <0.4 MPa) and
high consolidation pressures (Chapter 3, a've up to 10 MPa). At low consolidation
pressures, the MCC model predicts much larger cavity volume strains than MIT-E3
during the initial phase of cavity depressuring. When model parameters are adjusted for
RBBC behavior at high consolidation pressure MCC shows a reduction in the amount of
cavity volume strains while MIT-E3 shows the opposite trend. The small strain stiffness
ratio decreases with Y' e, hence, trends for MIT-E3 are consistent with expected response
in the TWC simulation.
The MCC simulations predict yielding behavior at cavity volume strains in the range
AV/Vo = 0. 10.5%, followed by large decrements in cavity pressures up to cavity volume
changes ~ 3%. The MCC does not capture failure in TWC specimen throughout the
simulation following the standard cavity pressure-time profile shown in Figure 5.2b, and
does not predict any increase in cavity volume strains. The MIT-E3 model predicts yield
at much lower cavity strains. Failure is predicted at cavity pressure ratios (pi-uo)/po = 0.22
and 0.35 for low and high confining pressure calibrations, respectively. The failure is
characterized by increased cavity volume strains with no further decrement in cavity
pressure, pi. At high stress level, higher cavity pressure is needed to maintain stability in
the numerical simulation, which is consistent with lab observations. However, the
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analyses are terminated when large deformations and high octahedral shear strains
develop in the model. This failure occurs instantaneously in the analysis and hence, the
rate of cavity volume change observed in the lab is not fully captured in the FE
simulations.
5.3.3 Comparison of predictions and measurements
Figure 5.6 compares the model borehole results with numerical simulation results
(Figures 5.4 and 5.5). The numerical simulation using the MIT-E3 captures the initial
pressure-volume response measured in the lab at low consolidation stresses, while the
MCC model generally overestimates cavity volume change. Both soil models capture the
normalized stiffness initially exhibited by the specimens consolidated under high stress
levels using the calibrated set of input parameters.
As the cavity volume strains increases with continuous decrease in cavity pressure, the
numerical simulations tend to over-estimate the change in net pressure ratio. This may be
attributed to the effect of the finite rate of drawing the cavity fluid in the apparatus that is
lower than the rate of by which the specimen fails. The response of the specimen in the
TWC device is inevitably affected by the rate of fluid withdrawal from the cavity.
The MIT-E3 model predicts failure in the TWC specimen consolidated at Y',c = 0.15
MPa (low pressure) at (pi - uo)/po = 0.22 and is in close agreement with TWC
measurements. At high consolidation pressure, failure predicted by MIT-E3 is
representative of net pressure ratios at failure observed in specimens consolidated under
y'vc = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 MPa. These comparisons are true predictions of the model's
responses in this mode of unloading. The MIT-E3 is independently calibrated and the
input parameters are not adjusted to improve this comparison. These results validate the
predictions of the MIT-E3 soil model and prove it to be reliable and realistic.
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5.4 Interpretation of Simulation Results
5.4.1 Plane Strain Interpretation
To interpret the results from a TWC lab experiment, Abdulhadi (2009) used methods that
were introduced for interpreting in-situ pressuremeter tests. These interpretation methods
are based on assumptions of axial symmetry, plane-strain conditions, soil homogeneity,
isotropy, and undrained conditions. It should be noted that cavity expansion and cavity
contraction generate similar shear strain distributions, provided that all deformations are
plane strain and that no volume strains occur at any point (undrained conditions), thus,
the methods used to interpret cavity expansion in a model pressuremeter can be used to
represent the TWC contracting cavity.
Baguelin et al. (1972), Palmer (1972), and Ladanyi (1972) proposed analytical techniques
for deriving the elemental stress-strain-strength properties of the soil from pressuremeter
measurements, where no prior knowledge is required for the constitutive properties of the
soil. However, their analyses were limited to the case of expansion (or contraction) of a
cylindrical cavity in an infinite medium. Silvestri (1998) modified these solutions to
account for finite boundary conditions in a thick-walled cylinder test (such as the TWC
device).
Figure 5.7 compares the elemental shear stress-strain behavior of RBBC derived from
TWC according to the analytical method of Palmer (1972) and Silvestri (1998). Palmer
(1972) relates the change in cavity volume to the natural strains in an infinite soil as
follows:
1 (L VR 2
Er = E= - In 1- - - (5.1)
where cr and co are the radial and circumferential strain respectively, AV is the change in
the volume of the cavity, V is the current volume of the cavity, R is the current radius of
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the pressuremeter cavity, and r is the radial coordinate. Palmer (1972) extended the
analysis to obtain an expression for the maximum shear stress in the horizontal plane in
terms of the current cavity stress and the current cavity strain:
qh e - drr p
2 (5.2)
where p is the cavity pressure.
Silvestri (1998) accounts directly for the finite radius of the thick-walled cylinder. The
shear strains at the inner and outer walls of the thick walled cylinder are:
2
Ya = ln() (5.3)
Yb =In 1 a 2 +(a 2(a' 2(54Yb = 1n 1 - (a)( )5 )
where Ya and yb are the shear strains at the inner and the outer wall respectively, a and b
are the inner and outer radii of the model pressuremeter, and a' is the inner radius after
cavity expansion/contraction takes place. The shear stresses at the inner and outer walls
can then be related as follows:
d p X
ha l = X(X 1) + X - qhlb (5.5)dX X - fa + fX
where X = (a)2 andf = 2_
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The derivation of the stress strain curve is an iterative procedure because qh at outer wall
is not known at the beginning of the test. The iterations converge when a unique stress-
strain curve is obtained at both inner and outer walls. Numerical differentiation is very
sensitive to noise in the measured data. Abdulhadi (2009) used a five-point moving
window to smooth out lab results. However, the initial portion of the curves is not well-
defined and hence, the initial stiffness interpreted by this method is less reliable than
values of the maximum shear stress deduced from the analysis.
Figure 5.7 show that the two interpretation methods imply completely different elemental
behavior. The infinite disk solutions of Palmer (1972) lead to an interpreted undrained
strength ratio, su/'ve (USR) = 0.1 at y= 1%, and significant post peak strain softening.
The more complete analysis of Silvestri (1998) (with boundaries corresponding to the
TWC geometry) generates su/o've =0.22 at y = 2.5% and minimal post-peak change in
shear resistance. The Silvestri (1998) interpretation produces a backfigured USR that is
11% higher than the USR of normally consolidated RBBC measured in undrained direct
simple shear tests, SuDSS/O've 0.195 (Ahmed, 1990).
There are clearly approximations in applying the methods of Palmer (1972) or Silvestri
(1998) to the TWC experiments. In particular, the TWC device does not achieve plane-
strain shearing conditions. The axial stresses are kept constant, but axial strains can occur
within the specimen during the course of the test. Similarly, though there is no drainage
from the test specimen (constant volume condition), there is no restrictions on
redistribution of pore pressures within the test specimen. Hence, it is possible that the
value of pore pressure changes locally violating one of these key assumptions of the
analytical methods.
The shear stress strain curve extracted from a point at the inner surface of the TWC
simulation using MIT-E3 model with high pressure calibration parameters is also shown
in Figure 5.7. The model predicts a maximum stress qh = (@O-Grr)/2 = 0.193 at a shear
strain of 2% with slight post-peak softening. The predicted USR is very close to the
elemental behavior in the DSS model. The TWC simulation is considered a more
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complete representation f the true conditions of the experiment. The TWC simulation
permits the pore pressures to migrate within the soil matrix during the time of the
simulation. There is no assumption of plane strain conditions in the TWC simulation as
top and bottom caps are included in the model. However, using the Silvestri (1998)
method to interpret TWC results gives a very reasonable approximation of the specimen
behavior and strength.
5.4.2 Interpretation of stress states in TWC Experiments
Finite element analyses permit a detailed diagnosis of stress conditions within the TWC
model borehole tests. It is most convenient to use the transformed deviatoric stress
components (Whittle and Kavvadas, 1994) for this purpose. The stress state in the TWC
can be represented by the mean effective stress, a', and three deviatoric stress components
Si, S2, and S3 that describe shear stress in the elemental triaxial, cavity
expansion/contraction, and simple shear modes, respectively. Stress states along the mid-
height of the TWC specimen have only Si and S2 shear components. The space 7'-Si can
be used to understand shear induced pore pressures, while Si - S2 subspace indicates the
magnitude and direction of shearing.
Figure 5.8a presents the yield surface and critical state cone of the MCC model in the
transformed stress spaces; c'-Si, and S2 -S1. The yield surface is an ellipsoid oriented
along the o' axis, while the critical state surface is a circular cone with its apex at the
origin. The initial stress state for Ko-normally consolidated specimen is represented by
point A2.
Figure 5.8b shows the computed stress path, A-B for a point located at the inner wall
during a TWC simulation using the MCC model at low consolidation pressure calibration
parameters. The TWC produces an increase in the shear stress Si + S2 and causes
2 Point A is located at a' = (1 + 2 KONC)GvO, S1 = 2(1 - KONC)GvO, and S2 0.
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hardening of the yield surface (Aa'>O) in the MCC model. Figure 5.8b shows that the
process involves a reduction in the triaxial shear component, Si, as cavity shearing
occurs, S2 . Loading also generates shear-induced pore pressures and hence, the effective
stress decreases (Aus = -AcT'). The figure shows the locations of the initial and final yield
surfaces, fA and fB. The stress paths involve complex changes in the ordering of the
principal stresses and relative magnitude of the intermediate principal stress. The latter is
most commonly described by the Bishop Parameter, b = (02 - 03)/(01 - 03) . The
Bishop Parameter values are indicated on the effective stress path. Initially, b=O (triaxial
compression state of stress (ai= 02). During shearing, b increases to b=1 (triaxial
extension, 02 = 03) and then decreases to b=0.8 with continued reduction in Si. Initially,
the major principal stress acts in the vertical direction. However, during shearing, this
switches such that 000 = ai by the end of the test. The final state of stress (B) has not
reached the theoretical critical state for shearing to large strains (at (B') as shown in
Figure 5.8b.
The yield surface and the critical state surface of the MIT-E3 model are shown in Figure
5.9a (using the same stress space interpretation). Initially, the stress state A is located at
the top of an ellipsoid yield boundary surface that is oriented along the Ko-normal
consolidation line in the (7'-Si space. The orientation of the yield surface is controlled by a
hardening tensor b in the model formulation. The locus of critical state is defined by large
strain friction angles measured in triaxial compression and extension modes of shear.
Figure 5.9b shows the computed stress path for a point at the inner wall of the TWC
specimen in a simulation using the MIT-E3 model and the standard depressurizing rate
(see figure 5.2b). Although the stress path has some features in common with the MCC
predictions (reductions in Si and positive shear-induced pore pressures), there is smaller
increase in the overall magnitude of shearing ( Si + S2). The intermediate principal
stress increases from b=O to b=0.87 at the end of shearing which implies that Y', is
always the major principal stress. The final state of stress coincides with the critical state
surface (fB) indicating that further shearing will cause no further change in effective
stress state at this point. The fact that effective stress paths using MIT-E3 reach the
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critical state condition is consistent with the predicted cavity volume strain vs. pressure
response in which MIT-E3 soil model simulates failure in the TWC tests. In contrast
there is no TWC failure predicted by the MCC simulations.
5.4.3 Stress and strain conditions within TWC specimens
The previous two sections have presented two different methods to interpret the TWC
results 1) under assumptions of the plane strain shearing; and 2) based on computed stress
paths for a given point at the cavity. The first considers only the in-plane shearing and
ignores the out of plane shear stress component, S1. This method assumes that the stress
components governing soil behavior are the radial and circumferential stresses. The
second method takes into account all three independent stress components and is affected
significantly by the assumptions of yielding in the constitutive models. This section
considers further the approximations inherent in the simplified plane strain interpretation
of the TWC experiments. The previous section showed numerical predictions in which
cavity shearing mode (S2) is accompanied by change in the b-value at the cavity wall. To
investigate this matter further, the predicted stress distributions across the thickness of the
TWC specimen are plotted in Figure 5.10 to discover the effect of different shear modes
on the soil specimen.
Figure 5.10 shows the stress distributions across the thick wall of the TWC specimen at
the end of simulation using the MIT-E3 model and standard depressurizing rate. The
results show that there are significant changes in the average effective stress,
(a'1+'3)/2 'o and maximum shear stress, (&'1-G'3)/ 2 a',O from the values imposed at the
start of shearing (0.775, 0.225 respectively). The mean effective stress decreases from
0.64 to 0.3 across the specimen at the end of simulation (pi/'yo= 0.3). There are smaller
variations in q/cF',o (0.3 at the outer wall to 0.205 at the inner wall). The b-value changes
radically across the specimen from b=0.33 (typical of plane strain conditions) to 0.92 at
the inner wall. This is clear indicator of the range of shear modes involved in the device.
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The presence of triaxial compression and triaxial extension shear modes is counter-
intuitive because the axial stress is kept constant in the experiment. However, the
constant axial stress on the surface of the top cap is redistributed in the soil specimen
during cavity pressure unloading due to the interaction between the soil and the more
rigid top cap. The distribution of total vertical stress across the thickness of the TWC (at
pi/O'vo = 0.3) indicates zones of unloading (AGY/a'vo <0) at the inner wall, and zones of
loading (Aay/a'vo >0) at the outer wall as shown in the figure. The total vertical stress at
the inner wall is reduced to 60% of the original value, while stress at the outer wall
increases to 112% of its original value. The magnitudes of unloading and loading must be
balanced to maintain vertical equilibrium with constant axial stress applied to the top
platen. In Figure 5.10, the areas under the change in total vertical stress curve result in
equal volumes of loading and unloading when integrated around the axis of the TWC.
To identify the influence of possible different shear modes on the soil behavior in a TWC
experiment, stress paths from the TWC simulation using the MIT-E3 model and standard
depressurizing rate are compared to that of element level test simulations. Figure 5.11
compares the stress paths at the inner and outer walls of the TWC model with predictions
of element tests subjected to five different modes of undrained shear, cylindrical cavity
contraction (plane strain), triaxial compression, triaxial extension, plane strain
compression, and plane strain extension. The stress path at the inner wall deviates slightly
from the cylindrical cavity contraction but exhibits noticeable post-peak reduction in
shear resistance. The stress path at the outer follows a different stress path with net
increases in both Si and S2 shear components. Differences in the stress paths predicted at
the inner and outer walls is a critical aspect of the model prediction that is absent from
simplified interpretation methods that assume homogenous response at all points across
the test specimen (e.g Silvestri, 1998).
The numerical models provide information on the stress and strain conditions everywhere
within the soil matrix, so that it is possible to investigate local conditions within the TWC
specimen. Because of the encouraging agreement between the results from the FE
simulations and the outcome of lab experiments, the detailed set of results can provide
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valuable insight in the soil behavior in a TWC experiment. Contour figures of strain
distributions at different pressure levels inside the cavity; provide us with an image of the
shearing mechanisms and the progression of instability mechanisms throughout the test.
Two strain indicators are chosen to describe the state of strain in the soil matrix; the
volumetric strain evoi3 , and the second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor |E14. The
volumetric strains show the local migration of pore water pressure within the TWC
specimen, while |El depicts the overall magnitudes of shear strains. Figures 5.12 to 5.15
show contours of cvi and |El at different cavity pressure levels indicated on the
accompanied cavity pressure vs. cavity volume strains curves using standard
depressurizing rate.
Figure 5.12 shows the volumetric strain and the shear strain contours from TWC
simulations using the MCC model. The contours are reported at a cavity pressure pi/po =
0.1 for low pressure and high pressure calibration of RBBC. In the volumetric strain
contours, the compression zones are shaded in gray and the expansion zones are left
white. The compression zones are spread from the mid-height of the outer wall towards
the top and bottom to cover mostly 70% of the soil's height, and towards the inner wall to
cover 85% of the soil's thickness. The compression zones cover most of the area in the
cross-section, but the maximum value of compression strain as indicated by on the figure
is much less than the maximum expansion strain at the inner wall. At the top and bottom
corners on the inner wall side, small pockets of high compression and expansion strains
are found close to each other, indicating local zones of pore pressure migration associated
with the boundary constraints at the top and bottom caps. The model parameters have a
very small effect on the predicted patterns of volume strains. The shear strain contours
indicate the influence of cavity contraction by vertical lines of equal shear strains starting
at the inner wall. The contours streamlines almost throughout the height of the soil part
except near the top and bottom caps. The maximum shear strain occurs at the inner wall
and decreases till negligible values (<1%) in the mid-thickness of the soil part. There are
Volumetric Strain, Evog = Err + E99 + Ezz
4 Second Invariant of Deviatoric Strain Tensor, IEl = E_ + E2 + E3
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concentrations of shear strains at the lower and upper corners (near the inner walls) due
to the interaction with the boundary conditions at the top and bottom caps. The low
pressure simulation exhibits larger cavity volumetric strains as shown in the
accompanying cavity pressure vs. cavity strain curves. Overall the results show relatively
small variations in vertical gradients of strain components within the middle 50% of the
test specimen.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show similar volumetric and shear strain contours from simulations
using the MIT-E3 constitutive model for high and low pressure calibrations. The results
are shown at higher values of cavity pressure (pi/po = 0.4 and 0.35 respectively). The
results at pi/po = 0.4 correspond to the onset of failure from the high pressure model
calibration, while failure is fully developed at pi/po = 0.33 in Figure 5.14.
The results in Figure 5.13 are broadly consistent with trends noted for the MCC model.
Shearing is dominant near the inner wall, while there is a large zone of small volumetric
compression that spreads from the outer wall. However, as failure progresses, there is a
volumetric expansion along the inner wall (Figure 5.14b) over the full height of the
device. It should be noted that the volume strain magnitudes are relatively small which
implies that the simulations are effectively undrained. Figure 5.15 (pi/po = 0.24) confirms
that failure produces swelling at the inner wall where there is high variability in shear
stress over the height of the specimen. These observations of failure were not found in
MCC simulations as these did not reach plastic failure of the model wellbore. For MIT-
E3, the shear strain reaches a value up to 7% at the mid-height of the inner wall (low
pressure calibration at pi/po = 0.24 in Figure 5.15).
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5.5 Variables Affecting Behavior in TWC Model Borehole Tests
5.5.1 Rate of Unloading
The rate of change of cavity pressure is reduced in the FE models are selected to match
the cavity strain rates applied in the physical experiments. Abdulhadi (2009) used three
different rates; fast (acay 60%/hr), standard (acay 10%/hr), and slow (acay
0.5%/hr). The goal of using different cavity strain rates is to investigate how model
wellbore stability is related to the timeframe of drilling. Slower rates of pressure
reduction allow for excess pore pressures to equilibrate and pore fluid to migrate within
the test specimen. The standard strain rate (10%/hr) is chosen to allow equilibration of
pore pressure throughout the specimen and hence, provide more uniform conditions
within the TWC device. Uniformity is important for an adequate study of the soil
properties and behavior as well as for an accurate measure of the pore pressure that
represents the status of the whole specimen. The current constitutive models do not
include rate dependent properties; however, time dependent behavior is included due to
coupled consolidation (coupled flow and deformation) within the TWC specimen. The
analyses can represent undrained condition (i.e., with no local pore pressure migration),
as well as effects of local pore fluid migration and hydraulic conductivity by simulating
the time-dependent controls on cavity pressure (pi vs. time; Figure 5.2b).
Figure 5.16 compares results from TWC experiments performed by Abdulhadi (2009) at
three different depressurizing rates with global constant volume conditions as well as a
completely drained experiment (d ca= 0.2%/hr, open drainage lines). Faster
depressurizing of the cavity is associated with small volume strains required to reach a
specified pressure (i.e. response is stiffer). The fast depressurizing test fails at pi/po =
0.25, the standard rate at pi/Po = 0.27, and the slow in rate at pi/po = 0.4. In comparison,
the drained experiment shows much less initial stiffness and failed at much lower cavity
pressure level (p/po = 0.15). At the same cavity pressure level the cavity volume strain
found in the drained experiment is much higher than that of the undrained experiment
with different strain rates. This can be attributed to the fact that global volume change is
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allowed in the specimen by having the drainage lines opened, thus more deformations
and cavity volume changes are expected.
Figure 5.16 also shows results from analogous numerical simulations using the MIT-E3
constitutive model (using high pressure parameter calibration). The simulations of the
drained experiment successfully predicted the low initial stiffness and increase in the
cavity volume strains. However, the simulation did not predict failure. Drained
simulation is performed by treating the soil as a single phase material (no pore pressures).
Failure in the experiment can occur due to development of small pore pressure that are
not simulated in the numerical model. The simulation of a true undrained TWC is
performed by applying the cavity pressure decrease over a very short time-frame to
prevent local pore pressure migration. The true undrained simulation and the simulations
using the three different cavity strain rates predict identical results except at the final
stage where failure occurs. True undrained simulation showed an abrupt termination in
the analysis, while in the simulations allowing local pore pressure migration, a plateau
develops where relatively large cavity volume strains occur. All curves from undrained
simulations gave the same stiffness as in the standard rate experiment results, and very
similar cavity pressure levels at failure. The strain rate effect captured in the experiment
results can not be captured by the model because the constitutive relationships are strain-
independent. This suggests that volume changes due to pore fluid migration generate
minor effects.
Abdulhadi (2009) used the Silvestri Interpretation Method to derive shear stress-strain
properties from the TWC model wellbore tests at different cavity pressure rates. The
stress strain curves for the fast, standard and slow cavity pressure rates are shown in
Figure 5.17. The undrained strength ratio decreases with decreasing the strain rate,
ranging from USR=0.22, 0.21, and 0.18 for fast, standard and slow cavity pressure rates
respectively. The value of USR has been known to decrease with decreasing the strain
rate (Sheahan et. al, 1996). In this situation, another factor comes into play which is the
degree of pore pressure equilibration achieved by the specimen at different strain rates.
These differences in experiment results are primarily true rate effects because the strain
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independent constitutive models does not predict any change in computed USR values at
these rates of strain.
The shear stress strain curves computed using the MIT-E3 model are presented in Figure
5.17 based on stress at the inner wall of the cavity using high pressure calibration
parameters. The model simulations generate a maximum shear resistance USR = 0.19 for
all three depressurizing rates, which is close to the values interpreted by Silvestri (1998).
All curves are very similar with the exception of the final part, where post peak softening
slightly increases with the decrease of the strain rate. This is an expected outcome
because the strain rate is not one of the governing factors considered in the MIT-E3
constitutive model as a rate independent model. On the other hand, higher degrees of pore
pressure equilibration (slower cavity pressure unloading) generate more post-peak
softening.
5.5.2 Size of Specimen
Abdulhadi (2009) performed TWC experiments on larger specimens to study the
sensitivity of the TWC lab results to the size of the specimen. Increasing the diametric
ratio helps to explore the effect of wall thickness on the boundary conditions of the
specimen and the results of the tests.
Figure 5.18 compares the cavity pressure-volume behavior measured in small and large
TWC for RBBC (OCR=1.0) specimens at A',c = 6 MPa from Abdulhadi (2009) using
standard depressurizing rates. Smaller cavity volume strains occur in the large TWC tests
with higher initial stiffness. There is minimal decrement in cavity pressure at cavity
volume strains greater than 8% in both small and large specimens. However, the large
specimen is more stable at lower cavity pressures, with failure at pi/po = 0.075 compared
to pi/po = 0.24 for the small TWC specimen.
The predictions of MIT-E3 and MCC models for the large and small TWC specimens are
also shown in Figure 5.18 using high pressure calibration parameters on a logarithmic
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scale. Both models overestimate cavity deformations initially but the MIT-E3 model
captures failure reasonably well for both specimens. The input parameters for high
consolidation pressures are meant to be an average representative of a wider range of
consolidation pressures. The trends observed in the computed cavity pressure-volume
strain curves resemble those of the behavior observed in the lab. For large specimens,
initial stiffness increases and specimen net cavity pressure ratio decreases.
Abdulhadi (2009) used the Silvestri (1998) Interpretation Method to deduce the stress
strain curves from the experiments on small and large TWC specimens at the inner wall.
A comparison between both stress strain curves is shown in Figure 5.19. Both curves are
similar up to peak strength, USR = 0.21 and shear strain at peak, y= 2.5% similar to data
in Figure 5.7. Then, the large specimen exhibits significant post-peak softening.
Evidently, the peak strength at a point on the inner wall is not affected by the specimen
diameter; however, the failure propagation through the specimen is significantly affected
by the size. In the large specimen, failure propagation is slower, thus more post-peak
softening occurs at the inner wall.
Effective shear stress-strain curves are computed using the MIT-E3 model with high
pressure calibration parameters at the inner wall of the specimen and plotted with
interpretation of lab results in Figure 5.19. The curves are identical up to peak strength.
The model predicts USR = 0.19 at shear strain, y= 2%; which is lower than Silvestri
(1998) interpretation but is consistent with trends observed in Figure 5.7. The solution for
the large TWC device shows significant post-peak softening compared to that for the
small device. The lab measurements also show some post-peak softening.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show contours of the volumetric and octahedral shear strains
predicted by MCC model and MIT-E3 model using high pressure calibration parameters.
The contours from the MIT-E3 simulation are taken at point of inflection (p/po = 0.2) and
at the end of simulations. The contours from the MCC simulation are only taken at the
end of simulation because the slope of the curves did not change significantly through the
analysis. The effect of a larger specimen size is evident because the volume strains are
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much lower than the values found in the small TWC simulations. The larger drainage
path inhibited volume changes in the large TWC compared to small TWC. However,
these strains are spread over bigger volume in the larger TWC specimen. The shear
strains are limited to the area close to the inner wall and only very small shear strains are
found in the area close to the outer wall. The size of the specimen inhibits the
propagation of failure significantly. As found in the small TWC simulations, the corners
of the model at the inner wall near the top and bottom caps are found to be the position of
local increase shear strains and adjacent compression and expansion zones.
The contour figures from the MCC simulation proved that the MCC large TWC model
did not show any signs of deterioration or failure. Very low shear strains are found
anywhere in the specimen. The highest value of shear strain is found at the corners of the
model to be 1.37% which is lower than the MIT-E3 results. Volume strains are very low
to the point that the boundary between compression zones and expansion zones is not
clear. Although the MCC results are not realistic, the comparison between the contour
figures from small and large TWC model showed the significant effect of specimen size
in inhibiting failure propagation.
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6 Effects of Formation Consolidation on
Wellbore Stability
6.1 Introduction
In the field, wellbores are stabilized by steel casings that are installed a relatively short
time after drilling. This chapter considers the effects of consolidation (i.e. migration of
pore fluid) within the formation on the wellbore stability over the timeframe required for
drilling and installation of wellbore casings. Numerical analyses of the coupled
consolidation processes (time dependent deformations and pore pressures) are performed
using the same effective stress soil models described in previous chapters, while seepage
of pore water is controlled by D'Arcy's law with hydraulic conductivity controlled by the
void ratio of the formation. The analyses make additional assumptions on seepage
boundary conditions at the wellbore and the timeframe for wellbore installations. The
results converge to the limiting case of undrained deformations for timeframes, At-+O,
which was assumed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2 has presented several solutions for time-dependent behavior around circular
openings in saturated rock (e.g.: Carter and Booker, 1982; Detournay and Cheng, 1988;
and Charlez, 1997). However, most work on long term cavity stability has focused on
analytical and semi-analytical solutions (Yu and Rowe, 1999; and Yu, 2000) using
effective stress plasticity models (including Original Cam Clay and Modified Cam Clay)
to describe stress-strain properties around the wellbore. These calculations assume fully
drained conditions in the formation, which implicitly assumes that wellbore drilling
occurs very slowly without generation of excess pore pressure. Drained analyses of this
type do not consider the timeframe for consolidation and treat the formation as a single
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phase medium. Such analyses provide a reference case on long term stability, but do not
explain or predict wellbore deformations during drilling and casing operations.
Non-linear coupled consolidation analyses offer a more realistic representation of
deformations and pore pressures within the formation. However, the analyses are affected
by the boundary conditions assumed at the wellbore. Pore pressures are created due to
shearing within the formation as drilling occurs and the wellbore is supported by drilling
mud. The properties of the drilling mud are designed to prevent flow of water into the
formation. However, overpressures within the wellbore can lead to the formation of a low
permeability filter cake at the surface. Uncertainties in the boundary condition can range
from conditions 1) where there is drainage of pore fluid into the wellbore (i.e. clay has
lower permeability than mud cake) to 2) the mud cake forms an effectively impermeable
boundary (i.e. permeability of the filter is much lower than the surrounding clay). This
analysis uses Resedimented Boston Blue Clay (RBBC) as the analog formation material.
Permeability properties of RBBC are discussed in Chapter 3.
The following conditions are simulated in the current analyses: Wellbore drilling is
assumed to occur instantaneously under undrained conditions, such that excess pore
pressures are created around the wellbore in response to the unloading process (results of
this stage are presented in Chapter 4). Coupled consolidation (deformations and flow) are
allowed to occur during the time frame for casing construction in the field. Two extreme
cases are considered for the drainage boundary conditions in this approximate analysis: 1)
the filter cake is ineffective and formation pore pressures equilibrate to wellbore mud
pressures; 2) the filter cake forms an impermeable seal at the cavity wall and drainage is
totally prevented at that boundary. The latter condition has been also used extensively to
consider stress changes around piles and penetrometers (e.g. Whittle, 1992; Aubeny,
1992; Sutabutr, 1999).
This chapter has three sections. Section 6.2 describes the base case of unloading a vertical
wellbore in undrained and drained conditions, and using different time frames. The
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section presents the details of a vertical wellbore subjected to different unloading and
consolidation scenarios. Four scenarios are considered: scenarios I and II are based on the
assumption of full interaction between the well pressure and the pore pressure, while
scenarios III and IV are based on the assumption of perfect isolation of the cavity wall.
The undrained unloading is continued to the design mud pressure = 0. 2 a'ov in scenarios I
and III, while the final value of well pressure is -0.2ay'yo in scenarios II and IV. All
analyses are carried out using the MCC and MIT-E3 effective stress models, employing
the high consolidation pressure calibration discussed in Chapter 3.
Section 6.3 repeats the processes in Section 6.2 but for deviated wellbores. The deviation
angles used for the analyses are 300, 450, 600 and 900. Only scenarios I and III are applied
to the deviated wellbores. The decrease in well pressure for deviated wellbores beyond
the design mud pressure is not practical because highly deviated wellbores do not sustain
further decreases in well pressure as was shown in Chapter 4. The deviated wellbores are
represented by a slice model in the FE program ABAQUS as shown in Chapter 3. The
numerical problems associated with using the slice model in E-C analysis I are presented
and discussed.
Section 6.4 consolidates the results from Sections 6.2 and 6.3 and draws important
conclusions on the effect of consolidation on stability. Four different criteria for
comparison are used to describe behavior around wellbores: deformations at cavity wall,
pore pressure distribution, volumetric strain distribution, and radial deformations. This
section demonstrates that predicted behavior depends on the chosen constitutive model.
More realistic models such as the MIT-E3 give a better prediction of soil behavior in a
wellbore problem.
'Coupled non-linear analyses of deformations and pore water flow is described as E-C analysis by Whittle
et al., 2001, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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6.2 Base Case: Stress conditions around a vertical wellbore
This section describes the base case of unloading a vertical wellbore in Ko-normally
consolidated BBC. The section is divided into two main subsections. First, the vertical
wellbore is subjected to a typical unloading scenario where the mud pressure is decreased
to the underbalanced drilling limit. In this scenario, 4 different drainage conditions are
considered: 1) totally drained wellbore, 2) undrained wellbore, 3) unloading in real time
as in the field with permeable cavity wall, and 4) E-C consolidation analysis.
The second subsection uses the E-C analysis to investigate 4 different scenarios of
unloading the vertical wellbore. Scenario I comprises unloading a permeable vertical
wellbore to a design mud pressure of 0. 2&'vo and then monitor consolidation effects for
30 days. Scenario II is similar to I but the vertical wellbore is unloaded to -0.2Y'vo.
Scenarios III and IV are the same as I and II but applied to impermeable wellbores.
6.2.1 Unloading to underbalanced drilling limit
Stress conditions around a vertical wellbore are represented by a 2D plane strain, quarter-
space models. The creation of the cavity in the field is mimicked by unloading the cavity
wall in the model and gradually decreasing the net radial stresses at cavity wall to zero
(underbalanced drilling limit2). Drained conditions are achieved by performing unloading
over large time steps, while undrained conditions are approximated using an artificially
short time-scale.
Figure 6.1 compares the computed ground response curves predicted by the MCC model
using different drainage conditions. The ground response curves describe the pressure-
deformations relationship at the cavity wall of a vertical wellbore resulting from the
decrease in the well pressure. In addition to analyses with drained and undrained
2 The underbalanced drilling is performed using mud pressures that are lower than static pore pressures
within the formation, pw - uO < 0.
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conditions, a third case considers the time frame involved in drilling operations. Typical
rates of drilling for oil well explorations range from 20m/hr to 60m/hr, with 30m/hr being
a typical drilling rate (S. Willson pers. comm.). Assuming that a plane strain model has a
thickness of unit length, the well pressure is decreased over a limited time of At=0.033
hours. This corresponds to a time factor comparable to undrained conditions (T=10-) 3 .
However, it is also assumed that no excess pore pressures develop at the cavity wall
during drilling. Hence, the boundary conditions resemble drainage conditions at the
cavity wall.
Figure 6.1 shows that the ground response in all three cases is very similar, according to
the MCC model predictions. The maximum inward deformation is 0.65% of the cavity
radius in undrained conditions, 0.68% in real time drilling conditions, and 0.72% in
drained conditions at the cavity wall. These results agree with intuitive expectations.
Maintaining drained conditions allows volume changes to occur during the unloading
procedure, leading to more inward deformations. The consolidation analysis, where
partial drainage is allowed, results in intermediate values of inward deformations within
the range of results provided by the extreme cases of drained and undrained conditions.
Figure 6.2 shows simulated ground response curves for the MIT-E3 model. In this case,
the drained and undrained responses are very similar up to the maximum inward
deformation, 1.78% at (p-uo)/Y'vo = 0 (consistent with Figure 4.1). The real time ground
response showed less deformation than the undrained ground response, with maximum
inward deformation of 1.58%.
To shed more light on the ground response curves, the in-plane effective stress paths (p-
q) and shear stress-strain curves are plotted in Figure 6.3 a and b, for the MCC model and
MIT-E3 models, respectively. Both the MCC and MIT-E3 models predict similar drained
and undrained effective stress paths. This is attributed to the increase in circumferential
3 T = oakt - where k=1.44E-7 m/hr, T'=1OMPa, and R=0.25m.
YwRz'
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stresses leading to plane strain compression concurrent with expansion due to the
decrease in radial stresses. The combined effect of a decrease in radial stresses and an
independent increase in circumferential stresses results in quite close correspondence
between drained and undrained effective stress paths in both models. It is worth noting
that the critical state can not be accurately represented in the p-q space because this
problem is not axi-symmetric (the out-of-plane stress is not equal to one of the in-plane
stresses). However, all predictions for all drainage conditions develop significant plastic
strains except for the MCC prediction of the effective stress path in undrained conditions,
where underbalanced drilling limit is reached before plastic strains are generated.
E-C Analysis on Vertical Wellbores
The wellbore unloading problem can be simplified without compromising the solution by
considering it as two separate problems in series: wellbore drilling as an undrained
unloading problem and time to casing installation as a consolidation problem. Whittle et
al. (2001) described this as the E-C analysis as discussed in Chapter 3. The drainage
conditions at cavity wall depend on the quality of the filter cake formed by the drilling
fluid. Two extreme cases are considered in this analysis; permeable and impermeable
cavity walls. In the permeable wellbore, an intermediate step is introduced between the
undrained and consolidation stages. This intermediate step starts by allowing drainage at
cavity wall and ends when pore pressures at the cavity wall equilibrate with the mud
pressure in the cavity. In the impermeable wellbore, the pore pressures start to
redistribute around the wellbore directly after the undrained stage.
Figure 6.4 a and b illustrate the in-plane effective stress paths and the shear stress-strain
curves of an element at the cavity wall for Ko-nromally consolidated RBBC using the
MCC and MIT-E3 soil models, respectively. The behaviors in the permeable and
impermeable wellbore are very similar. The stress path in the consolidation stage deviates
abruptly toward the dry side of the critical state. Also, the consolidation phase appears as
softening in the stress strain curve. The MIT-E3 predictions are capable of detecting a
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sharp drop in the strength for the permeable wellbore during the intermediate stage,
unlike the behavior in the impermeable wellbore. Otherwise, the stress paths and the
stress strain curves are the same. This result can be attributed to the fact that whether pore
pressure redistribution or pore pressure dissipation is occurring, the final value of the
pore pressure at the cavity wall is zero. This means that the driving forces in the
consolidation phase are the same but act at different rates. Only the MIT-E3 model,
which is highly non-linear, is capable of detecting differences in behavior.
Figure 6.5a shows the pore pressure distributions in the radial direction after the
undrained unloading and at different values of the dimensionless time factor 4 using the
MCC model. Both the impermeable and permeable wellbores are shown. The initial pore
pressure distribution for the consolidation phase is directly calculated from the undrained
stage in the impermeable wellbore case. In the permeable wellbore case, the initial pore
pressure distribution is adjusted for the drainage effects at the cavity wall by applying the
intermediate step. The negative pore pressures are suddenly dissipated in extremely close
proximity to the cavity wall (<0.1% of the radius). The initial pore pressure distribution
illustrates zones of negative pore pressures (Au/ac'vo = -0.15) at the cavity wall up to a
radial distance of r/Ro = 2, followed by a larger zone of positive pore pressures (Au/'vo=
0.003) up to a radial distance of 8m. In the impermeable wellbore the negative and
positive pore pressures dissipate gradually as the pore water migrates and the pressures
redistribute. The final distribution of pore pressures shows very small magnitudes of
excess pore pressures. In the permeable wellbore, the pore pressures dissipate until there
is no more excess pore pressures negative or positive.
During the consolidation phase, the zones of positive pore pressures are translated into
compression zones, and the zones of negative pore pressures are translated into expansion
zones. Figure 6.5b shows the distribution of volumetric strains at different values of the
dimensionless time factor. In the impermeable wellbore, the expansion volume strain
4 The dimensionless time factor, T= 
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increases through time until it reaches a value of -0.2% at T=1.6. In the permeable
wellbore, the expansion volume strain rises to -0.2% directly at the cavity wall, and then
the expansive behavior percolates in the soil matrix up to a radial distance of r/Ro = 2,
similar to the final distribution in the impermeable case. Simultaneously, compression
volume strains spreads with time over a wider distance and larger area because these
strains occur at larger radial distance, but by very low values (-0.01%). The compression
and expansion zones cancel each other as shown in Figure 6.5c. There radial
deformations do not change with time, except for a slight inward increase from 0.65% of
the radius to 0.68% of the radius in both the permeable and impermeable cases.
Figures 6.6 a, b, and c show similar results for the MIT-E3 model. The results indicate
similar trends but quantitative differences between the impermeable and permeable
wellbore cases as the MCC results. The MIT-E3 model predicts higher positive pore
pressures (Au/a'vo = 0.015) than the MCC model, and less negative pore pressures
(Au/'vo = -0.08). However, both compressive and expansive strains predicted by the
MIT-E3 model are higher than the MCC model predictions. Compressive strains reach
0.15% at radial distance of r/Ro = 3, and expansive strains reach -0.4% at the cavity wall.
The inward radial deformations predicted by the MIT-E3 model are much higher than the
MCC model predictions. However, the time effect predicted by the MIT-E3 is similar to
that predicted by the MCC model. The radial deformations do not change with time
except for a slight increase in inward deformation at the cavity wall, from 1.8% to 1.9%
of the cavity radius. This increase is attributed to the simultaneous increase in
compression and expansion zones that cancel each other out and amount to slight inward
radial movement. Also, magnitudes of volume strains in compression and extension as
well as the generated excess pore pressures are relatively small in the vertical wellbore
case that eventually leads to small changes in inward radial deformations.
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6.2.2 Other Scenarios for Vertical Wellbores
This section considers a variety of scenarios for stress changes caused by drilling and
casing of a vertical wellbore.
Scenario I
In scenario I, the mud pressure decreases to 20% of the initial vertical effective stress in
the formation, G'vo. The decrease in mud pressure is simulated over a very short time
period, to mimic undrained conditions. After the undrained unloading, seepage is allowed
at the cavity wall representing the possibility of a breach in the filter cake or an
ineffective cake formation. Figure 6.7a shows the pore pressure distributions in the radial
direction at the end of drilling and at selected time factors during consolidation.
The MCC model predicts a small zone of negative excess pore pressures at the cavity
wall after drilling, extending to a distance r/Ro = 1.5 from the cavity wall. The MIT-E3
model predicts small positive pore pressures for the cavity wall up to r/Ro = 4. This
absence of negative pore pressures is due to the fact that the MIT-E3 model predicts a
higher tendency to contract as a result of the increase in circumferential stresses when the
well pressure is dropped to only 20% of the initial vertical stresses.
In this scenario, the mud pressure at the cavity wall is set at (pi-uo)/a'vo = 0.2 such that
pore water must flow from the wellbore into the formation. Through time, the pore
pressures continue to increase beyond the cavity wall, as predicted by both the MCC and
the MIT-E3 models. This seepage is reflected in the distributions of volumetric strains at
different instants as shown in Figure 6.7b. No volumetric strains are allowed during the
undrained stage because local pore pressure migration is prohibited. After drainage is
allowed, expansion occurs only in close proximity to the cavity wall. This expansion
zone propagates through the soil matrix with the increase in pore pressures. The value of
the expansion strain at the cavity wall remains constant through consolidation time, as
predicted by both constitutive models. However, the MIT-E3 model predicts larger
expansion strains at the cavity wall (cvo= -0.75%) than MCC (cvoi= -0.3%).
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These expansive volumetric strains are translated into radial deformations as shown in
Figure 6.7c. The inward deformations are considered positive; the outward deformations
are considered negative. Inward deformations increase at the cavity wall and up to a
distance of 0.8Ro. Beyond 0.8Ro, the total inward deformations that occurred at the end of
the undrained stage start to decrease with the increase in pore pressures. At T=1.6, the
MIT-E3 model predicts the disappearance of any radial deformations beyond the distance
of 7Ro, while the MCC model predicts outward deformations beyond 3Ro.
Scenario II
In scenario II the well pressure is decreased to zero and tensile stresses are applied at the
cavity wall at (pi-uo)/o'vo = -0.2. This scenario represents a case where the well pressure
provided by the density of the drilling fluid is less than the initial hydrostatic pore
pressures inherently present in the ground before the drilling process occurs. Then, the
pore pressures are gradually changed into the same value as the well pressure allowing
pore pressures from the soil matrix to dissipate into the well. This drainage boundary
condition is similar to that in scenario I.
The initial pore pressure distribution in the radial direction is shown in Figure 6.8a. The
final well pressure in scenario II is much lower than that in scenario I; thus, both
constitutive models predicts high negative pore pressures at the cavity wall, and gradually
zero excess pore pressure occurs at r/R0 = 3. The MIT-E3 model predicts positive pore
pressures between 2Ro and 1 ORO. The high negative pore pressure slightly increase
toward zero in close proximity to the cavity wall (<0.5R). Beyond the distance of O.5R,
pore pressures decrease with time. There is very little change in excess pore pressure
values at cavity wall because the mud pressure value is close to the negative pore
pressure value at the end of the undrained unloading stage.
In Figure 6.8b, the distribution of volumetric strains is shown at different instants during
the consolidation process. At the cavity wall, expansion strains occur and propagate
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through time a small distance into the soil matrix (<0.5RO), in the same zones where
negative pore pressures increase toward zero. Beyond 0.5R 0 compression strains occur
and increase through time to cover all areas where pore pressures are decreasing. In
contrast to scenario I, the radial deformations show minimal change through
consolidation, as shown in Figure 6.8c, because the adjacent compression and expansion
zones resulted in very little increase in radial deformations. However, the final radial
deformations predicted in scenario II are much higher than those predicted in scenario I
because the well pressure maintained at the cavity wall is much lower.
Scenario IH
In scenario III, the well pressure is decreased to 20% of the initial vertical effective
stresses, (pi-uo)/a'vo = 0.2, as in scenario I, maintaining undrained conditions. The
consolidation analysis is performed by allowing the existing pore pressures to migrate
and reallocate over a time period of 30 days (T=1.6), without allowing drainage through
cavity wall. This scenario is similar to the case of impermeable wellbore previously
discussed.
The initial distribution of pore pressures is similar to that in scenario I as shown in Figure
6.9a. The different drainage boundary condition at the cavity wall leads to a different
redistribution of the excess pore pressure within the formation. The high positive and
high negative pore pressures predicted by the MCC model are redistributed along the
radial direction until the highest negative and positive pore pressures are slightly less than
or more than zero. The MIT-E3 model does not predict any negative pore pressures. The
peak of the distribution of positive pore pressures is smoothed out through time leading to
a decrease in pore pressures up to a distance of 3R; beyond this, a minor increase in pore
pressures up to a distance of 1 OR.
The MCC model and the MIT-E3 model predict different patterns of compression and
expansion as shown in Figure 6.9b. The MCC model predicts expansion zone in close
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proximity to the cavity wall followed by compression zones within 3Ro from the cavity
wall. The MIT-E3 model predicts expansion strain at the cavity wall that turns to
compression with the pore pressure continuing to decrease. Compression strains continue
to increase with time up to a distance of 3Ro, after which slight expansion strains occur
with the slight increase in pore pressures. Unlike scenario I, radial deformations do not
change with time because of the interaction between adjacent compression and expansion
zones as shown in Figure 6.9c.
Scenario IV
In scenario IV, the well pressure is decreased to zero and tensile stresses 20% of the
initial vertical stresses are applied at the cavity wall, (pi-uo)/o'vo = -0.2, as in scenario II.
The drainage at the cavity wall remains prohibited, as in scenario III (impermeable
wellbore). The consolidation process is terminated when effective radial stresses at cavity
wall drop below zero i.e. when pore pressures at cavity wall is equal or higher than mud
pressure.
Due to the large changes in well pressure, the generated negative pore pressures are much
higher than predicted in scenario III. Although the analyses are terminated much earlier
(after 10 hours of consolidation), and pore pressures did not entirely re-equilibrate as
shown in Figure 6.1 Oa, the volume strains are much higher than those in scenario III as
shown in Figure 6.10b. However, the adjacent expansion and compression zones lead to
negligible changes in radial deformations through time, as shown in Figure 6.10c. This
case is considered unrealistic because the mud pressure is generally not permitted below
the in-situ pore pressures within the formation. If such a case occurs, an adequate seal of
the cavity wall (although helping with stability and minimizing radial deformations in
scenario III) hastens the instability in scenario IV by allowing pore pressure
redistribution, and hence a drop in effective radial stresses.
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6.3 Consolidation around Non-vertical Wellbores
6.3.1 Using quasi-3D slice model
Three deviated wellbores are considered in this section: to = 300, 450, and 600. The quasi
3D slice model (Figure 3.2) is used to depict the deviated wellbores using the same
methodology explained in Chapter 3 in detail. A single layer of elements constitutes the
mesh half of the space around the wellbore. Plane strain conditions are enforced by
prohibiting any out of plane deformations.
During the consolidation phase, the pore pressure migration and redistribution are
supposed to be planar as the deformations are also planar. An artificial permeability
tensor is assigned to the material definition to impose the condition of planar pore fluid
flow. The permeability in the direction normal to the plane of the cavity (z-direction) is
set to (kzz/kyy = kzz/k,, = 10-10) of the in-plane permeability. The true permeability
in the field is not isotropic and as long as only planar flow is considered, the permeability
is assumed to be cross anisotropic with axes of reference coinciding with the local axes of
reference of the wellbore.
Several factors contribute to the complexity of performing coupled analysis using a slice
model. The non-linearity and high sophistication of the constitutive models (MCC and
especially MIT-E3), the highly constrained 3D model, and the artificial cross-anisotropic
permeability tensor are all factors that burden the FE solver. Some accuracy needed to be
sacrificed to acquire a stable solution by using large time intervals during the
consolidation phase.
Scenario I
Figure 6.11 show the MIT-E3 prediction of excess pore pressure distribution around a 300
deviated wellbore. The distribution of excess pore pressures is depicted at 4 different
instants during the consolidation process: T=0.002, 0.02, 0.2, and 1.6. The figure shows
how seepage from the permeable cavity wall dominates the distribution of the excess
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pore pressures through time, and form nearly concentric hoops of gradually decreasing
pore pressures around the cavity wall. Figure 6.12 show the volumetric strains around the
same wellbore. Expansion zones are found around the wellbore, increase with time, and
elongate in the direction of the crown. Figure 6.13 shows the radial deformations around
this wellbore. The inward deformations are maximum at the Crown Point and oriented as
oval shapes along 0=900.
Similarly, Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 show the MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore
pressure, volumetric strain, and radial deformation distributions around a 450 deviated
permeable wellbore. Results of the 450 wellbore show lobes of positive and negative
excess pore pressures are generated and oriented along radial direction, 0 = 00 and 900,
respectively. The negative pore pressures prevail near the Crown Point where the
released radial stresses are initially the major principal stresses. The positive pore
pressures prevail near the Springline where the released radial stresses are the minor
principal stresses. With larger deviation angle, higher positive pore pressures are
generated near the springline and negative pore pressures are generated near the crown.
This leads to more expansion and inward deformations near the crown. The results from
the 600 wellbore are very similar to those 450 wellbore as shown in Figures 6.17, 6.18,
and 6.19.
Figures 6.20 through 6.29 show the MCC predictions of excess pore pressures,
volumetric strains, and radial deformations for the 300, 450, and 600 wellbores. The MCC
results have similar trends to those of the MIT-E3 model. However, the MCC model
predicts smaller deformations at cavity wall and within the formation. At high deviation
angles (uo=60 0), using the MCC model generates larger magnitudes of positive and
negative pore pressures than using the MIT-E3. Pore pressures along 0=00 equilibrate
with seepage from the wellbore and high positive peaks dissipates. Compression zones
(evoi = 0.1%) are created behind the cavity wall along 0=00 concurrent with dissipation of
the high positive pore pressure peaks. This leads to slight outward deformations (<0.1%
of the cavity radius) along 0=00 generated from the compressions zones. These expansion
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strains predicted by the MCC model are smaller than those predicted by the MIT-E3
model.
Scenario IHI
Figure 6.29 shows the distribution of excess pore pressures around an impermeable
wellbore deviated by 300 as predicted by the MIT-E3 model. The peaks of positive and
negative pore pressures are smoothed out through time due to reallocation and
redistribution, rather than being dominated by seepage from the cavity as in scenario I.
The negative pore pressures near the Crown Point increase with time until all negative
pore pressures around the cavity wall are diffused. The high positive pore pressures near
the Springline decrease with time and diffuse into larger areas in the soil matrix,
rendering the excess pore pressures around the cavity wall of negligible value. Figure
6.30 show the MIT-E3 predictions of the volumetric strain distributions around the same
wellbore. Relatively small expansion strains are found at the crown area. Unlike the
results in scenario I, compression zones occur at the springline area. Figure 6.31 shows
the radial deformations around the wellbore. Maximum inward deformations occur at the
crown and the area around it close to the cavity wall is dominated by inward
deformations. Through time, distribution of radial deformations does not change
significantly because volumetric strains are small.
Figures 6.32 through 6.34 and Figures 6.35 through 6.37 show similar MIT-E3
predictions for the 450 wellbore and the 600 wellbore, respectively. The magnitude of
expansion and compression volume strains increase with deviation angle and magnitudes
of positive and negative excess pore pressures. In Figure 6.36, the distribution of
compression strains around the 600 wellbore is shown to be erratic toward the end of the
consolidation phase. This erratic distribution indicates a tendency toward instability,
similar to the behavior of a horizontal wellbore predicted by the MIT-E3 model shown in
the next section.
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Figures 6.38 through 6.46 show the MCC predictions of excess pore pressures,
volumetric strains, and radial deformations for the 300, 450, and 600 wellbores. Trends
similar to the results in scenario I are found such that the expansion zones and inward
deformations are in the form of lobes at 0=900. Predicted pore pressures by the MCC
model are higher than those predicted by MIT-E3, while lower expansion strains and
inward deformations are found. Unlike scenario I results, compression zones are found in
all wellbores, oriented in lobes along 0=00. Also, outward deformations do not occur for
the 450 and 600 wellbores. There is no flow from the cavity into the soil; hence, observed
outward deformations are negligible.
6.3.2 Using 2D model
The procedure of modeling a horizontal wellbore is explained in Chapter 3 in detail. The
wellbore is modeled using a 2-dimensional plane strain quarter-space model. The far field
stresses are in equilibrium with the initial distribution of stresses in the soil matrix. The
unloading process is performed in stages, maintaining undrained conditions by keeping
extremely short time intervals. First, the deviator component of the supporting stresses at
the cavity wall is removed. Then, the uniform well pressure at the cavity wall is
decreased to 20% of the value of the initial vertical stresses as in unloading scenarios I
and III.
In this section, the MCC and MIT-E3 predictions are presented simultaneously for each
scenario (I and III). The contour figures presented in this section describe the pore
pressure distributions, the volumetric strain distributions, and the radial deformations, as
predicted by both models. Figure 6.47 shows the MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore
pressures distribution around a horizontal wellbore, while Figure 6.48 shows the MCC
predictions. The negative pore pressures prevail near the Crown Point, while positive
pore pressures prevail near the Springline. Through time, the seepage source at the cavity
wall (pi/a'vo = 0.2) affects the soil formation and pore pressures redistribute such that the
fluid distribution at T =1.6 approaches an axisymmetric field. The MIT-E3 model
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estimates failure at high mud pressure, close to the chosen reference mud pressure.
Hence, the excess pore pressure distribution is irregular near the Springline. On the other
hand, the MCC model generates higher magnitudes of positive and negative excess pore
pressures.
Figures 6.49 and 6.50 show the zone of volumetric expansion and compression generated
within the formation as seepage occurs from the wellbore as predicted by the MIT-E3 and
MCC models, respectively. These strains are linked with inward radial deformation and
squeezing of the cavity wall a shown in Figures 6.51 and 6.52. The MIT-E3 predicted
irregular distributions of expansion and compression zones in the same way positive and
negative excess pore pressures are distributed. Very high expansion strains (10%) are
found at angular dimension 0=15 0, where local increase in radial deformations exists. The
MCC model predicts more regular patterns of volume strains. The expansion zones in
Figure 6.50 match the inward radial deformations in Figure 6.52. Near the crown, the
inward radial deformations occurring at the end of the undrained stage increase slightly
where expansion occurs and decrease behind the cavity wall near the springline where
compression occurs. Outward deformations occur after some time in the consolidation
stage.
Figures 6.53 through 6.58 show similar MIT-E3 and MCC predictions for the
impermeable horizontal wellbore. Pore pressure redistributes through time and the peaks
of high positive and negative pore pressures get smoothed out as shown in Figures 6.53
and 6.54. Expansion strains initially occur around the springline and the crown points
where the pore pressure increases at the beginning of the consolidation process. Through
time, the pore pressures continue to increase at the Crown Point and the area around.
With the pore pressure increase, the expansion strain increases as shown in Figures 6.55
and 6.56. The pore pressure at the springline point and the area around it eventually
decreases after a slight preliminary increase; the expansion strains are transformed into
compression strains at the end of the consolidation stage. The distribution of radial
deformation shown in Figures 6.57 and 6.58 shows a very similar behavior to that found
in scenario I. The MCC model predicts maximum inward radial deformation occurs at the
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Crown Point and the minimum inward radial deformation occurs at the springline point.
The Outward deformation also occurs behind the cavity wall in the radial direction
starting from the springline point. The MIT-E3 model predicts large inward deformations
at Crown and at 0=150, and no outward deformations.
Effect of Consolidation on stability
The MIT-E3 model predicts failure occuring in horizontal wellbores at mud pressure=
~0.18 ',o as discussed in Chapter 4. This is indicated by zones of high octahedral shear
strains at angular dimension, 0=150. Figure 6.59 depicts the distribution of the octahedral
shear strains (second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor) to show the effect
consolidation on shear strains during unloading scenarios I and III. Failure occurs in the
form of a breakout shape around the springline point of the wellbore. Shear strains
increase through time up to a value of 40% at T=1.6, indicating the chance of localized
failure during scenario I. In scenario III, the maximum strain at T=1.6 occurs near the
springline point and is 27%. The increase in shear strains occurs at points where small
excess pore pressures are generated during the undrained stage. During consolidation,
pore water migrates to these areas causing high expansion strains and local increase in
inward deformations. Lower shear strains in scenario III indicate the benefit of sealing
the cavity wall and preventing seepage; however, allowing long consolidation times is
still a threat to the stability of horizontal wellbores and facilitates localized failure.
6.4 Summary and Conclusions
The results in this chapter show that pore pressure equilibration (permeable wellbore) or
redistribution (impermeable wellbore) lead to some increase in cavity deformations at
cavity wall but more importantly significant volume change and radial deformations
behind the cavity wall and around the wellbore. Consolidation around wellbores is highly
dependent on the deviation angle of the wellbore and drainage conditions at cavity wall.
However, the results are also significantly affected by the chosen constitutive model. The
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more realistic MIT-E3 model gives more reliable predictions of wellbore stability during
consolidation.
Three main observations can be made from the presented results:
1- With increase in deviation angle, the deviatoric component of geostatic stresses
generate higher negative pore pressure near the Crown Point and higher positive
pore pressures near the Springline of the wellbore. During consolidation, higher
pore pressure gradients lead to more deformations around wellbore. In a
horizontal wellbore, the MIT-E3 model even predicts instability mechanisms
during consolidation due to a local increase in octahedral shear strains.
2- The MIT-E3 soil model predicts larger deformations than the MCC model in all
deviation angles. The sophisticated formulation of MIT-E3 discussed in Chapter 3
(anisotropic yield surface, bounding surface plasticity, kinematic hardening)
enables a more realistic depiction of the effects of deviation angle. The model is
capable of illustrating the onset of localized failure in contours of octahedral shear
strains. On the other hand, the MCC model predicts higher positive pore
pressures. The positive pore pressures near the Springline generate significant
compression zones during consolidation behind the cavity wall. Adjacent
compression and extension zones result in relatively small increase in cavity
deformations.
3- Unloading scenario I allows drainage at cavity wall and permits pore fluid flow in
and out of the wellbore. This scenario generates more deformations at cavity wall
and more volume change and radial deformations around the cavity. This
becomes more significant with increase in deviation of wellbores and more
obvious in MIT-E3 predictions. Scenario III generates more compression volume
strains resulting in less inward deformations at the cavity.
These conclusions are illustrated in the following two subsections where results from the
previous section are summarized. The first subsection discusses deformation at cavity
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wall and cavity distortions. The second subsection describes the behavior around
wellbores by presenting radial distributions of pore pressure, volume strains, and radial
deformations at 0=00 (Springline direction) and 900 (Crown direction).
6.4.1 Cavity Deformations
The distortion of the wellbore cavity is indicated by the ratio of the inward deformations
at springline, 6sp to those at the crown, 8c, (Distortion ratio). Increase in distortion is
indicated by change in distortion ratio further from unity (i.e. higher than or lower than
1). Maximum deformations occur at the crown at the end of the undrained unloading.
Thus, the cavity distortion ratio (6 sp/Scr) at the beginning of the consolidation stage starts
with a value less than unity. Figures 6.60 a and b show the evolution of the cavity
distortion ratio through time, as predicted by the MCC model and the MIT-E3 model for
the permeable (scenario I) and the impermeable (scenario III) respectively.
The MCC model predicts that the distortion increases with time during the consolidation
phase. The inward deformations at the crown increase at more rapid rates than at the
springline in scenario I. The compression zones along 0=00, predicted by the MCC
model, inhibits the radial deformations at the springline relative to the deformations at the
crown. The MIT-E3 model does not predict any compression in scenario I; thus, the
springline point deforms freely and the cavity distortion ratio approaches unity. The MIT-
E3 results for the inclined wellbores show some irregularities at later stages of
consolidation due to increase in local deformations.
The MCC model and the MIT-E3 model predict compression zones in all non-vertical
wellbores subjected to unloading scenario III. The inward deformation at the springline is
inhibited relative to the inward deformation at the crown. The cavity distortion ratio
continues to be less than unity during consolidation as shown in Figure 6.60b. The MCC
predicts higher degrees of distortion in scenario III than in scenario I because higher
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compression strains are predicted. The MIT-E3 predicts that the distortion remains
relatively the same throughout the consolidation process.
In highly deviated wells and after significant time in the consolidation phase,
deformations tend to increase locally near the Springline or near the Crown Point. In this
case the distortion ratio is not sufficient to describe cavity deformations. Figure 6.61 a
and c show MCC predictions of cavity deformations for vertical and horizontal
wellbores, respectively. Figure 6.61 b and d show the MIT-E3 predictions for the same
wellbore. In the figure, the three basic conclusions previously mentioned are obvious.
Cavity deformations are larger in horizontal wells. The MIT-E3 model predicts larger
deformations than MCC. In the MCC predictions, there is significant difference between
inward deformations at Crown Point and that at the Springline. Also, scenario I generated
more deformation in deviated wells than scenario III. This difference is more obvious in
horizontal wells.
6.4.2 Consolidation behind cavity wall
The excess pore pressures along 0=00 (Springline direction) increase with the deviation
angle, and the peaks of positive pore pressures behind the cavity wall get smoothed out,
as shown in Figure 6.62. The pore pressure values increase at the cavity wall and
decrease behind it in scenario I. In scenario III, the pore pressures decrease through
consolidation along the springline direction. Figure 6.63 shows the excess pore pressure
distribution along 0=900 (Crown direction). The generated pore pressures are negative
and increase in value (toward zero) with the decrease in deviation angle. During
consolidation, the negative pore pressures are diffused into the soil in scenario III while
in scenario I, pore pressures are dominated by seepage from the cavity wall. The MIT-E3
predicts lower pore pressures than the MCC, but maintains similar trends. Excess pore
pressure distribution from the horizontal wellbore predicted by the MIT-E3 model is
erratic along 0=00 because of the high shear strains shown in Figure 6.59 and the
tendency for localized failure.
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In scenario I, expansion strains occur in close proximity to the cavity wall where the pore
pressures increase to 0.2a'yo by seepage as shown in Figures 6.64. Behind the cavity wall,
compression zones occur along 0=00 with decreasing values as the deviation angle
decreases. In scenario III, compression strains dominate the direction for all wellbore
deviations because the drop in pore pressures is higher in this scenario. Along the Crown
direction, only expansion strains occur with the highest value at the cavity wall as shown
in Figure 6.65. The expansion strains found in scenario I are higher than those found in
scenario III. The MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions, show that the
results for different wellbores are very close. In the horizontal wellbore, volumetric
strains are also erratic in the same way the pore pressures are.
Radial deformations are plotted along 0=00 in Figure 6.66 and along 0=900 in Figure
6.67. In the springline direction, the inward deformations at the cavity wall and outward
deformations behind the cavity wall increase with deviation angles. During consolidation,
inward deformations increase at the cavity wall and outward deformations increase
behind the cavity wall. In scenario I, more outward deformations occur because of the
seepage effects. In the crown direction, only inward deformations occur, which increase
with deviation angles. The MIT-E3 predictions are affected by wellbore deviation in
close proximity to the cavity wall. Beyond a radial distance of 1Ro, deformations of
different wellbores are very similar. The results from the horizontal wellbore show the
effect of the plastic hinge where radial deformations increase abruptly at radial distance
of 1RO. The MIT-E3 does not predict any outward deformations except for deformations
of very small values in scenario I due to outward seepage. The effect of wellbore
deviation is more significant along the Crown direction.
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Figure 6.19 MIT-E3 predictions of the radial deformations around a 600 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.20 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 300 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.22 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 300 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.23 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 450 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.25 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 450 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.26 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.27 MCC predictions of the volumetric strain distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.28 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 600 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.29 MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 300 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.30 MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a 300 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.31 MIT-E3 predictions of radial deformations around a 300 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.32 MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 450 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.33 MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a 450 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.34 MIT-E3 predictions of radial deformations around a 450 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.35 MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.36 MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.37 MIT-E3 predictions of radial deformations around a 600 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.38 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 300 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.39 MCC predictions of the volumetric strain distributions around a 300 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.40 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 300 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.41 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 450 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.42 MCC predictions of the volumetric strain distributions around a 450 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.43 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 450 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.44 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.45 MCC predictions of the volumetric strain distributions around a 600 deviated wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.46 MCC predictions of the radial deformations around a 600 deviated wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.47 MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore pressure around a horizontal wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.48 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure around a horizontal wellbore during unloading
scenario I.
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Figure 6.49 MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a horizontal wellbore
during unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.50 MCC predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a horizontal wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.51 MIT-E3 predictions of radial deformations around a horizontal wellbore during
unloading scenario I.
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Figure 6.52 MCC predictions of radial deformations around a horizontal wellbore during unloading
scenario I.
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Figure 6.53 MIT-E3 predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a horizontal wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.54 MCC predictions of excess pore pressure distributions around a horizontal wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.55 MIT-E3 predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a horizontal wellbore
during unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.56 MCC predictions of volumetric strain distributions around a horizontal wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.57 MIT-E3 predictions of radial deformations around a horizontal wellbore during
unloading scenario III.
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Figure 6.58 MCC predictions of radial deformations around a horizontal wellbore during unloading
scenario III.
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Figure 6.59 MIT-E3 predictions of the second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor around a
horizontal wellbore for permeable and impermeable cavity walls.
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Figure 6.60 Effect of Consolidation on cavity distortion of deviated wellbores during unloading
scenario (a) I and (b) III.
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Figure 6.61 MIT-E3 and MCC predictions of cavity deformations in vertical and horizontal
wellbores. (Deformations are scaled 10:1)
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Figure 6.62 Effect of consolidation on pore pressure distribution in the radial direction 0=00 around
deviated wells during unloading scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
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Figure 6.63 Effect of consolidation on pore pressure distribution in the radial direction 0=900 around deviated wells during unloading
scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
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Figure 6.64 Effect of consolidation on volumetric strain distribution in the radial direction 0=00
around deviated wells during unloading scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
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Figure 6.65 Effect of consolidation on volume strain distribution in the radial direction 0=900 around deviated wells during unloading
scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
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Figure 6.66 Effect of consolidation on radial deformations distribution in the radial direction 0=00
around deviated wells during unloading scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
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Figure 6.67 Effect of consolidation on radial deformation distribution in the radial direction 0=900 around deviated wells during unloading
scenarios I and III using (a) MCC and (b) MIT-E3 models.
7 Summary, Conclusions and
Recommendations
7.1 Overview
Borehole stability is a key issue for the oil industry. The wellbore stability analysis
depends on a proper determination of the drilling fluid density that provides the pressure
inside the cavity of the wellbore. Most wellbore instability problems occur in soft or
ductile formations because of the complex behavior they exhibit. Oil production at very
shallow depths has motivated this research on stability of vertical and deviated wellbores
in soft low permeability formations. This research contributes towards the use of more
realistic constitutive models and extensive numerical analyses in predicting soil behavior
around wellbores, and the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms controlling
stability of wellbores. Numerical analyses employed an advanced constitutive model
(MIT-E3) and a non-linear finite element program (ABAQUS TM ) to capture the complex
behavior of soft formations around the wellbores.
This thesis is part of a larger project that also comprises experimental measurements of
element and model-borehole lab tests (Abdulhadi, 2009) performed on an analog testing
material (RBBC). Soil models parameters are calibrated to the behavior of the analog
material consolidated to a wide range of stress levels (0.1 5MPa 1 OMPa). The numerical
analyses results are validated by comparing them to measurements from model borehole
experiments in Thick-Walled Cylinder (TWC) devices.
The research includes developing finite element models to simulate vertical and deviated
wellbores and calibrating effective stress models to the behavior of analog testing
material to perform the following main tasks:
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1. Simulating lab experiments on model-boreholes using the TWC apparatus
(Abdulhadi, 2009). A comparison between simulation results and experiment
measurements validated numerical simulations and proved the benefits of using
more realistic soil models such as the MIT-E3 model. The numerical simulations
provided a better understanding of soil behavior in TWC mode of shearing.
2. Investigating the relationship between mud pressure and wellbore deformations
under undrained conditions. The values of critical mud pressures are discussed.
The critical mud pressure is the lowest possible pressure inside the cavity where
failure of wellbores occurs. Failure of wellbores is detected in two cases: 1) the
onset of localized failure and large localized deformations, 2) very large uniform
deformations at cavity wall (reference value at Crown Point is 6 .r > 10%).
3. Studying the effect of consolidation on wellbore stability and behavior of the
surrounding formation. The well pressure is held constant at the value of the
reference mud pressure, while changes in pore pressures and radial deformations
are computed around the wellbore up to a reference time interval of 30days.
7.2 Summary of numerical analyses
Wellbore failures are separated into three different categories; brittle compressive failure,
ductile compressive failure, and tensile failure. Chapter 2 described each failure category,
discussed the concept of safe mud weight as a key input to the wellbore design procedure,
and presented previous solutions for the wellbore problem and the factors affecting these
solutions. This research focused on the ductile failure of wellbores in Ko-consolidated
formations. Chapter 3 describes the mechanical model of the wellbore (wellbore
unloading problem) formed by taking a plane strain section orthogonal to the wellbore
axis (i.e. slice model). This slice model only represents half of the space around the
wellbore cavity due to symmetry and is of a finite thickness to accommodate out-of-plane
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traction forces. Plane strain conditions are imposed by preventing any out-of-plane
deformations. Far field stresses are determined by transforming geostatic stresses in the
rock mass into the analysis plane. Drilling is simulated by reducing a set of stresses
around the wellbore cavity to a hydrostatic condition defined by the weight of the drilling
mud.
Two effective stress soil models are used to define the behavior of the formation,
Modified Cam Clay (MCC, Roscoe and Burland, 1968) and MIT-E3 (Whittle and
Kavvadas, 1994). These soil models are based on previous studies of RBBC which have
established normalized engineering properties of soil (following the SHANSEP
framework; Ladd and Foott, 1974) such that the undrained shear strength and stiffness of
Ko-normally consolidated clay are proportional to the vertical effective stress at the end
of consolidation. However, Abdulhadi (2009) has found that there are significant changes
in the effective stress-strain-strength properties at high confining stresses (1~10 MPa).
The behavior at high consolidation pressures is more ductile with lower Undrained
Strength Ratio (USR= suTC/'ve =0.28 vs. 0.33 at 5',e = 0.15 MPa), and larger required
strains to mobilize peak shear (Cap = 1.4% vs. 0.2% at 've = 0.15 MPa). There is also a
surprising decrease in the friction angle measured at large strain, i.e. critical state
conditions ($'TC 31-50 vs. 33.70 at 0.15 respectively). Chapter 3 describes how a new set
of input parameters for the soil models are computed to represent the RBBC behavior at
high consolidation pressures.
The models are integrated within Finite Element program ABAQUSTM via user material
subroutines (Hashash, 1992). This finite element program enables simulation of coupled
consolidation (time dependent deformations and pore pressures). Two-dimensional and
quasi-3D finite element models are used to simulate wellbores in the field while axi-
symmetric finite element models are used to simulate the TWC experiment numerically.
Two types of analyses are performed in this research, undrained analysis and
consolidation analysis. Undrained analyses are used to simulate drilling of wellbores and
to examine critical mud pressures at which failure during drilling occurs. Consolidation
analyses are used to investigate the effects of time on wellbore stability when an adequate
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mud pressure is present. The finite element meshes use mixed interpolation elements
(displacement and pore pressure degrees of freedom) to perform the analysis.
Undrained analysis is performed in three stages. First, the initial conditions and geostatic
stresses are assigned to the model. Then, the deviatoric stresses are relieved at the cavity
wall by reducing a set of stresses around the wellbore cavity to a hydrostatic condition
defined by the weight of the drilling mud. Finally, the mud pressures (radial pressures on
cavity wall) are reduced to a target value. This target value is either the critical mud
pressure at which failure is initiated or a reference mud pressure that maintains wellbore
stability and reasonable inward deformations at cavity wall.
Chapter 4 presents the results from stages two and three in the analysis that simulates the
drilling of the wellbore. In the field, drilling of wellbores usually occurs at a rate from 20
to 60 m/hr (Willson, pers. comm.). Due to the low permeability of the encountered clay
formations (k=1.44 x 10-7 m/hr at reference pressure 4MPa), drilling is assumed to occur
under undrained conditions. A unit depth is drilled in 0.05 hours. This corresponds to a
dimensionless time factor, T= 1.44 x 104. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume negligible
migration of pore fluid within the formation during drilling. Two criteria used to detect
failure in wellbore: the incipient of localized failure recognized by large localized
deformations at certain points on the wellbore cavity, and if this did not occur then, large
uniform deformations of cavity wall recognized by inward deformations at the crown of
the cavity wall up to 10% of initial radius. The relationship between well pressure and
inward deformations is presented for five different deviation angles: 00, 300, 450, 600, and
90.
If the target value is the reference mud pressure, consolidation analysis is performed to
monitor the effect of time on wellbore stability before casing installation as described in
Chapter 6. A reference time interval of 30 days is assumed between end of drilling and
casing. Non-linear coupled consolidation analyses offer a more realistic representation of
deformations and pore pressures within the formation. However, the analyses are affected
by the boundary conditions assumed at the wellbore. Two drainage conditions are
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assumed at the cavity wall: 1) there is drainage of pore fluid into the wellbore (i.e. clay
has lower permeability than mud cake) 2) the mud cake forms an effectively
impermeable boundary (i.e. permeability of the filter is much lower than the surrounding
clay).
Four unloading scenarios are considered for the vertical wellbore: scenarios I and II are
based on the assumption of full interaction between the well pressure and the pore
pressure, while scenarios III and IV are based on the assumption of perfect isolation of
the cavity wall. The undrained unloading is continued to the reference mud pressure =
0. 2('Vo in scenarios I and III, while the final value of well pressure is -0.2a'vo in scenarios
II and IV (underbalanced drilling). Only scenarios I and III are applied to the deviated
wellbores.
Chapter 5 presents the results of another set of numerical analyses to validate numerical
models by comparing their results to measurements from model borehole tests in a Thick-
Walled Cylinder (TWC) apparatus (Abdulhadi, 2009). The analyses are also used to
evaluate TWC interpretation methods that are usually associated with pressure meter tests
and cavity expansion in thick walled apparatus. The finite element model provided
detailed results that help to understand stress and strain distributions around the model
borehole.
7.3 Results and Conclusions
Examination of the results from the numerical simulations described in the previous
section lead to the following main conclusions:
1. More realistic soil models are needed to achieve accurate predictions of soil
response to wellbore drilling and a more reliable assessment of wellbore stability.
The MIT-E3 model has an anisotropic yield surface and hardening rules that
capture the evolution of anisotropy with changes in stress state, and hence is
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considered a more realistic representation of natural deposits behavior. The results
of TWC simulations using the MIT-E3 model predicted failure in the specimens
at the same cavity pressures observed in the lab experiments. Also, using the
MIT-E3 model, the onset of localized failure in deviated wellbores can be
predicted.
2. Using the hydrostatic pore pressure value as a design mud pressure value is not
always a safe choice in soft formations, especially for deviated wellbores.
Localized failures may initiate even if higher mud pressures are provided in the
cavity. Moreover, due to the low permeability of the soft formations around
wellbores at shallow depths, significant volume changes occur after drilling and
before casing. These volume changes can cause delayed localized failure at
pockets with low excess pore pressures at cavity wall, if the reference mud
pressure is relatively close to the critical mud pressure.
These conclusions are based on the following more specific observations.
7.3.1 Model Borehole Tests
TWC lab experiments are adequately simulated numerically by axi-symmetric finite
element model that take into account the top and bottom caps, filter drains and rates of
cavity pressure change. The more advanced constitutive model, MIT-E3 was capable of
capturing the change in initial stiffness and net cavity pressure ratio with consolidation
stress level. However, the analyses are terminated when large deformations and high
octahedral shear strains develop in the model. This failure occurs instantaneously in the
analysis and hence, the rates of cavity volume change observed in the lab are not fully
simulated.
The finite element model provided detailed results that helped to understand stress and
strain distributions around the model borehole. The data provided a basis to evaluate the
approximate method (Silvestri, 1998) used to interpret TWC results. This method is
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originally developed for interpreting pressuremeter results and is based on assuming
plane strain and undrained conditions. The full set of simulation results showed that the
TWC specimen is affected by the top cap (redistribution of axial stress) and internal
redistribution of pore pressures (presence of compression and extension volume strains).
However, both sources computed closely an undrained strength ratio of su/o'yo ~ 0.2, and
hence the Silvestri (1998) is considered a reasonable approximation of the TWC
specimen shear stress strain response. The shear stress-strain behavior at inner wall of the
TWC is shown to be very close to that at cavity wall of vertical wellbores.
The constitutive models representing soil behavior are not strain dependent, hence the
difference in cavity depressurizing rates allowing more time for pore pressure re-
equilibration is the only factor that would cause different results. However, simulations
using different depressurizing rates gave similar strength ratios and that of a truly
undrained simulation (using short time frames to prevent pore pressure migration) was
also very similar. The simulation results using the MIT-E3 soil model were also
consistent with lab results in depicting the effect of TWC specimen size on improving
stability and decreasing critical cavity pressure.
7.3.2 Undrained analysis of wellbores
Chapter 4 described the prediction of failure in the performed numerical analysis and the
relationship between mud pressure and cavity deformations for vertical and deviated
wellbores. Wellbore failure was defined by two different criteria: 1) incipient localized
failure due to local increase in inward deformations and high octahedral shear strains; 2)
or large cavity deformations up to 0. 1Ro at Crown Point. The MCC did not capture the
first criteria of failure and thus generally overestimates wellbore stability. MIT-E3
predicted localized deformations in deviated wellbores at locations where zones of high
octahedral shear strains are generated. The highest critical state mud pressure was for the
horizontal wellbore (0.18a',o). Wellbores deviated by 300, 450, and 600 fail at mud
pressures equal to -0.177o',o, -0.013G',o, and 0.055a',o, respectively. Only the vertical
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wellbore fails due to excessive cavity deformations (6 cr/Ro = 10%) at mud pressure equal
to -0.34G'vo (underbalanced).
At the reference mud pressure (0. 2G'vo), wellbore deformations and magnitudes of excess
pore pressures increased with deviation angle. In general, MCC predicted larger
magnitudes of positive excess pore pressures around Springline and negative excess pore
pressures at Crown which affected results of consolidation analysis.
7.3.3 Effect of Consolidation on Borehole Stability
Drilling is assumed to occur under undrained conditions. However, the generated shear
induced pore pressures around the cavity of the wellbore during drilling re-equilibrate
with mud pressure (permeable wellbore) or redistribute around cavity (impermeable
wellbore) within the time frame before casing installation leading to further cavity
deformations and more importantly significant volume change and radial deformations
behind the cavity wall and around the wellbore. Consolidation around wellbores is highly
dependent on the deviation angle of the wellbore and drainage conditions at cavity wall.
With increase in deviation angle, the deviatoric component of geostatic stresses generate
higher negative pore pressure near the Crown Point and higher positive pore pressures
near the Springline of the wellbore. During consolidation, higher pore pressure gradients
lead to more deformations around wellbore. In a horizontal wellbore, the MIT-E3 model
even predicts further development of localized deformations and local increase in
octahedral shear strains.
Radial deformations generated during consolidation analysis are less than that generated
in the undrained drilling of the wellbore. The MIT-E3 soil model predicts larger
deformations than the MCC model in all deviation angles. On the other hand, the MCC
model predicts higher positive pore pressures. The positive pore pressures near the
Springline generate significant compression zones during consolidation behind the cavity
wall. Adjacent compression and extension zones result in relatively small increase in
cavity deformations.
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Consolidation around permeable wellbores generated more deformations at cavity wall
and more volume change and radial deformations around the cavity. This became more
obvious with increase in deviation of wellbores and in MIT-E3 predictions. Consolidation
around impermeable wellbores generated more compression volume strains resulting in
less inward deformations at the cavity.
7.4 Impact
Results have significant practical implications that should be considered in the analysis of
wellbore stability:
1. Using sophisticated soil models that give more realistic prediction of soft
formations behavior and stress history effects is essential for a safe assessment of
required densities of drilling fluids.
2. Localized failure may occur in deviated wellbores during drilling or within the
time between drilling and casing due to redistribution of excess pore pressures
and volume changes. The value of hydrostatic pore pressure is not always a safe
mud pressure for wellbore design. A careful analysis of the state of stability of the
wellbore through time should be made before choosing the design mud pressure.
3. Maintaining an impermeable cavity wall and casing wellbores shortly after
drilling is most important in soft formations. Due to the low permeability of soft
formations, time dependent behavior may lead to delayed localized failure in
deviated permeable wellbores.
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7.5 Recommendations for future work
This research has applied sophisticated constitutive models and non-linear finite element
analysis to the wellbore unloading problem to capture a more realistic prediction of the
formations response to mud pressure changes. Results demonstrated the advantage of
using the MIT-E3 soil model in describing failure in wellbores and the effects of
consolidation on wellbore stability. The analyses pertain to wellbores drilled Ko-
consolidated (cross-anisotropic) clays and assumed plane strain conditions and isotropic
permeability. Further work to extend the understanding of wellbore instability to more
generalized cases should focus on the following areas:
1- Repeating the simulations presented in this research using different constitutive
properties calibrated to shallow formations where actual oil production is taking
place (e.g. Gulf of Mexico and North Slope of Alaska). The results of simulations
can be validated by comparison with measurements from the field rather than lab
measurements.
2- The effect of fully anisotropic far field geostatic stresses (i.e. 'xx # ). Ewy
(1993) predicted out-of-plane deformations for deviated wellbores in such
formations. The deviated wellbores were also simulated using the slice model, as
explained in Chapter 2; and the results demonstrated significant warping near the
cavity. Using a 3D finite element model rather than a quasi-3D one is a more
accurate approach to investigate the wellbore stability in anisotropic conditions. A
3D finite element model is also useful to incorporate effects of anisotropic
permeability on consolidation around vertical and deviated wellbores.
Investigating the interplay between wellbore orientation and anisotropy in
permeability as well as the interplay between anisotropy in geostatic stresses and
in permeability enables a more generalized depiction of field cases. However,
careful determination of constitutive models and properties is required to
realistically depict the behavior of anisotropic materials.
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3- Failure mechanisms of wellbores are indicated by local and concentrated
increases in octahedral shear strains (Chapter 4). A more accurate approach to
simulate failure is to capture post-localization response. This will require
procedures to evaluate localization of deformations (shear and compaction bands;
Rudnicki, 2004) and a regularization strategy (e.g. Crook et. al., 2003).
4- The constitutive equations of soil models should include effects of consolidation
stress level and strain rates. Elemental laboratory experiments (Abdulhadi, 2009)
demonstrated significant influence of consolidation stress level over the strength
and stiffness of BBC. On the other hand, research by Sheahan et al. (1992)
concluded that increasing strain rates are associated with an increase in strength
for normally consolidated BBC. There is a class of rate dependent soil models that
can be used to investigate rate of drilling effects on wellbore stability.
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